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This text is based on 2 years of practical experimentation with 
the participation of a large number of secondary schools, 
teachers and young students from all across Europe. 
The aim of the text is not to summarise or evaluate the 
project’s accomplishments, but more to paint some critical 
perspective landscapes fuelled by the project; critical as the 
general mentality in Europe is increasingly working against the 
innovation agendas promoted by the Commission. 
In other words the text contributes to an understanding of 
what further steps should be taken in the core fields 
addressed. 
Thus the text might inspire new European initiatives based on 
and going further than the iYouth project. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This text 
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INTRODUCING iYOUTH

 
 

“Citizens should be actively and directly involved in science 
research and innovation projects.” 
Commission, Science Education for Responsible Citizenship 
 
 

 
 
The Commission calls upon European initiatives to carry out considerable 
experimentation in the field of fostering innovation interest, engagement and 
capacity among students in early schooling – and to encourage schools to create 
such learning experience that helps build up new generations of young European 
innovators. 
 

“Students need authentic, practical experiences and realistic 
learning environments as essential parts of active learning. Teachers 
need to have access to a varied new range of resources in order to 
build activities for students that are as true to life as possible, 
bringing the outside world into the school.” Commission, 
Entrepreneurship Education, 2011 

 
The Commission’s invitation should be seen against the background of changing 
Europe from traditional industry to innovation economy in the widest sense of 
this term. 
To play a competitive role in the globalized economy, Europe is increasingly 
depending on a population of innovators and entrepreneurs, in particular 
dependent on new generations of young people with innovation interest, skills 
and capacity. 
 
The Commission calls for such experimentation across all educational sectors, 
and with a special focus on early education and supported by relevant European 
funding mechanisms, including in particular Erasmus+ and Horizon. 
 
This is in the iYouth context called the Empowering European’s Young Innovators 
Agenda. 
The iYouth project forms part of this Agenda through its contributions to the 
exploration of how to, in practice, foster innovation interest, engagement and 
capacity in secondary school. 
 
The project will create and openly share guidelines, documentation and 
knowledge produced through the project’s intensive experimentation requiring 
substantial co-driving and co-creation of the involved five student teams from 
different European countries. 
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The project will produce its results through taking the student teams (mixed 
aged and gendered teams of 12 - 15 years old secondary students) through four 
progressive 6-month phases of innovation engagement, progressing from an 
opening trying out phase to more complex innovation engagement phases: 
 
Go Innovate! 1 – LOCAL (Community driven) 
Go Innovate! 2 – SHARING (Youth-driven) 
Go Innovate! 3 – COLLABORATIVE (Community-driven+) 
Go Innovate! MAX – CO-CREATIVE (Project-driven) 
 
The innovation engagement will address local societal challenges and include 
considerable open schooling collaboration with cross-sector community 
resources. 
 
Each of the Go Innovate! Phases will build on the project’s innovation 
engagement methodology platform, taking the student teams through the full 
circle of innovation engagement from simple curiosity to co-creation capacity. 
The project’s Innovation Engagement Circle consists of five progressive steps: 
- Innovation Curiosity 
- Innovation Interest 
- Innovation Engagement 
- Innovation Skills 
- Innovation Capacity 
 
All project activities will work through real-life and real-time local societal 
challenges in collaboration with small eco-systems of community resources (the 
open schooling approach). All project processes will involve the student teams as 
co-drivers and co-creators of activities and results. 
The post-project sustainability of those local eco-systems is a major priority in 
the project. 
 
The participating student teams from each secondary school will be supported 
each by 2 dedicated teachers, and the accumulated experience and knowledge 
on how to foster innovation engagement in early schooling will be shared with 
the entire teaching community.  
 
The project is expected to deliver significant contributions to the Empowering 
European’s Young Innovators Agenda through its authentic and intensive 
experimentation, the documentation of this experimentation and the creation of 
valuable and useful outcomes for secondary schools across Europe as well as for 
European policy and research communities dedicated to develop innovation 
engagement in early schooling. 
 
The key outcomes of the project will be: 
 
The iYouth Resource Centre 
The iYouth Practical Guidance Collection 
The iYouth 30-minute Video 
The iYouth Policy Paper 
The iYouth special: Research Recommendations for the Empowering 
European’s Young Innovators Agenda 
 
All practice partners are dedicated to engage fully in the project’s 
experimentation, and the engagement across the curriculum is formally endorsed 
by the school managements and by the public authorities to which the school 
refers. 
 
Among its activities the 5-day iYouth Encounter holds a special position and 
brings together the participating student teams. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Context: the Empowering European’s 
Young Innovators Agenda 

 
 

“Promote partnerships between teachers, students, researchers, 
innovators, professionals in enterprise and other stakeholders in 
science-related fields, in order to work on real-life challenges and 
innovations, including associated ethical and social and economic 
issues.” 
Commission, Science Education for Responsible Citizenship 
 
 

 
 
The Empowering European’s Young Innovators Agenda challenges us with the 
following question: how can learning activities be organised in early education to 
help foster sustainable innovation interest, skills and capacity among young 
people? 
 
 

WHAT IS THE EMPOWERING EUROPEAN’S YOUNG INNOVATORS AGENDA? 
 
The iYouth project has defined this agenda to create a single approach to a new 
European Commission policy: to build interest in innovation among young 
students through practical hands-on initiatives. 
 
The policy agenda is expected to be put to work through the European funding 
programmes, in particular through Horizon and Erasmus+. 
Similar policy agendas are created in the fields of for example open schooling, 
science learning and entrepreneurial education. 
 
There are, as we well know, light years between European educational policy and 
national educational practice. 
 
As dark winds are blowing across most European educational systems, not leaving 
room for much experimentation, it is less likely that the European agenda will be 
supported by national educational systems. 
This means that the experimentation will need to happen through private 
funding, pioneer schools, managers and teachers – and through the European 
funding programmes. 
 
This is the context of the iYouth project. The first small steps… 
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WHO ARE THE KEY PLAYERS IN THIS AGENDA? 
 
At high level the players and stakeholders are big global organisations such as the 
European Commission, UNESCO and the OECD. 
These supra-governmental stakeholders are supplemented by a long line of 
private companies and research bodies pointing towards the need for 
revolutionised education systems in the global world. 
 
These stakeholders provide inspiration, guidance and good practice to schools 
and teachers; however, the stakeholders have little influence on national and 
local educational policy and practice. 
 
Sometimes private stakeholders, typically technology companies, fund school 
experimentation, but of course very few schools and teachers are involved in 
such experimentation, and the experimentation often takes place in resourceful 
schools and communities. 
 
At national level the players are ministries of education, teacher educations, 
research bodies – and schools and teachers. 
National funding for experimentation is scares and the average school is not 
resourceful enough to undertake serious didactic experimentation. 
 
The conclusion is that it will take decades for the policy agenda to work its way 
into educational practice.  
 
Why is this important? 
It is important to help understand the limitations and scope of small Erasmus+ 
projects like iYouth. 
With very few resources and against all odds a few schools and teachers are 
trying to do what the big players (the Commission and the OECD) ask us to do. 
Evidently, this is not possible. 
 
 

OPEN SCHOOLING 
 
One of the reasons for the “against all odds” is that practicing innovation 
fostering interest or entrepreneurial education must be based on an open 
schooling approach. 
 
Innovation interest and enterpreneurial capacity cannot be built in the 
classroom, in theory - or in the school for that matter. 
It can only take place in real life – outside the walls of the institutions called 
“schools”. 
 
This poses no less than gigantic challenges to several hundred years of Western 
education. It contradicts everything that defines “school”: organisation, 
schedules, curricula, timing, test, teachers, etc., etc. 
Not one single traditional structure is left untouched by open schooling. 
 
Open schooling means that the learning processes take place in real life, often in 
real time, and through deep engagement in a variety of societal, economic and 
technological processes. 
Open schooling therefore includes a lot of collaboration with organisations, 
resources and people outside the educational system – and outside the public 
system. 
 
So, to the “against all odds” is now added a society of organisations, companies, 
NGO’s and professionals not at all used to work with teams of young secondary 
school students! 
Some of them might be aware of the global and European policy agendas, but 
they have no idea about how to practice them. 
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So, the learning and the experimentation and the capacity building go both ways: 
the schools must learn to organise learning processes in real life, and the real life 
players must learn how to work systematically with young students. 
 
The magnitude of these challenges is self-evident… 
 
 

WHY INNOVATION INTEREST IN EARLY SCHOOLING? 
 
Why all of a sudden the big global players claim that we need to create interest 
in innovation from the early days of school? 
 
Because, unlike most national educational authorities, these global players have 
a long-term strategic outlook and approach to education and learning. 
 
They know that the safe and secure jobs in which people were doing the same 
things for a lifetime are long gone. 
They know that most citizens will have to change professional direction many 
times – and without having what we used to call the “proper qualifications”. 
Perhaps we need to build the qualification on the flight…? 
 
And they know that things will change at such a speed that many things will 
become obsolete almost before they are invented. 
They also know that innovation and change will need to come from citizens and 
will need all talent available, as public spending will not do the job anymore. 
 
But why in early schooling? 
 
There are at least two incredibly important reasons: 
 
First, the innovation interest agenda states that being interested in innovation, 
being curious, being action-oriented and growing a desire to change things 
around you – all this should become a natural part of school and schooling, from 
the very first day and all across the educational system. 
 
This is a parallel to the “digital natives”: the young people are born digital 
natives, the older generation has acquired some skills, but technology will never 
be natural to them. 
 
The Commission agenda want the young generations to be “innovation natives”: 
to think and feel innovation and the need to change things that do not work well. 
Of course, this calls for open schooling didactics from the very first school days, 
as innovation interest can only grow from constant interaction with real life 
processes. 
This at the same time calls for “learning on demand”, not “learning when 
scheduled”. Another challenge to the time and class based educational system… 
 
Second, the secondary school years also represent the teenage years: the years in 
which we create our fundamental identity and personality. 
The way of thinking and behaving in “innovation interest” should form part of 
the development of the young identities, not something that is acquired from the 
outside later on… 
The open schooling mentality becomes a part of the personality, of who I am, 
how I see myself and how I act and learn. 
 
 

RESEARCH, FUNDING, PRACTICE 
 
As with all the global players’ educational revolution agendas, there is a very 
long way from theory to practice. 
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No doubt, substantial research findings support these revolutionary approaches, 
but there is also a very long way from research findings to the educational 
practice of local schools. 
 
The Commission knows this; thus the expression that it will take a “sea change” 
to move the education system… 
 
The point of departure is that this will not happen in a natural way in education: 
driven by some sort of evolutionary logic. 
On the contrary, the European educational systems are moving in a totally 
opposite direction: more students in the classes, limited funding of public 
education, testing instead of learning, inflexible curricula, top-down-controlled 
educational organisations, etc. 
 
Learning practices creating interest in innovation in school will only happen if the 
first waves of experimentation are funded and the lessons learned systematically 
shared. 
Innovation interest didactics will not at all be mainstreamed unless substantial 
and repeated experimentation is taking place: 
 
POLICY AGENDA 

 
EXPERIMENTATION 

 
SHARING 

 
MAINSTREAMING 
 
If the experimentation is not substantial and the sharing is not efficient, 
mainstreaming will not happen. 
 
At the moment few funding options are available for such experimentation to any 
normal school in Europe: 
- self-financing (unlikely, unless school is pioneer) 
- local financing (unlikely in most cases) 
- national financing (available but hard to reach in some countries) 
- private financing (only available in very few cases) 
- European funding (available, but highly competitive = 15% applications granted) 
 
The 3 most important 2020 changes in schools might be: 
- student-centred didactics 
- entrepreneurial learning 
- innovation interest creating learning 
 
All 3 components come together in “open schooling”. 
In fact none of the 3 changes can happen without open schooling! 
 
This calls for massive investment in open schooling experimentation, sharing 
and mainstreaming. 
Massive investment in open schooling will open the doors to all the needed 
educational innovations. 
 
Unless we want the Commission agendas to once again become nothing but words 
blowing in the wind. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Key lessons learned 

 
 

“Users are being involved in earlier phases of the innovation 
process - already when companies are identifying opportunity 
areas. The innovation process is becoming user-driven.” 
OECD, New Nature of Innovation 
 
 

 
 

WHAT WAS THE INTENTION? 
 
The iYouth intention was to contribute to this first experimentation. 
The idea was to engage a number of young teams of secondary students from 
different countries in various forms of innovation activities in their communities, 
capture their experience and create some first knowledge building bricks. 
 
The young teams were invited to choose between two ways of engaging in real-
life innovation: 
- following and participating in the life circles of ongoing or emerging innovation 
activities in the community or in the region, or 
- identifying innovation needs in the community and create missions and alliances 
to address the needs and take the innovation as far as possible 
 
These two forms of engaging in innovation might very well represent the two 
basic forms of open schooling: engaging in ongoing activity or creating a new 
innovation activity. 
The same option would be found in for example open schooling approaches 
aiming to create early science interest or early entrepreneurial capacity. 
 
Which are the basic characteristics of these forms? 
 
In the first form the young teams analyse the local/regional innovation 
landscape: what kind of interesting innovation is happening or emerging, who are 
the players and how could be follow and participate? 
In the second form the young teams analyse important community needs with the 
aim to identify missions to engage in. The teams were invited to take those 
missions as far as possible within the limits of the iYouth project. 
 
The ultimate aim of the project, then, was to create knowledge elements from 
this experimentation, based on the students’ story-telling and documentation, 
and to create useful guidance to schools and teachers on how to organise open 
schooling activity building innovation interest among the students. 
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As iYouth was one of the first systematic attempts to undertake such initiatives, 
the local partners and teams needed to start from point zero. 
 
Evidently, these activities called for a variety of interaction with resources in the 
community and a lot of collaboration. 
This was hard work, as community resources and players are not at all used to 
engage in serious collaboration with student teams. Therefore a lot of learning 
for everybody – and this kind of learning takes time. 
 
An important conclusion is that such open schooling initiatives must be 
repeated over and over again in the communities to create eco-systems of 
school-community collaboration that would, finally, allow schools to step into 
already existing networks, resources, traditions and collaborations of 
innovation learning. 
 
Punctual and unsustained activity will leave very little impact on the 
communities of innovation learning. 
 
 

WHAT WAS SUCCESSFUL? 
 
Of course it was impossible to implement the full project ambitions. Against all 
odds. 
 
Why is it not possible to jump from traditional education to open schooling 
fostering innovation interest among young students? 
This is extremely important: because schools and teachers and students need to 
create such capacity through stepwise dismantling the traditional forms of 
education! 
 
The first approach to the project’s innovation was to do what we always do. 
Then, later we try to create activities that move more in the direction of the 
project innovation, but still based on old work forms and traditional mentality. 
 
As McLuhan said: When television was invented it was used like a radio! 
 
This is not wrong, it is simply necessary: schools, teachers and the students 
themselves need to dismantle traditional mentality and behaviour step by step 
and slowly arrive to what was actually the intention. 
 
The problem is, and this is another capital lesson learned, that funding measures 
like Erasmus+ does not allow for such step by step progression. There is simply 
not enough time and resources. And, if the application stated that only small 
steps would be accomplished, the application would be granted. 
 
There is therefore – and this is crucial – a build-in contradiction in the 
Erasmus+ programme when it comes to real and deep innovation. 
 
Even against all odds, the project created a long line of successes and a lot of 
valuable lessons learned: from successful activities to unsuccessful activities but 
producing a lot of insight, knowledge and experience. 
 
In particular 3 factors contributed to the value of the project activities: 
- the students’ incredible motivation and excitement 
- the teachers’ dedication 
- the many community resources responding positively to the students’ initiatives 
 
This is good news. It means that it will be possible to repeat and expand such 
activity in these communities after the iYouth project. 
 
It was, however, to a lesser extent possible to implement the full open schooling 
programme. The reasons will be indicated now: 
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THE TRADITIONAL “INNOVATION” APPROACH: PUNCTUALITY, VISITING AND 
ENTERTAINMENT 

 
When confronted with the challenge of open schooling to create interest in 
innovation among the young students, most schools and teachers (and students!!) 
react in what we might call the “way of modernisation”. 
This way is about adding “modern” activities to traditional education in the 
classroom. 
 
One might describe this reaction as a way to “decorate” traditional education, or 
a way to make “alibi innovation” (“aiming to show that we are indeed doing 
something new…”) – or a way to simply do what the school find possible at the 
moment. 
 
This might sound bad: in the negative case it is bad, as it is a way to “avoid” the 
real challenges, but in general it must be like this: we need to dismantle old 
forms by acknowledging their limitations. 
 
It takes several rounds of experimentation and evaluation to break through to 
what are the real challenges and the real innovation. 
A spiral of learning and experience is needed to create real change. A single 
jump will never do the job. 
And in many schools the real innovation is not even possible. 
 
What are, then, the traditional reactions, or the way of “modernising” 
traditional classroom practice? 
 
There is a well-known set of such measures: 
- the activity is punctual, easily fitted into the curricula 
- the activity is event-based: not meant to be integrated in everyday learning 
- the activity is entertaining: pleasing the students and perhaps the project, at 
least for some time 
 
In short, such activities are add-ons to traditional classroom teaching, they do 
not basically aim to change classroom teaching. And they are not open 
schooling. 
 
Later in this paper we will try to define more precisely which are the basic 
criteria for open schooling and for innovation interest creating learning. 
For now it is important to point to the fact that these “modernisations” lack 
didactic depth: they do not change the didactics of classroom teaching, they do 
not create genuine open schooling – and they do not create lasting and 
sustainable innovation interest in the students. 
They do not succeed in becoming a part of the young student’s identity, 
mentality and behaviour. 
 
To become a way of thinking and acting the activity needs to give the student 
long-term, immersive, epic and personal experience of the “new”. 
 
We know that this works. What we don’t know is how to do it the restricted 
reality of European education! 
 
 

SCHOOLS, TEACHERS, STUDENTS 
 
All educational players need solid change experience to dismantle old forms of 
thinking, learning and acting. 
 
The schools are increasingly top-down controlled by educational authorities and 
are increasingly concerned with scare financing and a lack of resources. 
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School boards and managers are to a lesser extent able to engage in innovation 
and experimentation. 
Mostly they tolerate projects with reasonable funding, but they also mostly 
prefer to see those projects as “special events” with little impact on the school 
organisation and practice. 
Most European schools do not have the needed room to move – their hands are 
tied, and that does not make life easier for pinoneers teachers. 
And, it certainly is bad news for the sustainability of the project activities. 
 
Teachers in secondary school are under pressure - tests, competition, funding 
based on student grades, evaluation of teacher performance, etc. 
Most teachers therefore do not wish to engage in innovation, or they might wish 
to, but do not have the support or the needed resources. 
 
The European and most local experimentation are driven by very few pioneer 
teachers. 
 
When they manage to engage in for example a European project, they have to 
manage everything themselves, and often without additional resources from the 
school. 
These teachers are the real heroes of experimentation. 
They want to change; they want to do good for the students. 
But after a few years on their own, many of them burn out and give up. 
The lack of serious support from the school and from the educational system 
usually allows these teachers a limited number of years in the project world.  
 
But the students, at least, are openly interested in innovation, right? 
Wrong. 
The classroom mentality is also and sometimes very much shared by the 
students! They are used to being told what to do, how to do it and when to do it. 
They are excited about the new project initiatives, but they are still positioned 
in the old educational mentality. Even if they are digital natives, as they do not 
link education with their mobiles phones at all. 
 
Most students at this age have long ago given up asking about the relevance of 
the school work and simply try to pass the school time and go home to the “real 
activities”. 
 
An interesting experience is that if the students get too much of the innovation, 
they start to ask the teacher what this is all about. 
 
So, the classroom mentality is in the blood of all the players. 
 
This is why many circles, many rounds and much working-through are needed to 
create real change. Old Freud called this need to go through changes many times 
“working through…”. 
Knowing the “new” in theory is not enough; it does not change anything. 
We need to “work through” the old practices again and again to dismantle the 
old work forms and install the new. 
 
Now, ask yourself this question: is there room in Erasmus+ projects for such 
“working though”? 
 
 

THE INNOVATION COMMUNITY 
 
The same goes for the organisations, resources and professionals with which the 
students need to collaborate in the open schooling setting. 
 
Innovators, entrepreneurs and research professionals are not at all used to and 
geared to collaborate with young students along considerable time periods. 
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They are used to punctual engagements only: meetings at the school, students’ 
visits, workshops, events and similar. 
 
These players are deeply engaged in their innovation missions, but they do not 
know how to handle open schooling. 
 
Open schooling includes long-term engagement of students, students following 
the life circle of innovation and students going as deep as possible into the 
mysteries of the innovation, including its many cross-subject implications and 
directions. 
 
Community collaborators need a strong outlook to see the meaning of this 
interaction. 
 
This simply means that all the players in open schooling and creating innovation 
interest among students must learn: the educational players as well as the 
innovation players – and the educational authorities that should support those 
activities actively, but rarely do so… 
The point is, however, that the innovation players might benefit strongly from 
this engagement when they learn how to use the long-term contact with the 
future generations of citizens! 
 
To quote once again the simple OECD words: 
“Users are being involved in earlier phases of the innovation process - already 
when companies are identifying opportunity areas. The innovation process is 
becoming user-driven.” 
OECD, New Nature of Innovation 
 
Obviously, this will take much experimentation and much learning among the 
innovation players. 
In particular it will take sustained activity, creation of eco-systems of 
collaboration and evaluation of the innovation players’ benefits. 
 
A time perspective of 5-10 years experimentation is realistic. 
 
The problem is: who will fund, invest in and drive such sustained and long-term 
experimentation?  
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CHAPTER 3 
The core challenges 

 
 

“Entrepreneurship in this sense refers to an individual's ability to 
turn ideas into action. It includes creativity, innovation, showing 
initiative and risk-taking, as well as the ability to plan and manage 
projects in order to achieve objectives.” 
Commission, Entrepreneurship Education 
 
 

 
 
Let us now try to define what the iYouth project, activities and debates have 
taught us about the core challenges in innovation interest didactics: 
 
We will do this by asking some questions and providing some short and hopefully 
clear answers: 
 
 

WHAT SEEMS TO BE THE BASIC PRINCIPLES IN ORGANISING INNOVATION-
FOSTERING LEARNING PROCESSES IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS? 

 
The basic principles appear to be: 
 

 the innovation interest creating activity must take place in real-life and real-
time innovation settings, whether already existing or in the form of new 
missions 

 they must run across considerable time periods to be efficient 

 they should address important societal challenges that many players would 
find valuable 

 the activity should include following as much of the innovation’s life circle 
as possible 

 they should be epic and personal: the students’ should be able to follow the 
activity in depth, to immerse, to story-tell the activity and to get the 
experience “under the skin” and link it to their personality 

 the activity should be exciting and demanding and really challenge the 
students 

 the activity should link to several subject areas and be carried out in 
collaborative work forms 

 the activity should include learning when needed instead of learning when 
scheduled: increasing relevance 

 students should be able to share their new experience widely in their own 
social and gaming networks 
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 the students should be able to follow-up the activity, also after the formal 
ending of the activity 

 the school should be able to provide flexible room to move for the students’ 
engagement 

 
 

HOW CAN THE NEEDED COLLABORATION WITH THE COMMUNITY BE 
ESTABLISHED, INCLUDING WITH RESOURCES INVOLVED IN INNOVATION? 

 
Starting from point zero the pioneer school will need to invest considerable time 
in analysing and scanning the community for relevant innovation missions – to 
follow or to create. 
 
It does not make sense in the start-up phase to bring a lot of stakeholders 
together. They would not know what to do and how to act. 
It is much better to involve new resources step-by-step when it is possible to 
include them actively in the missions – whether ongoing or new. 
 
It will take hard work to establish the needed connections and collaborations, 
and it is crucial they the students co-lead this collaborative work. 
It will take creative thinking: who might be interested, who might benefit – and 
who might be willing to engage and collaborate. 
Serious innovations as well as entrepreneurial skills are involved in this process. 
 
New collaborations might need to be established for different student teams – 
and when new student teams join the activities. 
Several rounds and circles of collaboration and alliance creation will be needed. 
 
The long-term aim is to establish a kind of “eco-system of innovation learning” in 
the community/region and systematically expand this eco-system. 
This will enable new students to step into already existing structures and 
networks, and it might also benefit the innovation players if they learn how to 
“exploit” this network of young generation users. 
 
 

HOW CAN CAPACITY BE BUILT AMONG TEACHERS TO FACILITATE AND 
SUPPORT SUCH LEARNING ACTIVITIES? 

 
Only experimentative practice will create the needed teacher capacity. 
No courses or online provisions can replace the experimentative practice. 
 
The teachers should join the students and work with them on equal terms: as 
learners of innovation. 
This way the teachers will grow with the students and the students will enjoy and 
benefit from this new teacher role. 
 
Pioneer teachers will need to start from point zero and make their way alongside 
the students. 
 
What is important is that the “first teachers” manage to tell the stories in the 
school and to share their experience with their colleagues, creating a lot of peer 
learning. This might motivate more teachers and make it easier for new teachers 
to engage. 
 
The school should – at organisational level – feel ownership to the new 
engagement and support the sharing of experience among as many teachers as 
possible. 
The school might also competitively wish to promote itself in the community as 
the most innovative and future-oriented school! 
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Teachers using private time to support the activity should be celebrated and 
rewarded. 
 
 

HOW CAN WE ASSURE THAT INNOVATION INTEREST CREATING ACTIVITIES 
WILL HAVE A LASTING AND SUSTAINABLE IMPACT ON THE YOUNG 
STUDENTS? 

 
This refers to the discussion above about “punctual” activity and authentic open 
schooling – as well as to the basic criteria for open schooling. 
 
The idea is to make innovation interest, entrepreneurial work forms and 
orientation towards change and taking action a natural way of thinking and 
behaving among the new generations of young people. 
 
In other words: to integrate this in the identities and personalities of the young 
learners: “I see myself as a young learner learning this way”. 
 
Therefore it follows that the open schooling activities creating such capacity 
should: 
- be integrated in schools as early as possible, adjusted to the level of the 
students 
- take place as long and deep engagements in real-life activities 
- challenge and excite the young learners, and make them proud of their 
accomplishments 
- be followed-up across the various educational levels 
 
What we know is that traditional classroom teaching supplemented by punctual 
activities will not create sustainable interest and capacity among the students. 
 
 

WHICH ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT CHALLENGES FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
ENGAGING IN SUCH NEW DIDACTICS? 

 
One point of view might be that this form of open schooling and interest in 
innovation will require no less than a revolution of the entire education system. 
This point of view will inevitably lead to apathy and giving up. 
 
Schools and teachers cannot wait for the education system to change; first of all 
because it will not change; second, because if it should change it will take 
decades. 
 
Schools and teachers, and their local/regional educational authorities, are 
therefore challenged with the mission to find out to what extent it is possible to 
create as good and authentic open schooling engagements for the students as 
possible. 
 
Small first steps might lead to more engagement. 
 

Remember that the Commission knows all this. This is why the Commission 
encourage “rule-breakers”; not in the criminal sense, but in the sense of 
schools and teachers experimenting with new didactics even if the education 
system Is not moving. 

 
 
The key challenges for such pioneer schools and teachers are: 
- to create flexible room to move for pioneer teachers 
- to support the teachers any way possible 
- to find workable balances between the rules and regulations of the education 
system and the open schooling activities 
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- to explain the value of the activity to school authorities, to the parents and to 
the community 
- to ensure that all players benefit from the experimentation and to make the 
benefits visible 
- to build support systems in the community, also among future-oriented private 
resources not bound by public administration 
- to establish collaboration with other schools and innovation players at local, 
regional and European levels 
- to promote the school as a future-oriented school, building capacity among the 
students to manage and master the globalised economy and job market 
 
 

WHICH ARE THE TYPICAL THREATS TO SUCH ENGAGEMENT, AND WHICH 
ARE THE TYPICAL LESS EXPLOITED OPPORTUNITIES? 

 
The bad news is that the threats are many and some of them even impossible to 
counter. 
The good news is that there are opportunities for pioneer schools and teachers 
that normally remain unexplored and unexploited. 
 
 

THREATS 
 
The bad news, in short: 

 pioneer teachers are left alone without proper support; they burn out 

 the school is not able to create room to move for teachers and students; the 
activity slowly disappears 

 the innovation resources in the community are not interested; frustration 
results and leads to giving up 

 the teachers and students have to start from point zero all the time; lack of 
accumulation of resources leads to disengagement 

 teachers are changed all the time; managers are changed all the time; this 
leads to instability and bad management of the local collaboration 

 local and national educational authorities are not supporting the 
experimentation, and in some cases directly working against it; it can be 
difficult to sustain the pioneering on these conditions 

 the school and the teachers are not able to explain and justify the 
experimentation in the community and to the parents 

 students drop out of the activities if the activities are not interesting and 
engaging 

 
 

OPPORTUNITIES 
 
The good news, in short: 

 pioneer schools and teachers are on a mission from the European Commission 
and should exploit that 

 there is an increasing understanding among many organisations and 
professionals of the need to change education dramatically; the schools 
should join forces with these resources 

 with some creativity it is often indeed possible to create experimentation; 
even if the curricula are restrictive 

 if support can be mobilised in the community, the school is not alone; 
support can be mobilised also through the students’ innovation missions 

 it is possible to join collaborative projects and network at local, national and 
European level 

 alternative funding should be created whenever possible 

 the school might benefit a lot from promoting itself as an innovative school 

 it is possible for the school to allow teachers and students to grow and to 
enjoy being part of something new and exciting 
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The good news can in general be supplemented by mentality: 
- the school and the teachers might work to think about “school”, “education” 
and “community” in new ways. 
 
In fact the European Commission encourages schools to be more active players in 
the community and to engage in things that were unthinkable some years ago. 
 
Schools, teachers and students might need to become educational policy-makers. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Conclusions: Key obstacles to the 
building innovation interest didactics 

 
 

“It requires nothing less than a sea change in the approach to 
education, emphasizing active learning and the provision of new 
experiences for students outside of the classroom. For many 
education systems this represents a fundamental shift away from 
traditional approaches.” 
Commission, Entrepreneurship Education 
 
 

 
 
Let us, in short, mention some of the main obstacles to creating innovation 
interest through open schooling. 
 
The list of obstacles is addressing policy-makers at in particular local and 
national levels: what should they be aware of, and how can they help overcome 
those obstacles? 
 
 

INCREASING INFLEXIBILITY IN SCHOOLS 
 
Many schools and teachers experience that rules and regulations and curricula 
are becoming still more restrictive. 
New public management, private competition patterns introduced in public 
schools, increasing quantitative testing of the students, publishing of schools’ 
achievements and results, cuts in the funding of public educations… 
All this is by many schools and teachers experienced as increasing inflexibility. 
Educational policy should be careful not to suffocate teachers’ creativity and 
desire to seek new directions. 
The short-term financial benefit of new public management will be manifold 
offset by lack of innovation. 
 
 

ROOM TO MOVE, ROOM FOR EXPERIMENTATION 
 
The increasingly restrictive European education system makes it difficult for 
schools and teachers to move, to create experimentation that addresses the 
many new challenges in the globalised world. 
Without practical local experimentation the education system will stiffen and the 
new generations will not be able to manage globalised Europe. 
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The long-term effect is a Europea falling behind due to short-term and short-
sighted policy-making. 
 
 

EUROPEAN VISIONS AND NATIONAL POLICY-MAKING 
 
The European Commission’s educational policy is extremely innovative. In fact 
the Commission’s educational agendas call for no less than a revolution in 
education and learning. 
This is evidenced in a long line of policy papers and educational guidelines 
published by the Commission across the last two decades. 
 
The problem is that most national educational policy-making directly 
contradicts and works against the educational innovation promoted by the 
Commission. 
 
The Commission’s educational innovation calls for considerable, long-term and 
well-funded experimentation, but national policy is preventing this from 
happening. 
 
What is worse, its seems as the more innovative Commission policy, the stronger 
national educational policy contradicts this innovation. 
 
This might be called a European disaster. 
When European policy and national policy is moving in totally opposite 
directions, it is difficult for schools and teachers find their way. 
 
National governments should indeed re-think why they short-sightedly are 
undermining instead of supporting sound and necessary European educational 
innovation. 
 
All this is not theory: partners in European projects, such as iYouth, are 
increasingly confused by the innovation promoted at European level – and 
increasingly restricted national educational policy, making it difficult to 
implement the European innovation. 
 
The new nationalistic winds blowing over Europe is not in any way supporting the 
implementation of educational innovation so strongly recommended by strategic 
players such as the European Commission, the OECD, UNESCO and even the World 
Bank. 
 
 

MENTALITY, PIONEERING, MOTIVATION 
 
The innovation in education is depending on schools, teachers and students’ 
motivation. 
If pioneering and experimentation are not supported locally and nationally, the 
education systems will lose its dynamics, its creativity and its ability to change 
and address new challenges. 
 
Policy-makers in particular at local and national levels should bear in mind that it 
is of paramount importance to mobilise the motivation, creativity and dedication 
of these educational players. 
Society at large will increasingly suffer from dead educational systems, not at all 
able to meet the challenges of a constantly changing globalised world. 
 
Policy-makers should take very seriously how to re-install motivation and 
dedication in schools and among teachers and how to explain the long-term 
societal benefit from such motivation. 
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CROSS-SECTOR OBSTACLES 
 
Last, but not least, policy-making should support open schooling as the adequate 
learning didactics of the globalised world – instead of restricting and narrowing 
the room to move for schools and teachers. 
 
This includes supporting the motivation of resources from different sectors to 
work with the schools. 
 
The vision of cross-sector learning communities is increasingly undermined by 
sectors focusing on their own challenges and not engaging in more complex but 
also more profitable and benefitting cross-sector collaboration. 
 
All major educational innovation agendas in Europe are based on and depending 
on cross-sector collaboration and public and private stakeholders’ engagement in 
learning processes. 
The most evident examples in the 2020 platform is open schooling for creating 
innovation interest, open schooling for entrepreneurial skills and open schooling 
for re-engaging young people in science. 
 
These extremely important innovations are all depending on the promotion and 
motivation of substantial collaboration between schools, teachers and students 
on one side and a variety of organisations on the other. 
 
The problem is, though, that if schools are not able to move and the sector 
players are increasingly focused on their own challenges, then open schooling 
cannot happen. 
 
Policy-makers should revise the way they directly or indirectly undermine such 
vital collaboration, and develop strategies for how to re-motivate and re-
mobilise both sides of the open schooling communities. 
 
 
In recent years UNESCO has launched a global Learning Cities network, and one 
of the key missions of this network is precisely to support learning everywhere 
in the communities – and in particular through cross-sector collaboration. 
The sad thing is that the more UNESCO promotes the Learning Cities strategies, 
the more national governments in Europe seem to work against them. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR POLICY 
SUPPORT

 
 
“Innovative new ideas and creative solutions often emerge at the 
interface between disciplines and involve different societal actors. 
Innovation is linked, directly or indirectly, to human experience, 
needs and problems. This can occur through engaging with the arts 
– playing or listening to music, dancing, experiencing or creating 
art, watching and creating video or film, or being involved in 
designing and making.” 
Commission, Science Education for Responsible Citizenship 
 
 

 
 
Let us conclude this small iYouth policy paper by providing some 
recommendations for educational policy-making. 
The recommendations at the same time summarize experiences from the iYouth 
experimentation. 
 
The recommendations aim to point to how educational policy can support the 
capacity, motivation and dedication of schools and teachers to engage in vital 
experimentation linked to the European educational innovation agendas. 
 
 

SCHOOL’S SELF-GOVERNANCE 
 
Policy-making should ensure increasing self-governance in schools, allowing the 
experimentation needed in the globalised 21st century. 
Open room to move should be integrated in all educational planning and 
curricula. 
 
 

STRONG STRATEGIC FOCUS ON TEACHER EDUCATIONS 
 
Policy-making should focus strongly on innovation in teacher education, in 
particular on initial teacher education. 
The young generations of teachers are not able to manage the new open 
schooling approaches and the Commission’s educational innovation. 
Dramatic changes are needed across all teacher educations, including much more 
practical collaboration with schools and communities. 
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STRONG NATIONAL COMITTMENT 
 
Policy-making should at national level take seriously the Commission’s strategic 
educational innovation and support the implementation of the innovation instead 
of undermine it. 
 
 

LOCAL ENGAGEMENT 
 
Policy-making should ensure much more local engagement from local 
governments. 
Local governments have important roles to play in the field of open schools and 
cross-sector collaboration – for example supporting the creation of local eco-
systems of innovation and entrepreneurial learning. 
 
 

INVOLVE COMMUNITY – OPEN SCHOOLING 
 
Policy-making should support schools at all levels to create open schooling in 
collaboration with relevant community stakeholders, including from the private 
sector. 
The Commission strongly recommend educational collaboration with the private 
and social sectors, but very few local governments are taking action to support 
this. 
 
 

BOTTOM-UP INITIATIVES, NO EVOLUTION 
 
The evolution of the educational system towards open schooling and 21st century 
didactics will not happen. 
The last two decades have clearly demonstrated this beyond reasonable doubt. 
Therefore policy-making should support a bottom-up approach in which the 
innovation increasingly emerges from pioneer schools and teachers. 
Local policy-making should support, celebrate and reward pioneer schools and 
teachers. 
 
 

COMMISSION EVALUATION AND CRITIQUE OF NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 
POLICY 

 
All across this paper it is indicated that most national policy-making in the fields 
of education is directly working against and undermining Commission educational 
innovation. 
The Commission should take action to evaluate and criticise national educational 
policy and make an effort to ensure that Commission educational innovation is 
followed up at national level. 
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experimentation challenges towards 
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[Photos from iYouth by Working with Europe] 
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This text is based on 2 years of practical experimentation with 
the participation of a large number of secondary schools, 
teachers and young students from all across Europe. 
 

The aim of the text is not to summarise or evaluate the 
project’s accomplishments, but more to paint some critical 
perspective landscapes fuelled by the project; critical as the 
general mentality in Europe is increasingly working against the 
innovation agendas promoted by the Commission. 
In other words the text contributes to an understanding of 
what further steps should be taken in the core fields 
addressed. 
 

Thus the text might inspire new European initiatives based on 
and going further than the iYouth project. 
 

In the iYouth policy paper we systematically outline a series of 
recommendation for policy-making to support schools’ and 
teachers’ access and capacity to engage in open schooling 
experimentation. 
In this iYouth research recommendations paper we more 
briefly outline lessons learned from iYouth as to what kind of 
further research is needed in support of creating innovation 
interest among young students in early schooling. 

 
 
 

 
 

This text 
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Point zero: 
INTRODUCING iYOUTH

 
 

“Citizens should be actively and directly involved in science 
research and innovation projects.” 
Commission, Science Education for Responsible Citizenship 
 
 

 
 
The iYouth application presented the project like this: 
 
The Commission calls upon European initiatives to carry out considerable 
experimentation in the field of fostering innovation interest, engagement and 
capacity among students in early schooling – and to encourage schools to create 
such learning experience that helps build up new generations of young European 
innovators. 
 

“Students need authentic, practical experiences and 
realistic learning environments as essential parts of 
active learning. Teachers need to have access to a varied 
new range of resources in order to build activities for 
students that are as true to life as possible, bringing the 
outside world into the school.” Commission, 
Entrepreneurship Education, 2011 

 
The Commission’s invitation should be seen against the background of changing 
Europe from traditional industry to innovation economy in the widest sense of 
this term. 
 
To play a competitive role in the globalized economy, Europe is increasingly 
depending on a population of innovators and entrepreneurs, in particular 
dependent on new generations of young people with innovation interest, skills 
and capacity. 
 
The Commission calls for such experimentation across all educational sectors, 
and with a special focus on early education and supported by relevant European 
funding mechanisms, including in particular Erasmus+ and Horizon. 
 
This is in the iYouth context called the Empowering European’s Young Innovators 
Agenda. 
The iYouth project forms part of this Agenda through its contributions to the 
exploration of how to, in practice, foster innovation interest, engagement and 
capacity in secondary school. 
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The project will create and openly share guidelines, documentation and 
knowledge produced through the project’s intensive experimentation requiring 
substantial co-driving and co-creation of the involved five student teams from 
different European countries. 
 
The project will produce its results through taking the student teams (mixed 
aged and gendered teams of 12 - 15 years old secondary students) through four 
progressive 6-month phases of innovation engagement, progressing from an 
opening trying out phase to more complex innovation engagement phases: 
 
Go Innovate! 1 – LOCAL (Community driven) 
Go Innovate! 2 – SHARING (Youth-driven) 
Go Innovate! 3 – COLLABORATIVE (Community-driven+) 
Go Innovate! MAX – CO-CREATIVE (Project-driven) 
 
The innovation engagement will address local societal challenges and include 
considerable open schooling collaboration with cross-sector community 
resources. 
 
Each of the Go Innovate! Phases will build on the project’s innovation 
engagement methodology platform, taking the student teams through the full 
circle of innovation engagement from simple curiosity to co-creation capacity. 
 
The project’s Innovation Engagement Circle consists of five progressive steps: 
 

- Innovation Curiosity 
- Innovation Interest 
- Innovation Engagement 
- Innovation Skills 
- Innovation Capacity 
 
All project activities will work through real-life and real-time local societal 
challenges in collaboration with small eco-systems of community resources (the 
open schooling approach). All project processes will involve the student teams as 
co-drivers and co-creators of activities and results. 
The post-project sustainability of those local eco-systems is a major priority in 
the project. 
 
The participating student teams from each secondary school will be supported 
each by 2 dedicated teachers, and the accumulated experience and knowledge 
on how to foster innovation engagement in early schooling will be shared with 
the entire teaching community.  
 
The project is expected to deliver significant contributions to the Empowering 
European’s Young Innovators Agenda through its authentic and intensive 
experimentation, the documentation of this experimentation and the creation of 
valuable and useful outcomes for secondary schools across Europe as well as for 
European policy and research communities dedicated to develop innovation 
engagement in early schooling. 
 
The key outcomes of the project will be: 
 

The iYouth Resource Centre 
The iYouth Practical Guidance Collection 
The iYouth 30-minute Video 
The iYouth Policy Paper 
The iYouth special: Research Recommendations for the Empowering 
European’s Young Innovators Agenda 
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All practice partners are dedicated to engage fully in the project’s 
experimentation, and the engagement across the curriculum is formally endorsed 
by the school managements and by the public authorities to which the school 
refers. 
 
Among its activities the 5-day iYouth Encounter holds a special position and 
brings together the participating student teams. 
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PART 1 
The Commission messages 

 
 

“Promote partnerships between teachers, students, researchers, 
innovators, professionals in enterprise and other stakeholders in 
science-related fields, in order to work on real-life challenges and 
innovations, including associated ethical and social and economic 
issues.” 
Commission, Science Education for Responsible Citizenship 
 
 

 
 
Across the last decades the European Commission has launched a large number of 
policy and guidance papers to support innovation in education. 
 
These papers offer very strong messages as to what needs to change in education 
and how schools and teachers and students can engage in such change. 
The iYouth project itself is a result of these Commission messages. 
 
The Commission messages links strongly to the European educational research 
agenda: what needs to be researched in support of imminent changes in the 
educational system and in how we see education and learning in the 21st 
century? 
 
The iYouth project created many lessons learned along the 2 years practice and 
some of these lessons learned are in fact linked to what we might call 
“educational research needs”. 
 
However, let us first list the most important Commission educational innovation 
messages. 
In brief and in the iYouth context the messages are: 
 
Experimentation in the fields of entrepreneurial and innovation capacity 
fostering learning processes is imminent and urgent 
- the Commission makes clear that traditional schooling is not creating the 
needed competences and capacity in young people to a) manage a work life in 
the constantly changing globalised economy; 2) contribute to a society that 
needs all its resources to find new solutions to a large number of emerging 
challenges; the Commission in particular points to two generic and extremely 
important competences: the entrepreneurial competence and the innovation 
competence; these competences and capacities are not at all produced through 
traditional schooling; the Commission invites schools and teachers to engage in 
experimentation in the fields of these competences through open schooling 
approaches, even though what is called “rule-breaking” 
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Projects in Erasmus+ and Horizon are called upon the work closely together, 
including to help close the (increasing) implementation gaps between what 
we know and what we do in education 
- to this end, the Commission encourages stronger collaboration between Horizon 
and Erasmus+ projects, or between research and practical experimentation; the 
Commission points to the increasing gap between what we know and what we are 
able to do in practice: an overwhelming research bank evidences the need for 
radical changes in education to meet the challenges of the 21st century and to 
meet the challenges of increasing globalisation; however, this research bank has 
very little impact on practical education in schools, as this practice is governed 
and hampered by traditional national educational policy, often directly working 
against leading research and Commission policy 
 
 
Research on how to foster new generations of innovators’ needs evidence, 
experimentation and practical building bricks 
- thus the overwhelming educational research results need to be channelled into 
practical experimentation across the entire education system, and in particular 
in early schooling, and this is precisely what is not happening; how to create 
sustainable and lasting entrepreneurial and innovation capacity and interest 
among young students is still experimented and explored at punctual level, not 
followed up by policy or embedded in further research; considerable investment 
in practical experimentation is needed as entrepreneurial and innovation 
capacity fostering didactics cannot be created in theory but only through 
systematic practice, offering schools and teachers role-models and solid 
guidelines 
 
 
Young students and schools should seek direct involvement in local research, 
entrepreneurial and innovation activities – open schooling 
- the clear message from the Commission, and from leading educational 
research, is that schools at all levels, teachers and students should be involved in 
rich and dynamic real-life activities in the community, in particular in the life 
circles of research, entrepreneurial and innovation; through this open schooling 
approach students will learn from hands-on and through engaging directly in the 
development circles of such community activity; research and European policy 
has described this extensively, and it seems that we know WHAT to do, but not 
HOW to do it; the national education systems are in general not supporting such 
experimentation, but rather working against it 
 
 
And in the Commission 2016 work program: “No business as usual” - we 
cannot wait for education to change at systemic level 
- the Commission messages reveal a solid understanding of the missing national 
will to change education; therefore the Commission in 2016 stated “no business 
as usual”, in other words: we cannot wait for the national education systems to 
change; at the same time as national educational policy seems to contradict the 
Commission’s call for innovation, educational research and European innovation 
policy should make their way to considerable practical experimentation in the 
fields of creating entrepreneurial, innovation and research interest among young 
students; as mentioned even through “rule-breaking” 
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PART 2 
European level research and practical 
experimentation – joining forces 

 
 

“Users are being involved in earlier phases of the innovation 
process - already when companies are identifying opportunity 
areas. The innovation process is becoming user-driven.” 
OECD, New Nature of Innovation 
 
 

 
 
Due to the lack of real interest in educational innovation from national policy-
making, this innovation depends increasingly on policy, research and practical 
experimentation at European level and backed-up by European funding. 
 
Whereas national educational policy-making seems increasingly closed around 
short-term national budgets, European policy, research and practical 
experimentation can be driven by long-term and future-oriented innovation 
strategies anticipating competence needs in the 21st century and beyond. 
 
The precondition is, however, that European policy, educational research and 
educational practice join forces and delivers useful models and guidance to 
schools and teachers, backed-up by serious and proper pioneer funding. 
 
European policy 
- creates strong and powerful platforms for educational innovation, but the 
European level policy-making is not sufficiently followed-up in and channelled 
into the European funding programmes 
 
European educational research 
- delivers rich evidence as to the benefits of educational innovation; however, 
most of the research is not sufficiently linked to practical experimentation and 
therefore does not reach many schools and teachers: the well-known innovation 
implementation gap 
 
European educational practice 
- is increasingly depending on European funding, as national funding becomes 
scares and hard to reach; European funding for schools traditionally means 
Erasmus+, as this is the only programme for practical educational 
experimentation; however, the handing over Erasmus+ to national agencies has 
weakened the programme considerably (linking it to increasing nationalism) and 
the practical experimentation is first of all characterised by being punctual and 
unsustainable 
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In short, the European Commission indeed delivers a strong platform for 
educational innovation, but this is not followed up by solid collaboration between 
educational research and practice. 
It is therefore a major challenge to educational innovation in Europe to bring 
together educational research and educational practice. 
In fact, any positive change in education in Europe is depending on this. 
 
This was clear in the iYouth project – a project precisely making an effort to 
contribute to how to create innovation interest and capacity among young 
students – an effort at the heart of European policy. 
However, the iYouth project was not able to tap into a research and practice 
community systematically addressing the challenges linked to such 
experimentation. 
 
As so many other Erasmus+ projects iYouth needed a strong and systematic policy 
and research contexts at European level. 
This means a tremendous loss of resources for educational innovation in Europe. 
The management of Erasmus+ by national agencies, resulting in a long line of 
national peculiarities, and the devaluation of the Erasmus+ programme in general 
(250 euro per month to implement a complicated and highly needed project!) is 
not making it easier or more attractive to schools and teachers to engage in 
educational innovation. 
 
For European educational innovation to become efficient and useful Horizon and 
Erasmus+ (and what will follow from 2020) will need to join forces in a very 
different way than has been the case so far. 
In fact such interaction should be built in the new programmes from 2020. 
 
 

What are, then, the 10 key challenges for joining forces for 
educational innovation at European level, in particular after 2020? 
 
 

 1 
Educational research in Horizon and successors should increasingly be focused on 
and directed towards the key challenges in open schooling as open schooling is 
the most promising didactic platform for creating entrepreneurial, innovation 
and research interest and capacity in early schooling 
 

 2 
The educational research projects should invite and perhaps even request mixed 
partnerships of research, schools and community players, as open schooling can 
only be researched through interaction between schools and community 
 

 3 
Erasmus+ and successors should be managed by the EACEA under the European 
Commission, not by national agencies, and the programme should be 
considerably upgraded to support the challenges linked to open schooling 
experimentation 
 

 4 
Erasmus+ should be modernised to include strong cross-sector initiatives in 
support of authentic open schooling experimentation and knowledge creation, 
not simply reflect the traditional structures of the education systems 
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 5 
Erasmus+ experimentations should include clear research contexts to ensure 
sufficient knowledge feed and continued knowledge building 
 

 6 
A new educational innovation programme, located between Horizon and 
Erasmus+ (and successors) might be considered; a programme inviting practical 
experimentation with the key challenges in educational innovation in the 21st 
century: open schooling didactics to create entrepreneurial, innovation and 
research interest and capacity in early schooling and across the educational 
system; partnerships should be mixed partners from research, education, private 
and public players to support authentic open schooling experimentation and 
knowledge creation 
 

 7 
Students’ co-creation of innovation should be made a strong focus and 
methodologic requirement in all these experimentations, including in Horizon 
and Erasmus+ projects addressing educational innovation, as students’ co-
creation is key to success in the 21st century 
 

 8 
Formal infrastructures should be in place to support the collaboration between 
research and practical experimentation; the interaction with these formal 
infrastructures should be made a focus in research as well as practical projects 
 

 9 
The educational practice players – educational authorities, schools, teachers, 
students and open schooling community players - should be involved in the full 
educational research circles, from research design to practical implementation 
 

 10 
Educational research at European level should engage in solid re-thinking of its 
fundamental research paradigms, as much education research seems not to be 
able to sufficiently dismantle traditional research paradigms, think forms and 
work forms; much educational research is embedded in traditional academia  
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PART 3 
Research, practical experimentation and 
young students’ co-creation 

 
 

“Entrepreneurship in this sense refers to an individual's ability to 
turn ideas into action. It includes creativity, innovation, showing 
initiative and risk-taking, as well as the ability to plan and manage 
projects in order to achieve objectives.” 
Commission, Entrepreneurship Education 
 

- They do not want to be lectured to.  
- They want to be respected, trusted, and to have their opinions 
valued and count.  
- They want to follow their own interests and passions.  
- They want to create, using the tools of their time.  
- They want to work with their peers on group work and projects 
(and prevent slackers from getting a free ride).  
- They want to make decisions and share control.  
 -They want to connect with their peers to express and share their 
opinions, in class and around the world.  
 -They want to cooperate and compete with each other.  
 -They want an education that is not just relevant, but real.  
It is possible, of course, to view this list as a narcissistic or 
unrealistic set of expectations on the part of students. But to do so 
would be a big mistake. Or one might find this set of expectations 
incompatible with teaching the required curriculum or with getting 
better results on standardized tests. But that would be a wrong 
conclusion as well. 
Marc Prensky, Teaching Digital Natives 
 
 

 
 
Any European educational research and innovation strategy that does not take 
into account the radical changes in the young generations will fail. 
 
The young learners are not just different, they are totally different. 
They live differently, they learn differently and they see themselves differently. 
They are authentic products of 21st century communication technology and that 
changes everything. 
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A re-newed interpretation of McLuhan’s “the medium is the message” would be 
helpful. 
 
They are not different in an evolutionary way, as former generations. They are 
different in a revolutionary way, a way that totally breaks away from earlier 
generations. 
This is why serious and critical youth research concludes that the young people 
are a giant challenge to a stiffened and worn down education system. 
 
This is the reason for this special small text about young students’ co-creation. 
 
The challenges forced upon Europe from the young generations are many. Some 
of the most alarming are: 
- traditional school appears irrelevant to them 
- they create solid resistance against science 
- they disengage from policy and things like democracy 
- they do not respect the difference between the physical and virtual worlds 
- they live in technology, not with technology 
- local and global merge 
- and much more… 
 
Therefore we repeat: 
Any European educational research and innovation strategy that does not take 
into account the radical changes in the young generations will fail. 
 
This is also why students’ co-creation is not optional, but mandatory in any 
educational innovation context. 
Not to please the students, but to create credible and useful innovation. 
 
iYouth partners therefore created The Unteachables project to find out more 
about these digital natives and their relation to what we call education. 
This project will start late 2018. 
 
Why is young students’ co-creation of didactic innovation key to 21st century 
educational change? 
 
Because the young learners are so fundamentally different in mind and behaviour 
that they are almost unreachable to educational research and practical 
innovation! 
Which in short means that the results of our knowledge efforts might not be 
reliable and therefore might not work. 
 
In fact also the Commission calls for students’ co-creation and involvement in full 
research, entrepreneurial and innovation real-life circles, not only with the aim 
to allow them to acquire these vital competences, but also to innovate research, 
entrepreneurship and innovation practices taking the young people to the centre 
of the activity and harvesting the benefit of the interaction with the new 
generations. 
 
Thus innovation in education also involves innovation in research and practical 
experimentation. 
In most European educational research and experimentation the young learners 
are still objects of traditional paradigms and not subjects of co-creation. 
 
Even in student-centred projects like iYouth, the students sometimes serve as 
victims and tokenistic objects of co-creation practices not yet really knowing 
what to do with the young students. 
 
Students’ co-creation can be a win-win situation: students acquire important 21st 
century competences and experience, on which they will build their educational 
and working life careers, and the research and innovation initiatives will create 
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far more reliable and useful results from the systematic interaction with the 
young generations. 
 
This shift has, however, not yet taken place in European educational research 
and experimentation. 
We are still creating innovation for, not with. 
 
It will take considerable investment in research and innovation initiatives to 
create the new models for students’ co-creation and it can only happen in 
activities in which research and practice work closely together and in which 
students’ are engaged in the full life circles of the activities. 
 
The new European educational innovation programmes from 2020 should make 
this a very strong focus to boost open schooling didactics creating research, 
entrepreneurial and innovation interest among young students. 
 
Interestingly, we have to look in the directions of learning philosophers like Marc 
Prensky to paint reliable pictures of the new generation of young learners and to 
paint pictures of the landscapes in which they live and learn. 
Prensky might not be the most qualified (traditional) researcher, but he and his 
peers are able to create an understanding of the new generation that often goes 
far beyond what we learn from traditional educational research. 
 
Perhaps one of the new paradigms in educational innovation Is precisely the 
shift from educational science to educational philosophy. 
 
In iYouth 12-15 years old students were participating in partner meetings, in 
mobility and in all local initiatives. 
Despite the many valuable outcomes of this participation, the lack of school 
resources still makes it difficult for schools and teachers to engage fully in 
innovation activities in the community. 
Nevertheless, efforts made produced a long line of valuable lessons learned. 
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PART 4 
Core research and practical 
experimentation challenges

 
 

“It requires nothing less than a sea change in the approach to 
education, emphasizing active learning and the provision of new 
experiences for students outside of the classroom. For many 
education systems this represents a fundamental shift away from 
traditional approaches.” 
Commission, Entrepreneurship Education 
 
 

 
 
Taking into account what we have said about joining forces between educational 
research and practical experimentation, young students’ co-creation and the 
need to re-think basic research paradigms, we can point to a number of 
challenges in need of considerable research and practical innovation in the field 
of open schooling for creating innovation interest and capacity: 
 

 
WHAT IS THE NATURE OF SUCH LEARNING PROCESSES AND DIDACTICS 
FOSTERING LASTING AND SUSTAINABLE IMPACT ON YOUNG STUDENTS, AND 
HOW CAN THAT BE RESEARCHED? 
- what are the key criteria for the open schooling learning processes leaving a 
lasting impact on the young students’ interests, engagements and learning styles? 
- what are the characteristics of such open schooling activities that create deep 
interest and capacity in innovation, and what are the qualities of such open 
schooling that make the students immerse, go deep and that creates lasting 
effects on their lives and learning? 
 

 
WHAT CHARACTERIZES INNOVATIVE MINDSETS AMONG STUDENTS IN EARLY 
SCHOOLING? 
- what does “innovation interest and capacity” mean for young students, and 
how will this affect their learning styles and behaviour? 
- how is such interest and capacity linked to the teenage years and the 
development of their identities? 
- is there a significant gender different in creating innovation interest and 
capacity, and what does that imply for open schooling? 
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HOW CAN SUCH INNOVATIVE DIDACTICS BE IMPLEMENTED IN EARLY 
SCHOOLING GIVEN THE OVERLOADED CURRICULA? 
- how can open schooling be practiced in traditional education? 
- how can in-school and after-school activities be organised in an open schooling 
perspective? 
- what can schools at organisational level do to support open schooling in balance 
with traditional curricula? 
 

 
HOW CAN ACQUIRED INNOVATION INTEREST, SKILLS AND CAPACITY BE 
VALIDLY ASSESSED WITHIN THE FORMAL EDUCATION SYSTEM? 
- how can schools experiment with evaluation, assessment and documentation of 
open schooling competences and capacity? Is a new paradigm needed? 
- how can “interest and capacity” be “measured”? 
 

 
HOW CAN CAPACITY TO MANAGE INNOVATION IN SCHOOL AND IN OPEN 
SCHOOLING BE INCLUDED IN INITIAL AND FURTHER TEACHER TRAINING TO 
QUALIFY NEW GENERATIONS OF TEACHERS? 
- how can teacher educations themselves include open schooling to offer the 
teacher students practical experience? 
- how can teacher education engage in community interaction to create 
innovation interest and capacity in the teacher students? 
- how can new forms of practice periods and traineeships foster open schooling 
capacity? 
 

 
WHAT IS THE REACTION OF PRIVATE AND PUBLIC RESEARCH AND 
INNOVATION BODIES TO YOUNG STUDENTS’ INCREASING INVOLVEMENT IN 
RESEARCH CIRCLES, AND HOW CAN THOSE BODIES BENEFIT FROM THIS 
INVOLVEMENT? 
- what are the key challenges for community players interacting with young 
students along considerable time periods? 
- how can research and innovation bodies and communities learn to integrate 
such interaction in the innovation circles? 
- how can research and innovation bodies learn to benefit from the interaction 
with the young generations? 
 
 
Common to these challenges is that solutions and results need to be developed 
through strong interaction between research and experimental practice and with 
the active involvement of all players in the open schooling community. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND 
PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTATION

 
 

“Innovative new ideas and creative solutions often emerge at the 
interface between disciplines and involve different societal actors. 
Innovation is linked, directly or indirectly, to human experience, 
needs and problems. This can occur through engaging with the arts 
– playing or listening to music, dancing, experiencing or creating 
art, watching and creating video or film, or being involved in 
designing and making.” 
Commission, Science Education for Responsible Citizenship 
 
 

 
 
The iYouth recommendations for European level research and practical 
experimentations are: 
 

 
 research initiatives focused directly on open schooling approaches aiming to 
create research, entrepreneurial and innovation interest among young students 
are needed, as open schooling is key to most 21st century educational innovation 
 

 
 research initiatives should request the direct involvement and co-creation of 
key open schooling community players: educational authorities, schools, 
teachers, students and community resources in the field of research and 
innovation 
 

 
 research should be linked closely and systematically to practical 
experimentation and practical experimentation should contribute to solid 
knowledge in the field of open schooling 
 

 
 students’ co-creation should be made a very strong focus in all educational 
research and innovation and in all practical experimentations 
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 research and practical experimentation should contribute strongly to the 
understanding of the radical differences between present and future generations 
and older generations, and the understanding should include holistic descriptions 
of the new digital natives 
 

 
 research and practical experimentation is imminent in teacher education to 
create guidelines for how the new teacher generations can manage and develop 
useful open schooling and learn alongside 21st century youth 
 

 
 formal European level infrastructures should be in place to allow strong 
interaction between educational research initiatives and practical 
experimentation, including making formal collaboration between research and 
practical projects possible 
 

 
 the 2020 Horizon successor should re-think the basic paradigms of educational 
research, including in the light of 21st century learning philosophy 
 

 
 the 2020 Erasmus+ successor should be managed by the EACEA and upgraded 
to allow proper financing for open schooling and similar high-priority initiatives 
and project types, and robust 3 years and well-funding projects should be given 
priority instead of a large number of small projects with little real impact 
 

 
 the Commission might consider creating a new programme – between research 
and practical experimentation – strongly focused on open schooling for 
developing research, entrepreneurial and innovation interest and capacity in 
early schooling and across the entire education system, and with the 
participation of all the key players in the open schooling community, as an 
alternative to the education sector based Erasmus+ 
 

 
 the Commission should more systematically monitor national educational 
authorities’ contribution to the European educational innovation agendas, 
including openly criticize national policy-making working against European 
educational innovation 
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CHRISresearch: 
 

Recommendations for further and 
focused research based on the 

project’s experience and knowledge 
creation 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 [Photos from CHRIS by Working with Europe] 
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This text is based on 2 years of practical experimentation with 
the participation of secondary schools, teachers and young 
students from all across Europe. 
The aim of the text is not to summarise or evaluate the 
project’s accomplishments, but to paint some critical 
perspective landscapes fuelled by the project; critical as the 
general mentality in Europe is increasingly working against the 
innovation agendas promoted by the Commission. 
In other words the text contributes to an understanding of 
what further steps should be taken in the core fields 
addressed. 
Thus the text might inspire new European initiatives based on 
and going further than the CHRIS project. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This text 
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INTRODUCING CHRIS

 
 

“Prevention is key: it is crucial to invest in interventions that are 
aimed at removing the breeding ground for radicalisation to 
prevent these processes or stop them as early as possible.” 
RAN Collection 
Preventing Radicalisation to Terrorism and Violent Extremism 
(European Commission, 2016) 
 
 

 
 
In the application we present CHRIS as follows: 
 
State of the art knowledge and practical experience on radicalisation prevention 
in schools is excellently collated and summarized in the 2016 EU Commission 
publication “Preventing Radicalisation to Terrorism and Violent Extremism”, 
produced by the Commission’s Radicalisation Awareness Network. 
The CHRIS project is guided and directed by this publication, which is 
demonstrated across the application. 
 
The CHRIS project is one of the first projects in Europe to take the Commission’s 
Young People’s Co-creation Agenda seriously and to implement this Agenda to 
create valuable contributions to radicalisation prevention in schools, based on 
the full, authentic and uncompromised co-creation of young students from a 
diversity of European countries. 
The CHRIS approach is guided by the fact that young people’s co-creation is a 
SINE QUA NON for efficient and future-oriented radicalisation strategies in 
European schools. 
 
The CHRIS project is embedded in a long-term European strategy: 
The “CHRIS Schools” project will be followed and complemented by a “CHRIS 
Community” project submitted to the October 2016 Erasmus+ Youth Call and 
addressing radicalisation prevention in community contexts. 
The wider perspective is a Knowledge Alliance application to be submitted in 
2017 or 2018, bringing together powerful radicalisation prevention resources. 
 
The CHRIS project will involve young students in secondary schools in the 
development of sustainable ways of countering radicalisation in schools, based on 
in-depths engagement in what produces radicalisation potential in relation to 
teenage identity formation and through real-life and real-time community 
collaboration – and with the aim to build capacity to co-create the project 
outcomes. 
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The CHRIS project will take radicalisation prevention in schools to a didactic 
level and mobilize young students’ hidden and unfolded knowledge to do so. 
 
Therefore the project will take the participating young student teams through 3 
phases of capacity building and co-creation: Feeling Me Feeling School (identity), 
Open Schooling (reality and community) and Co-creation (design of radicalisation 
prevention in schools). 
 
The project will build capacity and in particular critical capacity among the 
young students to be co-creating the project results, including through virtual 
collaboration between the students from the pan-EU partnership and climaxing 
the collaboration through a 5 days intensive mobility event, the CHRIS Co-
creation Encounter. 
 
The project will move radicalisation prevention beyond delivery of content and 
beyond punctual and event-based interventions and towards a didactic level: 
countering the development of early radicalisation potential through offering 
young people solid life-wide narratives, (gender) identities and missions, 
including empowering to political narratives and identities. 
 
The CHRIS project is based on 2 important assumptions, resulting from state of 
the art research: 
 
- Involvement in engaging, including in exciting learning activities, work forms 
and life-wide missions is a more powerful prevention measure than punctual 
delivery of anti-radicalisation content and eventing, as it links to the formation 
of identity along the teenage years 
 
- Powerful radicalisation-countering in schools can only be created in close 
collaboration with the young students themselves, unlocking their hidden 
knowledge and unfolding their co-creative potential, also because most anti-
radicalisation communicators are embedded in a culture and discourse very 
different from 21st century boys and girls 
 
The project will engage 2 teams of 5 young students from each of the 5 
participating schools along the entire project. The young teams will be supported 
by 2 teachers from each participating schools. 
The full participation of the young students has been formally endorsed by the 
school managements, as documented in the Letters of Endorsement attachment. 
 
The project’s knowledge partners will guide and inspire the project practice and 
will work with the young teams to produce the final outcomes. 
 
The project will produce the following key outcomes: 
 
- CHRISresource - virtual radicalisation prevention in school resource center 
 
- CHRISguide – guide pack on radicalisation prevention in school for primary and 
secondary schools across Europe 
 
- CHRISvideo – 30 minutes video on radicalisation prevention in school, co-
created and co-produced by the young students 
 
- CHRISresearch – recommendations for further and focused research based on 
the project experience and knowledge creation 
 
- CHRISpolicy – recommendations for radicalisation prevention policy for schools 
based on the project experience and knowledge creation 
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PART 1 
CHRIS and the Commission’s Anti-
radicalisation Agenda 

 
 

“Critical thinking is a key element in harnessing individuals against 
extremist. As such, activities should promote dialogue and 
exchange – not closing down discussions to avoid addressing issues. 
Interventions should avoid telling young people what to think, avoid 
pressuring, preaching, moralising, judging or trying to convince. 
This can prove to be counter-productive and further entrench their 
views. There is strong neurological evidence that in a state of 
threat (whether perceived or real) all people think (and react) 
more simplistically and tend to move towards extremes in their 
views. This in turn again feeds support for the extremist mind-set. 
To influence these cognitive processes, interventions should not 
focus on the content of ideology or particular beliefs but on the 
structure of thinking and make this structure more complex. 
Increasing the complexity with which people think about the issues 
that other radicalizers exploit serves to reduce vulnerability to the 
messages of extremism as a broad-based form of primary 
prevention.” 
RAN Collection 
Preventing Radicalisation to Terrorism and Violent Extremism 
(European Commission, 2016) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The Commission encourages stronger linking between Erasmus+ and Horizon 
initiatives, bringing research closer to practice and practice closer to research; 
this obliges the CHRIS to contribute to future radicalisation countering research 
and policy, based on 2 years practical experience from across Europe. 
 
What is the Commission’s Anti-radicalisation Agenda in the CHRIS context? 
Let us summarize it under four headings: 
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RADICALISATION PREVENTION IN EARLY SCHOOLING 
 
What is called radicalisation prevention is happening and should happen 
everywhere in society; however, there is an increasing focus on the roles of 
schools and education in radicalisation prevention: how can schools contribute to 
preventing young people from radicalisation and to creating sustainable 
alternative narratives in which the young people at risk of radicalisation can take 
place? 
 
Of course, there is an especially strong focus on early schooling: kindergarten, 
primary and secondary school. 
The reason is obvious: the earlier the prevention and the countering measures 
the more efficient. 
Radicalisation prevention is in particular important in the teenage years in which 
the young people are forming their identity and personality. 
Developing strong identities is expected to be one of the best countering 
measures to radicalisation and extremism later on in life. 
 
Schools therefore become important players in the radicalisation prevention 
agenda – a challenge schools never faced before. 
Although many such measures might be similar to schools’ integration roles and 
strategies across the last decades, radicalisation prevention is somewhat 
different, more complex, more sensitive and much more “serious”. 
 
Basically schools do not know how to do this, and they are not provided with 
sufficient resources to meet this new challenge. 
This is the background to the CHRIS project. 
 
 

RADICALISATION PREVENTION AT DIDACTIC LEVEL 
 
But what does radicalisation prevention mean in schools? 
 
To tell the truth, we do not know that. There has been little systematic research 
in this field and very little systematic practice. 
 
Several radicalisation prevention measures and strategies in schools have been 
suggested, such as for example: 
- schools should observe emerging signs of radicalisation and report to proper 
authorities; the monitoring role 
- schools should observe such signs and intervene with individual support; the 
individual intervention role 
- schools should observe, intervene and interact with the young person’s family 
and social networks; the social intervention role 
- schools should provide open space for dialogues in the class to take emerging 
radicalisation to a collective level; the open dialogues role 
- schools should create activities in the community that offers the young students 
real life experience with radicalisation and what might lead to radicalisation; the 
community experience role 
- schools should invite former radicalised young people and experts to open 
dialogues in the school; the testimonies dialogues role 
 
All these roles might work together and mutually support each other. 
Some of them might, however, be problematic as: 
- teachers are not at all trained to radicalisation intervention 
- teachers are not at all “experts” in the field of radicalisation dialogues, 
whether in the school or in the community 
 
In fact, teachers are not at all equipped to handle radicalisation prevention! 
 
This indicates the need for teacher training, of course: basic teacher training as 
well as continuing and in-service teacher training. 
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But is also indicates another direction for radicalisation prevention in schools: 
 
What if radicalisation prevention can be taken to a didactic level, very 
different from and far beyond the long line of punctual events listed above? 
 
This is, in fact, the key driver of the CHRIS initiative. 
 
The questions asked and very little researched are: 
 
- what if traditional classroom teaching is not able to contribute to radicalisation 
prevention? 
- what if traditional classroom teaching by definition works to exclude working 
with emerging radicalisation potential? 
- what if the traditional Western educational environment (its norms and social 
practice) contributes to radicalisation in some young people instead of 
preventing it? 
- what if other forms of learning might offer young people at risk of radicalisation 
room to reflect on and work through their radicalisation potential? 
- what if for example open schooling didactics might provide young people with 
such forms of social learning and interaction that helps work through and re-
channel radicalisation potential? 
- what if less academic and formal learning might contribute to the building of 
more flexible and self-reliant narratives among young people? 
- what if young people at risk of radicalisation, through different ways of 
organising learning, could be recognised and celebrated for their skills and 
talents, even though these skills and talents might not be typical academic 
virtues? 
- what if schools could articulate (“mise en parole”) and act out radicalisation 
potential? 
- what if, last but not least, different ways of organising learning might provide 
room for hidden aggression and hatred, not well-accepted in traditional 
teaching? 
 
All these “what ifs” should give rise to many years of serious research, in 
close collaboration and interaction with the schools and with the young 
students themselves. 
 
 

RADICALISATION PREVENTION AND STUDENTS’ CO-CREATION 
 
One of the major weaknesses in the education systems’ and in our societies’ 
response to the new radicalisation prevention challenges is that we still seem to 
create radicalisation prevention for the young people, not with the young people 
- despite powerful words from such global players as the European Commission 
and the OECD: this kind of innovation is over, it does not work. 
 
Europe is struggling with new generations of young people disengaging from 
politics and democracy, building resistance towards science and in general 
feeling school as irrelevant. 
Europe is also still struggling with what inclusion of (young) migrants means; 
what works and what doesn’t. 
Now we are struggling with radicalisation prevention among young people. 
 
In all cases our basic approach is to create measures for, not with. 
 
Recent critical youth research is now fundamentally breaking away from these 
old Western paradigms: in connection with 21st century youth creating innovation 
for does not work. What we create is simply repeating what they are disengaging 
from. 
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As one of the new learning philosophers say: 
 

- They do not want to be lectured to.  
- They want to be respected, trusted, and to have their opinions 
valued and count.  
- They want to follow their own interests and passions.  
- They want to create, using the tools of their time.  
- They want to work with their peers on group work and projects 
(and prevent slackers from getting a free ride).  
- They want to make decisions and share control.  
 -They want to connect with their peers to express and share their 
opinions, in class and around the world.  
 -They want to cooperate and compete with each other.  
 -They want an education that is not just relevant, but real.  
It is possible, of course, to view this list as a narcissistic or 
unrealistic set of expectations on the part of students. But to do so 
would be a big mistake. Or one might find this set of expectations 
incompatible with teaching the required curriculum or with getting 
better results on standardized tests. But that would be a wrong 
conclusion as well. 
Marc Prensky, Teaching Digital Natives 

 
What we are talking about here is a fundamental shift in paradigms, including in 
research paradigms: any (educational) innovation must be co-driven and co-
created by the young people themselves to be efficient. 
 
This paradigmatic shift is, of course, all the more important when it comes about 
things like integration and radicalisation prevention. 
The more “unreachable” the young people, the more co-creation is key. 
If not for anything else, then because we – the establishment – simply do not 
understand how these young people think and act. 
 
This calls for a radical shift in radicalisation prevention research, strongly 
recommended in this paper: any powerful research activity in the field of 
radicalisation prevention in schools must be based on co-creation methodologies 
to yield relevant results. 
 
In fact, the most efficient radicalisation prevention in schools research should be 
based on a strong community approach, including the students and their families 
as well as key community players. 
The European research and innovation programmes should make room for, direct 
and encourage such research strategies. 
 
 

THE FRAGILITY OF THE EUROPEAN (WESTERN) RADICALISATION DISCOURS 
 
One of the paramount problems in the CHRIS project and in Europe in general is 
to explain what “radicalisation” means and what “radicalisation prevention” 
means. 
Unlike how it appears in some research and policy contexts, the definition of 
these concepts are far from evident. 
In fact, we might say that the definition of problems forms part of the 
radicalisation problem itself. 
 
It is indeed a great challenge to explain this to the young students! 
 
First of all, it seems as the European radicalisation discourse counts all forms of 
radicalisation, extremism, terrorism, social violence and anti-democratic 
behaviour. 
This means that things like religious terrorism, some football clubs ultra-
extremists as well as young people engaging in left-wing organisations are put in 
one bag and labelled: unwanted behaviour. 
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Then, second, critical radicalisation research has evidenced that it is not possible 
to define a clear identity of young people at risk of radicalisation. 
Radicalised young people could be anybody and with all sorts of different 
backgrounds and motivations. 
 
Although aggression, anger, hatred and frustration might be found in all these 
groups of radicalised youth, such feelings can be developed in all sorts of young 
people, individually as well as collectively. 
 
This calls for critical self-reflection of the typical youth research parameters and 
it definitely calls for young people’s co-creation. 
 
The background to the definition of and approach to these very different forms 
of radicalisation seems to be a moralistic axiom: all these forms of radicalisation 
are anti-democratic and therefore unwanted and should be corrected. 
 
In its worst versions this discourse simply states: if you are dissatisfied with 
something, go vote and join a democratic party. 
 
The risk of pooling all forms of “radicalisation” and “extremism” in one bag is 
that we do not understand any of them, and therefore we are not able to address 
them with relevant measures. 
 
In fact, we need critical research to clarify what is the real content of the term 
“radicalisation”. 
The term is definitely negative in its connotations: radicalisation is wrong and 
should be corrected. 
 
In total such research, and the policy-making based on such research, is pure and 
simply ideological research – unlike recently emerging critical youth research. 
As we all know, in many political and social contexts radical action might 
actually be needed, for example in the case of critical youth movements, 
environmental organisations and similar. 
Even violent action cannot always be disqualified. Everything is contextual. 
 
This challenges the fragile European radicalisation discourse: what kind of 
radicalisation should be prevented, what not? And, who decides that? 
 
Research in the field of radicalisation prevention (in schools and education) 
needs to go deep and clarify these problems – and openly discuss the premises of 
the research as well as its possible ideological mission. 
 
This is needed to create credible dialogues with school, teachers and students. 
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PART 2 
What is “radicalisation” in 21st century 
Europe, and what does it mean? 

 
 

“Involve students in prevention initiatives: those initiatives in 
school where young people are able to become positive influencers 
are often very successful as peer influence can be very powerful.” 
RAN Collection 
Preventing Radicalisation to Terrorism and Violent Extremism 
(European Commission, 2016) 
 
 

 
 
 

REFLECTIONS ON THE POLITICAL CONTEXT AND DOMINATING IDEOLOGIES 
IN CONNECTION WITH DEFINING RADICALISATION AND PREVENTION 
 
To understand radicalisation we sometimes need to ask radical questions. 
 
Dominating research policy, rooted in social science, might benefit from 
interacting with other discourses to deepen the understanding of radicalisation. 
The narrative discourses might offer new ways of approaching radicalisation, for 
example by adding a “point of view” or “perspective” analysis: what might seem 
unwanted from the society point of view might very well make a lot of sense 
from radicalised point of view: 
- why does it make sense for a young person to engage in a terrorist attack? Why 
might it in fact be a need to do so? 
- why does it make sense for the football ultras to create violence outside the 
stadium and attack the other club’s fan groups? Why might they in fact need this? 
- why did it make sense for young people to join the IRA and kill British soldiers? 
Why might they even need to do that? 
- why does it make sense for young people to join Greenpeace and put their life 
at stake? Why do they in fact need to do this? 
 
In a different from society perspectives, such actions might be necessary and 
meaningful for the young people involved. 
 
To give a small parallel from old Freud: “The neurotic symptom is not simply 
wrong, it is necessary in the mental economy of the patient”. 
Similarly, the violent action might be necessary in the mental economy of the 
radicalised young person. 
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So, perhaps the dominating discourse about radicalisation in Europe is not 
helpful. 
It is based on right and wrong, and not on understanding the dynamics behind the 
action (such as aggression, hatred, humiliation, anger and frustration). 
 
This is a great challenge to critical youth and radicalisation research, and in 
particular it is important to integrate such point of view approaches if schools 
and learning cultures are to contribute efficiently to radicalisation prevention. 
 
To simplify: the learning activities must provide room to move for such 
radicalised mental economy dynamics. 
 
We do not know how to do this, and critical research and practical 
experimentation need to join forces to find out. 
 
To develop such critical research, it is necessary for radicalisation prevention 
research to reflect on its own mental paradigms and on its ideological bindings. 
 
 

YOUNG EUROPEANS 
 
At the same time as we observe various forms of radicalisation among young 
people in Europe we also witness a general disengagement and disinterest in 
politics, democracy and European values. 
 
The Commission and national governments are increasingly worried about this. 
 
The traditional and totally useless response from the dominating European 
ideologies is to encourage young people to join democratic parties and youth 
organisations and participate in civic life. 
We want the young people to discipline themselves into the middle of traditional 
parliamentary politics. 
 

But, what if democracy itself has become obsolete? 
What if democracy should be redefined in the 21st century? 
And what if this is what young people react to? 

 
But all this is precisely what young people increasingly disengage from: political 
parties and youth organisations. 
It does not make sense to them anymore. The political system I obsolete. 
 
Some young people simply disengage, others find other forms of “political 
engagement”, some of which are deemed unwanted by society. 
 
Young people’s disengagement from politics (and society) is of great importance 
to youth research engaging in radicalisation prevention. 
Both reactions might be symptoms of a young generation finding what we call 
“society” irrelevant to their lives. 
 
CHRIS partners, partly inspired by the CHRIS experience, therefore created a new 
Erasmus+ initiative by the name of Young Europeans. 
This project will work closely with teams of young students to find out how the 
young generation can create their own form of “politics”, “participation” and 
“societal involvement”. 
This project is of great importance to the continued knowledge creation of 
radicalisation and radicalisation prevention in education. 
 
 

STUDENTS’ AND YOUNG PEOPLE’S CO-CREATION OF POLITICAL AGENDAS 
 
One of the important things to take into consideration when working with 
radicalisation prevention in schools – and when designing future research 
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initiatives – is that the new 21st century generations might not at all be able to 
link to the old Europe, its political systems and its educations. 
 
The difference between the new digital natives and older generations is much 
bigger and deeper than ever before in history, and this is the general 
justification for the co-creation approach. 
 
Without the co-creation of young people and students the solutions from the old 
Europe will not be efficient, but simply mirror obsolete discourses. 
This is even truer for radicalisation prevention – in research and in practice. 
 
The co-creation does not merely address the development of isolated tools or 
methods; its concerns the political and social discourse itself. 
Therefore simple isolated measures against radicalisation or to engage young 
people in politics are not likely to work efficiently. 
They do not question the underlying assumptions and paradigms. 
 
This represents a giant challenge to the old Europe: providing room to move for 
the young generations to find their own voice, to redefine politics and to co-
create useful radicalisation prevention measures. 
It will, however, be difficult for the old Europe to start deconstructing its own 
discourse and provide open spaces for the young generations. 
 
Once again, these reflections, in line with recent critical youth research, call for 
research able to question its basic often unarticulated ideological assumptions 
and join young students’ co-creation of the entire research circle. 
This form of research might be the only way to create reliable knowledge on 
radicalisation prevention in schools. 
 
 

ENGAGEMENT AND DISENGAGEMENT: EUROPEAN POLITICS CREATES 
DISENGAGEMENT 
 
Among groups of young people the 21st century culture seems to produce 
considerable aggression, hatred and frustration. 
What is clear is that these energies seem not to be channeled into political 
engagement or into civil involvement. 
 
That does not, however, make the energies disappear; they are still there. 
The old political systems seem unable to capture and catch these energies. 
The steam energies need to be let off – and how does that happen? 
We need to understand that. 
 
On top of the general disinterest in politics among young people, caused by the 
giant gap between the old Europe and the new digital natives, European political 
practice is making things even “worse”. 
European politics is not in any way presenting itself as an attractive playground 
or work field for young people: increasing corruption, politicians moving away 
from the population and the voters, elections turning into media shows, etc. – all 
this is adding considerably to the disengagement in politics of young people. 
 
This puts traditional radicalisation prevention into perspective: 
 
What will the young people say if we ask them to be interested in middle of the 
road democracy that more and more appears to most young people as a farce 
and a joke? 
 
This is why we need deep research initiatives creating knowledge about how 
young people can build political and societal engagement that reflect the world 
they live in – not the crumbling European democracies. 
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Perhaps the young generations find out that things like democracy and 
participation – and radicalisation prevention - has to de fundamentally redefined 
to have any relevance in the 21st century. 
 
Research and experimentation need to work closely with the young people to 
find out.  
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PART 3 
CHRIS lessons learned 

 
 

“Educating young people: education of young people on citizenship, 
political, religious and ethnic tolerance, non-prejudiced thinking, 
extremism, democratic values, cultural diversity, and the historical 
consequences of ethnically and politically motivated violence...” 
RAN Collection 
Preventing Radicalisation to Terrorism and Violent Extremism 
(European Commission, 2016) 
 
 

 
 
What did we learn in CHRIS that calls for considerable research and 
experimentation? 
 
Quite a lot, as demonstrated across this paper; but let us in this context point to 
four important lessons learned that future radicalisation prevention in schools 
initiatives (research as well as experimentation) need to take into consideration: 
 

 
BETWEEN TRADITIONALSM AND INNOVATION 
 
How did we manage the radicalisation prevention missions in CHRIS? How did the 
schools manage? 
 
Even though schools and teachers are trained in didactics, most radicalisation 
prevention initiatives are not reaching didactic level. 
Typical initiatives for the students are: 
- punctual debates about radicalisation 
- punctual case-based dialogues on radicalisation 
- studying news and web resources 
- visits in the school from societal resources involved in radicalisation prevention 
(such as social services, youth services and the police) 
- in rare cases dialogues with former radicalised young people and/or their 
families 
- engaging in various forms of campaigns against radicalisation and extremism 
(including bullying, xenophobia, sexism and violent behaviour in schools) 
- very rarely: engaging in creation of counter-narratives, for example through the 
social networks 
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Obviously, these activities are positive and should not be given up. 
The problem is that these activities do not reach didactic level: the prevention is 
not linked to alternative learning forms, open schooling or immersive and epic 
engagement in community activities. 
 
The traditional initiatives are based on the assumption that information and 
examples can persuade young people at risk of radicalisation to give up such 
mentality or behaviour. 
 
The problem is that radicalisation is rooted in deep layers of the young 
person’s identity and personality (as well as psychological and social 
economy) and often mobilises deep feelings and energies. 
 
This is why counter measures and prevention measures need to be linked to 
long-term educational and social practice able to channel the strong energies 
in other directions than radicalisation. 
The radicalisation potential is, then, used to achieve other aims, objectives 
and aspirations. 
 
In other words, radicalisation energy needs to be “sublimated”. 
This cannot efficiently happen through punctual events or initiatives, but only 
through offering the young person strong, immersive and epic challenges across 
the years of schooling. 
The conclusion is that the traditional education system might not at all be able 
to prevent or counter radicalisation, but instead actually add to radicalisation. 
 

 
THE CHALLENGE OF CO-CREATION 
 
This is where students’ and young people’s co-creation comes in. 
 
The real meaning of co-creation is that young students are given ownership to 
their learning missions and that these learning missions take place in open and 
dynamic interaction with the community and the surrounding world at large, 
including internet and social networks. 
 
This might at first glance seem superficial and overestimated, but it actually 
represents a genuine didactic revolution: a shift from being the object of 
teaching and education to being the subject of learning. 
 
This shift challenges the entire fabric of educational paradigms and practices. 
 
Successful co-creation can help build independent, strong and self-confident 
young learning personalities and this is why this didactic shift might be the most 
efficient way to prevent radicalisation. 
 
In today’s education system it is incredibly difficult for schools and teachers to 
experiment with this shift and with open schooling in general. 
Most present educational mechanisms serve as obstacles to such 
experimentation. 
 
This is why the European Commission encourages rule-breaking: schools and 
teachers that start experimentation with the new didactics even if against all 
odds. 
Also in CHRIS schools and teachers were only able to take small steps in this 
direction, even though teachers struggled to use all sorts of “openings” in the 
restrictive curricula. 
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One of the great lessons learned, not only in CHRIS, is that schools and teachers 
need room to move to make learning useful to 21st century youth. 
 

 
LIMITED OR NO ROOM TO MOVE 
 
What were and are the main obstacles to fully implement the CHRIS approach to 
radicalisation prevention? 
 
As efficient radicalisation prevention is based on various forms of open schooling 
approaches, the present education set-up presents a long line of obstacles: 
- the curricula are subject-based, not allowing much cross-subject activity 
- the curricula are overloaded and leave little open space 
- the increasing focus on quantitative testing put pressure on the teachers and 
the schools to perform well, as future funding might depend on school 
performance 
- teachers are increasing overloaded with teaching, testing and evaluations, 
which does not motivate them to engage in so-called “additional activities” 
- school managements are not motivated to support experimentation, as they are 
under constant financial pressure 
 
The conclusion is that extremely important experimentation such as in the 
CHRIS project must take place against all odds and without support from the 
education system. 
 
This totally contradicts the European Commission’s and leading critical 
research’s visions for the increasing importance of early schooling to contribute 
to major 21st century competences and capacity, such as: 
- entrepreneurial capacity 
- innovation interest 
- collaborative community-based real-life learning 
- re-engaging young people, in particular young girls, in science 
- counter and prevent radicalisation 
 
The full experimentation with those visions is not possible in the present 
education system. 
The overarching weakness of this system is that it does not leave open space for 
experimentation. 
The wild vision would be to allow 1 or 2 full work days per week for 
experimentation. 
Then radicalisation prevention might not any longer be against all odds… 
 

 
RADICALISATION AND IDENTITY – CAN SCHOOLS WORK WITH IDENTITY?  
CAN SCHOOLS HELP PREVENT RADICALISATION? 
 
What important research questions were raised through CHRIS? 
 
Very many, in fact, and some of them very important. 
Let us briefly indicate what we find the most important research topics for 
radicalisation prevention in schools: 
 
Radicalisation prevention research topic 1 
Efficient radicalisation prevention is expected to happen through linking to the 
formation of the young learner’s identity. 
To what extent can early schooling impact this identity formation and create 
alternative narratives? 
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How can early schooling interact with the deeper levels of radicalisation 
potential? 
 
Radicalisation prevention research topic 2 
To what extent can innovative didactics, such as open schooling, offer more 
efficient early schooling radicalisation prevention than traditional punctual 
activities? 
What mechanisms in innovative didactics make this possible? 
 
Radicalisation prevention research topic 3 
What are the differences between traditional academic teaching and open 
schooling action learning in connection with countering radicalisation potential? 
What mechanisms in open schooling action learning might make efficient 
radicalisation prevention possible? 
 
Radicalisation prevention research topic 4 
In what ways might students’ co-creation approaches support alternative 
channelling or “sublimation” of radicalisation potential? 
How can serious co-creation methods help build resilient and flexible young 
personalities? 
 
Radicalisation prevention research topic 5 
To what extent is efficient radicalisation prevention in early schooling possible 
within the framework of the present education system? 
What “techniques” are available to pioneer teachers to work seriously with 
radicalisation prevention within the present curricula? 
 
 
As indicated across this paper such research needs to interact closely and 
constantly with the young students themselves to deliver credible and relevant 
solutions. 
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FINAL EUROPEAN RECOMMENDATIONS

 
 
“Any type of educational programme aimed at educating young 
people on citizenship, stereotypes, discrimination, extremism, 
democratic values and addressing radicalisation and violent 
extremism, will only be successful when implemented in a broader 
educational setting in which the school has developed a clear vision 
on how to deal with radicalisation and extremism in the school.” 
RAN Collection 
Preventing Radicalisation to Terrorism and Violent Extremism 
(European Commission, 2016) 
 
 
 

 
 
Last, but not least, we wish to point to some serious challenges for European 
funding of radicalisation preventions in schools and in education in general. 
Let us formulate this in simple recommendations: 
 
 

 
THEORY AND PRACTICE 
 
The Commission calls for closer collaboration and interaction between Horizon 
and the Erasmus+ projects – to help close the gap between research and 
practice, between theory and practice. 
 
In particular for a project like CHRIS, addressing extremely sensitive and 
complicated realities, such interaction is very welcome. 
In the field of radicalisation prevention theoretical research will in itself, even if 
highly qualified, have little impact on the social realities addressed. 
 
Successful research needs to interact across its entire research circle with groups 
of young people, including young people at risk of radicalisation or perhaps 
already in the process of radicalisation. 
 
European infrastructures to link up such research projects with more practical 
Erasmus+ projects driven by youth organisations and schools with considerable 
interfaces with the young people should be put in place, supported by more 
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coordination between such initiatives, perhaps even in the projects’ design 
phases. 
 

 
HORIZON AND 2020 SUCCESSOR 
 
The European research programme should launch more clear and direct and in 
particular more focused research activity in the field of radicalisation prevention 
and countering - and the development of efficient counter narratives. 
 
The calls should invite more focused research in the fields indicated in the 
paper, and in close interaction with young people, youth organisations and 
schools: 
- how can didactic innovation in schools help counter radicalisation? 
- how can open schooling work forms help re-channel the radicalisation potential 
energies? 
- how can youth organisations in more open and less restrictive settings help 
build resilience towards radicalisation through immersive community oriented 
activity? 
- can schools and youth organisations impact radicalisation processes or prevent 
such processes from being produced at all? 
- what are the basic conditions for impacting radicalisation potential? 
 
Mixed partnerships should be requested in the calls and expected action forms 
should be more precisely indicated. 
 

 
ERASMUS+ AND 2020 SUCCESSOR 
 
Radicalisation prevention projects can in principle be created across all Erasmus+ 
sub-programmes; however, most radicalisation prevention projects are expected 
to be driven by schools and youth organisations. 
 
Erasmus+ projects addressing a sensitive and complex field like radicalisation 
need solid funding and considerable time (to follow the involved groups of young 
people and the impact of the interventions). 
Unfortunately precisely school and youth projects are known to be smaller, less 
resourceful and weaker than for example higher education and vocational 
training projects. 
 
The Erasmus+ and successor priorities and attitudes towards school and youth 
project need to change, and the programme must make crystal clear the 
importance for society of such school and youth projects and act accordingly 
towards the applications and projects. 
 
A condition for stronger school and youth projects is that the management of the 
programme and its successor is returned to the EACEA and managed centralised. 
The national agencies have lost much credibility along the Erasmus+ programme 
period and are not expected to be able to manage such re-thinking and 
empowerment of school and youth projects. 
 
Solid Erasmus+ projects addressing radicalisation need 3 years of action and 
increased funding to allow the needed interaction with young people over 
considerable time period; to evaluate change and to evaluate the usability of the 
interventions implemented. 
 
[Please also refer to the Erasmus+ critique later in this paper] 
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CO-CREATION 
 
In Horizon as well as in Erasmus+ projects addressing radicalisation it should be a 
methodological requirement to design solid and robust interaction with groups of 
young people. 
The calls should in fact request a description of how and with what impact the 
project will apply a co-creation approach to the young people. 
Integrated in this requirement should be the composition of the young groups to 
involve. 
 
The idea is that more demanding applications should lead to increased project 
duration and increased funding. 
Stronger coordination between research and practical experimentation in the 
project design phase would also allow much more interaction and synergy 
between research and practice. 
 

 
OPEN SCHOOLING 
 
Initiatives like CHRIS addressing more solid forms of radicalisation prevention 
through didactic innovation and students’ co-creation will, despite their possible 
differences, be based on an open schooling approach – allowing learning 
embedded in community interaction and real-life engagement. 
 
Research projects addressing open schooling in general are, of course, welcome 
for radicalisation initiatives; however, in the contexts of radicalisation we need 
research to go deep into the challenges linked to the following question: 
- what are the mechanisms in opens schooling that not only allows new learning 
processes, but also allows re-channelling of radicalisation potential and the 
creation of radicalisation countering narratives? 
 

 
STRONG STRATEGIC FOCUS ON TEACHER EDUCATIONS 
 
Schools and teachers are in these years overwhelmed with new roles and new 
challenges: entrepreneurial education, re-thinking science learning, creating 
innovation interest in early schooling, and: creating radicalisation prevention in 
schools, just to mention a few. 
 
No teachers are able to tackle such challenges, in particular as curricula are 
increasingly overloaded. 
 
This calls for considerable re-thinking of teacher education: not adding to the 
million things teacher students are expected to master (content), but focusing on 
how teachers can facilitate and create frameworks for students’ involvement in 
the new learning activities, in particular in connection with open schooling. 
 
The teacher roles therefore need to change dramatically: from subject experts 
to facilitators of a variety of very different learning initiatives and approaches. 
 
This is another heavy reason for the need for students’ co-creation: teachers are 
not at all able to manage the incredibly challenging palette of 21st century 
learning visions and activities, and therefore they increasingly need to rely on 
students’ capacity to co-creation. 
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An important element in the teachers’ training to facilitate open schooling and 
students’ co-creation is to include facilitation resources from the community and 
from the organisations and professionals the students’ are interacting with in 
their open schooling activity. 
Open schooling is also about sharing the responsibility for the young people’s 
learning. 
 
It is evident that the present teacher roles and teacher resources only allow very 
limited radicalisation prevention. 
Radicalisation prevention is sensitive and demanding, and the present teacher 
roles and resources cannot match such challenges. 
Therefore the new generations of teachers need a new approach to for example 
radicalisation prevention, working in open schooling settings, not in classroom 
and curricula settings. 
 

 
RETHINKING SOCIAL SCIENCE 
 
In connection with the CHRIS project and similar projects it becomes clear that 
traditional social science teaching is becoming increasingly irrelevant to the 
young students. 
 
Re-thinking social science needs to go far beyond lessons on the composition of 
parliaments, the election systems and occasional dialogues with local politicians. 
 
Social science needs basically to assume the point of view of young generations 
disengaging from politics, democracy and what is called European values. 
The relation between politics and the young generations are changing 
dramatically and social science needs to take its starting point in this 21st century 
reality. 
 
As long as social science struggles to make young students interested in 
traditional politics and democratic systems and civic engagement, the teaching 
will become increasingly irrelevant to the young generations. 
 
Social science therefore needs to address the following fundamental questions: 
- are the European political systems becoming obsolete? 
- how does political practice and politicians appear to young people? 
- why do young people increasingly find politics irrelevant to their lives? 
- what is politics in the 21st century and in the globalised world? 
- how can young people develop their own understanding and practice in the 
field of “politics”? 
- what are the roles of social networks in politics? 
- is there a relation between disengaging from traditional politics and so-called 
anti-democratic behaviour and action? 
- how can the new generations create and promote a new voice in politics? 
 
Basically, we are indicating the need for a paradigmatic shift in social science in 
schools: from information about political systems and the history of politics to 
the focal points of 21st century youth. 
 
If we imagine such a paradigmatic shift in social science education, social science 
might be a strong resource to radicalisation prevention in schools. 
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CHRISpolicy: 
 

Recommendations for radicalisation 
prevention policy for schools based 

on the project’s experience and 
knowledge creation 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 [Photos from CHRIS by Working with Europe] 
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This text is based on 2 years of practical experimentation with 
the participation of secondary schools, teachers and young 
students from all across Europe. 
The aim of the text is not to summarise or evaluate the 
project’s accomplishments, but to paint some critical 
perspective landscapes fuelled by the project; critical as the 
general mentality in Europe is increasingly working against the 
innovation agendas promoted by the Commission. 
In other words the text contributes to an understanding of 
what further steps should be taken in the core fields 
addressed. 
Thus the text might inspire new European initiatives based on 
and going further than the CHRIS project. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This text 
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INTRODUCING CHRIS

 
 

“Prevention is key: it is crucial to invest in interventions that are 
aimed at removing the breeding ground for radicalisation to 
prevent these processes or stop them as early as possible.” 
RAN Collection 
Preventing Radicalisation to Terrorism and Violent Extremism 
(European Commission, 2016) 
 
 

 
 
In the application we present CHRIS as follows: 
 
State of the art knowledge and practical experience on radicalisation prevention 
in schools is excellently collated and summarized in the 2016 EU Commission 
publication “Preventing Radicalisation to Terrorism and Violent Extremism”, 
produced by the Commission’s Radicalisation Awareness Network. 
The CHRIS project is guided and directed by this publication, which is 
demonstrated across the application. 
 
The CHRIS project is one of the first projects in Europe to take the Commission’s 
Young People’s Co-creation Agenda seriously and to implement this Agenda to 
create valuable contributions to radicalisation prevention in schools, based on 
the full, authentic and uncompromised co-creation of young students from a 
diversity of European countries. 
The CHRIS approach is guided by the fact that young people’s co-creation is a 
SINE QUA NON for efficient and future-oriented radicalisation strategies in 
European schools. 
 
The CHRIS project is embedded in a long-term European strategy: 
The “CHRIS Schools” project will be followed and complemented by a “CHRIS 
Community” project submitted to the October 2016 Erasmus+ Youth Call and 
addressing radicalisation prevention in community contexts. 
The wider perspective is a Knowledge Alliance application to be submitted in 
2017 or 2018, bringing together powerful radicalisation prevention resources. 
 
The CHRIS project will involve young students in secondary schools in the 
development of sustainable ways of countering radicalisation in schools, based on 
in-depths engagement in what produces radicalisation potential in relation to 
teenage identity formation and through real-life and real-time community 
collaboration – and with the aim to build capacity to co-create the project 
outcomes. 
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The CHRIS project will take radicalisation prevention in schools to a didactic 
level and mobilize young students’ hidden and unfolded knowledge to do so. 
 
Therefore the project will take the participating young student teams through 3 
phases of capacity building and co-creation: Feeling Me Feeling School (identity), 
Open Schooling (reality and community) and Co-creation (design of radicalisation 
prevention in schools). 
 
The project will build capacity and in particular critical capacity among the 
young students to be co-creating the project results, including through virtual 
collaboration between the students from the pan-EU partnership and climaxing 
the collaboration through a 5 days intensive mobility event, the CHRIS Co-
creation Encounter. 
 
The project will move radicalisation prevention beyond delivery of content and 
beyond punctual and event-based interventions and towards a didactic level: 
countering the development of early radicalisation potential through offering 
young people solid life-wide narratives, (gender) identities and missions, 
including empowering to political narratives and identities. 
 
The CHRIS project is based on 2 important assumptions, resulting from state of 
the art research: 
 
- Involvement in engaging, including in exciting learning activities, work forms 
and life-wide missions is a more powerful prevention measure than punctual 
delivery of anti-radicalisation content and eventing, as it links to the formation 
of identity along the teenage years 
 
- Powerful radicalisation-countering in schools can only be created in close 
collaboration with the young students themselves, unlocking their hidden 
knowledge and unfolding their co-creative potential, also because most anti-
radicalisation communicators are embedded in a culture and discourse very 
different from 21st century boys and girls 
 
The project will engage 2 teams of 5 young students from each of the 5 
participating schools along the entire project. The young teams will be supported 
by 2 teachers from each participating schools. 
The full participation of the young students has been formally endorsed by the 
school managements, as documented in the Letters of Endorsement attachment. 
 
The project’s knowledge partners will guide and inspire the project practice and 
will work with the young teams to produce the final outcomes. 
 
The project will produce the following key outcomes: 
 
- CHRISresource - virtual radicalisation prevention in school resource center 
 
- CHRISguide – guide pack on radicalisation prevention in school for primary and 
secondary schools across Europe 
 
- CHRISvideo – 30 minutes video on radicalisation prevention in school, co-
created and co-produced by the young students 
 
- CHRISresearch – recommendations for further and focused research based on 
the project experience and knowledge creation 
 
- CHRISpolicy – recommendations for radicalisation prevention policy for schools 
based on the project experience and knowledge creation 
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CHAPTER 1 
Radicalisation prevention and 
educational policy 

 
 

“Critical thinking is a key element in harnessing individuals against 
extremist. As such, activities should promote dialogue and 
exchange – not closing down discussions to avoid addressing issues. 
Interventions should avoid telling young people what to think, avoid 
pressuring, preaching, moralising, judging or trying to convince. 
This can prove to be counter-productive and further entrench their 
views. There is strong neurological evidence that in a state of 
threat (whether perceived or real) all people think (and react) 
more simplistically and tend to move towards extremes in their 
views. This in turn again feeds support for the extremist mind-set. 
To influence these cognitive processes, interventions should not 
focus on the content of ideology or particular beliefs but on the 
structure of thinking and make this structure more complex. 
Increasing the complexity with which people think about the issues 
that other radicalizers exploit serves to reduce vulnerability to the 
messages of extremism as a broad-based form of primary 
prevention.” 
RAN Collection 
Preventing Radicalisation to Terrorism and Violent Extremism 
(European Commission, 2016) 
 
 

 
 

CHRIS AND THE COMMISSION’S ANTI-RADICALISATION AGENDA 
 
CHRIS forms part of the Commission’s radicalisation prevention agenda. 
This agenda is not concerned with intervention once radicalisation has taken 
place and is acted out, but with such strategies that prevent the production of 
radicalisation potential. 
This is a totally different challenge than intervention in radicalisation acted out. 
 
It is also worth noticing that the agenda is focused on radicalisation potential, 
not about radicalisation. 
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Once radicalisation potential has been produced, the young people are easy 
targets of radicalisation and radicalised communities.   
 
This also indicates that we believe that radicalisation will not take place unless 
radicalisation potential is produced: radicalisation recruitment needs something 
to link to in the young person. 
 
Such radicalisation potential might consist in: anger, frustration, confusion, 
hatred, humiliation, isolation, etc. and might be produced in very many social 
situations and in very different young people. 
 
There is no clear radicalisation production history and no clear profile of young 
people at risk of radicalisation. 
 
Many young people developing radicalisation potential are never radicalised. 
Many young profiles that we believe at risk of radicalisation are never 
radicalised. 
Sometimes young people considered not at risk of radicalisation are radicalised. 
 
The first conclusion for radicalisation prevention in schools is therefore: targeted 
and focused intervention in connection with young people at risk of radicalisation 
is not possible, as such young students are almost impossible to identify. 
 
Second conclusion is: what schools can focus on is a) help preventing the 
production of radicalisation potential, and b) help re-channel radicalisation 
potential in progress. 
 

Importantly: radicalisation in schools must be integrated in and 
make sense to the general educational missions of schools. 
Schools should not assume social roles, police roles or similar. 

 
The challenge is about offering young people such immersive learning 
experience that radicalisation potential might not need to be produced, and if 
in progress it might still be re-channelled by immersive learning experiences 
providing the young student with resilient and strong subjective and social 
narratives. 
 
The question is, of course, how can schools do that? 
 
 

LIFELONG AND LIFE-WIDE SUSTAINABLE RADICALISATION PREVENTION IN 
SCHOOLS 
 
First of all, it must be made crystal clear that such complex challenges go far 
beyond what can be expected from school and teachers.  
Second, there is not guarantee for success, even if qualified radicalisation 
prevention is put in place in the schools. 
Radicalisation and the production of radicalisation potential depend on multiple 
factors, and most of them are out of reach of schools and teachers. 
 
What schools and teachers can do is to contribute to radicalisation prevention 
and re-channelling radicalisation energies in progress. 
 
This is in itself a major challenge, as it calls for considerable didactic innovation. 
 
The first generation of guidelines and school recommendations are valuable and 
useful, but less focused on what we call lifelong and life-wide sustainable 
radicalisation prevention in schools and the creation of resilient young 
personalities with the capacity to immerse into constructive and reflective 
missions and engagements. 
 
We therefore claim that what schools and teachers can do is: 
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Offer young people such immersive learning experience that radicalisation 
potential might not need to be produced, and if in progress it might still be 
re-channelled by immersive learning experiences providing the young student 
with resilient and strong subjective and social narratives. 
 
Such radicalisation prevention tries to target the deeper levels of radicalisation 
by interfering with the energetic economy of radicalisation potential. 
We know that even strong negative or aggressive feelings can be re-channelled in 
constructive directions if the proper resources and opportunities are in place. 
 
At first glance one might believe that activities in school addressing 
radicalisation directly are the most efficient radicalisation prevention 
mechanisms. 
Such activities might be open dialogues in the class, visits from experts or the 
police in the school, dialogues with community players, etc., etc. 
 
Such activities are typical today for schools engaging in radicalisation prevention. 
We call them traditional school approaches to radicalisation prevention. 
 
The problem is that this approach suffers from the typical Western educational 
misconception: that young people at risk of radicalisation can be “persuaded 
intellectually” to change their mind! 
 
The punctual activities approach is not able to penetrate into the deeper levels 
of production of radicalisation potential, the energetic economy of radicalisation 
potential, and even though such punctual activity might not do any harm or even 
contribute positively to articulate radicalisation thematics, they cannot be 
expected to contribute much to efficient radicalisation prevention. 
 
Efficient radicalisation prevention in school needs to go deeper… 
 
[Please refer to CHRISresearch for recommendations for research in this field] 

 
 

RADICALISATION PREVENTION AT DIDACTICAL LEVEL 
 
In short, there is – and this is the very background to the CHRIS project – a clear 
lack of recommendations and guidelines taking radicalisation prevention to a 
didactic level, rooting radicalisation prevention in work forms, engagement 
mechanisms and immersive real-life and real-time missions, thus countering the 
production of radicalisation potential. 
 
So, what schools can do at a deeper level is: 
 

Offer young people such immersive learning experience that 
radicalisation potential might not need to be produced, and if in 
progress it might still be re-channelled by immersive learning 
experiences providing the young student with resilient and strong 
subjective and social narratives. 

 
Evidently, schools cannot provide the students with such experience through 
classroom teaching that by the way, in its more rigid forms, tend to add to 
radicalisation rather than prevent it. 
 
How can schools, then, offer the young students such immersive learning 
experience that radicalisation potential might not need to be produced? 
 
Through various forms of open schooling approaches engaging young students in 
dynamic, immersive real-life interaction with the community, with the real world 
around them – and through the social networks they are participating in 24/7. 
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Why does open schooling and not for example problem-based learning have the 
capacity to do this? 
 
Open schooling in its authentic and un-simulated forms has the capacity to 
absorb radicalisation potential energies and build strong and exciting personal 
narratives, because: 
 
 

 open schooling activities are interacting with a lot of people and 
organisations and thus creating new forms of social networks for the 
young students 
 

 open schooling allows immersion in important and exciting real-
life problems and challenges that build self-confidence and pride in 
the young students 
 

 open schooling allows much more action oriented learning forms 
than classroom teaching and are therefore able to engage different 
types of young learners 
 

 open schooling can, unlike most other didactics, produce epic 
experience among the young students: the duration of the open 
schooling engagements, the depth and dynamics of the engagements 
and the exciting and game-like work forms are able to reach epic 
levels and thereby contribute strongly to the production of 
sustainable narratives in which the young students can take place  
 

 open schooling work forms allows much more for the absorption 
and re-channelling of potentially negative, aggressive or hostile 
energies than most other didactics 
 

 open schooling is, with its real-life engagement, its social 
dynamics and long-term serious missions, able to build considerable 
personal pride and satisfaction in the young students, known to be 
one of the most efficient radicalisation countering measures 
 

 open schooling provides the young learners, including the less 
academic learners, with experience, identities and networks on 
which they can base their learning and civic engagement for many 
years 

 
However, as we shall see later, the problem is that European education systems 
do not allow the development of such open schooling and therefore indirectly 
weaken schools’ contribution to radicalisation prevention. 
 
 

THE WEAKNESSES AND HYPOCRACY OF THE EUROPEN RADICALISATION 
DISCOURS 

 
National policy-making in Europe, including educational policy-making, is rather 
producing radicalisation than preventing it. 
 
The reasons are several: 
- national curricula are not providing schools and teachers with the needed room 
to move for experimentation to for example develop didactics to help prevent 
radicalisation 
- national educational policy-making is not contributing to the implementation of 
the European Commission’s innovation in education 
- increasingly overloaded curricula and almost hysterical quantitative testing is 
causing disengagement from schooling among young student that find traditional 
schooling more and more irrelevant to their lives 
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- the general political will in Europe to challenge and overcome traditional and 
outdated education systems is extremely weak and there is not sign that this will 
change 
 
There is an abstract will in European education to prevent radicalisation, but it 
remains without practical consequences. 
 
The European radicalisation discourse is in itself weak and questionable: in 
oversimplified ways it puts all sorts of “unwanted” behaviour into a single bag 
called “radicalisation and extremism”. 
This label is expected to cover all sorts of violent and unwanted behaviour, in 
particular among young people: religious radicalisation, sport-related violence, 
political extremism and all sorts of terrorism. 
 
Simplification can sometimes lead to clarification, but in this case the European 
simplication of what radicalisation is, is more dangerous than helpful. 
 
Why is that? 
 
For two important reasons: 
 
First, putting all sorts of radicalisation in one bag prevents us from understanding 
any of them, as they are totally different, emerge from different social sources 
and are acted out in very different ways. 
It seems as radicalisation is everything that is not directed towards middle-of-
the-road traditional parliamentary politics, from Greenpeace to major terrorist 
attacks. 
 
Second, because the discourse in this way becomes moralistic and normative: 
radicalisation, extremisms, aggression and non-parliamentary action is by 
definition undemocratic and unwanted. 
The irony (and also the hypocrisy) might be that precisely radicalisation might be 
needed to preserve and defend various forms of democracy in a Europe in which 
many national states are systematically moving away from fundamental 
principles in what we call democracy. 
 
The European radicalisation prevention agenda will never be efficient if 
European policy-making and political institutions are not able to move away from 
and change their obsolete positions and practices. 
 
The European policy-making agenda is strongly linked to possible radicalisation 
prevention in education. 
 
 

STRONG STRATEGIC FOCUS ON INNOVATIVE TEACHER EDUCATIONS 
 
Two major challenges are forced upon school teachers in this context: 
- the ability to tackle such sensitive topics as radicalisation and extremism 
- the capacity to provide open schooling learning to secondary school students 
 
Teachers are not trained for either of these challenges. They are basically 
trained in subject-based classroom teaching, not in handling religious extremism 
or organising long-term real-life community based learning processes. 
 
Already at this point we should perhaps step back and say: why are we trying to 
persuade pioneer teachers to engage in such more or less impossible missions? 
In particular as these pioneer teachers often receive little support from the 
school and from national educational authorities. 
 
Why are we, then, still inviting pioneer teachers to experiment with 
radicalisation prevention through open schooling? 
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First of all because we believe that radicalisation prevention is imminent and 
urgent; second, because we after all believe that schools working together can 
accomplish more than schools not doing anything. 
 
What is clear, though, is that the present teacher generations will never really 
be able to tackle the new enormous challenges, forced upon them by the 21st 
century realities. 
 
The challenges appear and are truly gigantic (and we must remember that 
schools and teachers are already overloaded with restrictive curricula and 
constant quantitative testing): 
- creating entrepreneurial education 
- building innovation interest 
- innovating science education 
- experimenting with open schooling 
- etc. 
 
And now, contributing to radicalisation prevention… 
 

The inevitable conclusion is that Europe needs a revolution in 
teacher education, no less! 

 
Because the teachers of the future cannot go on being trained through constantly 
adding new competences and new mastery; they will not be able to manage that. 
On the contrary, teachers’ basic training needs to be fundamentally changed to 
meet the challenges of 21st century teacher roles: from subject experts to 
facilitators of a variety of very different learning initiatives and approaches. 
 
The European Commission, and its research and education programmes, should 
therefore in collaboration with national educational authorities establish a very 
strong for example 5 years focus on the fundamental innovation in teacher 
education. 
The focus might be supported by experimentation in the research and 
educational programmes. 
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CHAPTER 2 
CHRIS lessons learned

 
 

“Involve students in prevention initiatives: those initiatives in 
school where young people are able to become positive influencers 
are often very successful as peer influence can be very powerful.” 
RAN Collection 
Preventing Radicalisation to Terrorism and Violent Extremism 
(European Commission, 2016) 
 
 

 
 
Let us reflect on some lessons learned with policy relevance from CHRIS in the 
form of small flashes. The aim of such lessons learned is to provide elements to a 
platform on which new experimentation (research and practice) can happen: 
 
 

 
MISSION ACCOMPLISHED? 
 
A complex and pioneer project like CHRIS is not characterised by one single 
mission: accomplished or not. 
CHRIS had, as an initiative linked to the European radicalisation prevention 
agenda, very many missions, such as: 
 

 to start to talk openly in schools about radicalisation among the young 
students; this certainly happened in CHRIS 
 

 to establish dialogues and interaction with the community concerning 
radicalisation and radicalisation prevention; this certainly also happened in CHRIS 
 

 to allow young students to go deeper into the challenges of radicalisation 
instead of joining the usual anti-radicalisation campaigns; this happened to some 
extent in CHRIS, but more experimentation is definitely needed 
 

 to provide open space for the articulation and acting-out of radicalisation 
energies going beyond what schools normally can provide; this sensitive 
challenge needs much more experimentation 
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 to deliver useful guidance and material to schools and teachers; this has been 
quite well accomplished in the project, taken into consideration the limited 
opportunities to practice open schooling within the CHRIS project framework 
 

 to deliver powerful research and policy recommendations for further research 
and experimentation and for policy change; this is well accomplished in CHRIS 
through its research and policy papers 
 
On the other hand it must be stated very clearly that the long-term, 
programmatic and strategic perspective in CHRIS was out of reach to schools and 
teachers in a small Erasmus project with very limited funding. 
 
The long-term strategic vision is radicalisation prevention taken to a didactic 
level through open schooling. 
 
A full experimentation with this long-term vision is not possible for very many 
reasons: 
- Erasmus+ provides very limited funding for long-term and deep experimentation 
(in fact 250 euro per months per partner) 
- the curricula are so overloaded that very little room to move is available to the 
teachers 
- the community is not at all prepared to engage in open schooling; it needs to 
happen step by step and through many circles of interaction 
- teachers and students are taking the first steps to understand and benefit from 
open schooling and from what open schooling can do for radicalisation prevention 
 
The long-term strategic vision - radicalisation prevention taken to a didactic 
level through open schooling – calls for many years of research and 
experimentation and in particular a very strong interaction between research and 
practical experimentation based on students’ co-creation. 
 
 

 
RADICALISATION PREVENTION IN SCHOOLS? 
 
It is not evident that schools have important roles to play to prevent 
radicalisation among young people. 
Basically schools and teachers are not able to tackle such challenges at all. 
 
And even more critically, one might ask: are typical schools in Europe able to 
work with radicalisation at all? 
Do they have the proper resources, the needed time, the need space for 
experimentation, the need support, etc.? 
The answer is crystal clear: of course, they don’t. 
 
So, what pioneer schools and in particular teachers are doing is to integrate 
various elements of radicalisation work in different subjects. 
Often this is about dialogues with radicalisation resources, visits to such 
resources – or studying a case of radicalisation. 
Such activities might occasionally include open discussions in the class. 
 
No doubt such activities are positive and useful – and create a general sense of 
and awareness of radicalisation among young people. 
On the other hand, such activity will not help prevent radicalisation, as 
demonstrated across the CHRIS research and policy papers. 
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CHRIS did indeed qualify activities linked to radicalisation and to understanding 
radicalisation, but it is not possible in a single Erasmus+ project to take the giant 
steps from punctual radicalisation dialogues to systematic open schooling for 
radicalisation prevention. 
 
As long as radicalisation prevention activities in schools are based on the present 
resource situation, such activities should be designed and planned with caution: 
qualified radicalisation prevention needs at least basic resources, and if such 
resources are not in place the activities might make little sense. 
 
In that case it might make sense for a school to collaborate with youth 
organisations outside the formal education system. 
 
 

 
THE RADICALISATION DISCOURSE IN THE EDUCATION SYSTEM 
 
The education systems and schools in the Western world and in Europe are not 
“neutral” institutions in the societies. 
They might believe that themselves, but they are not. They transmit and 
promote a long line of Western ideologies, openly and between the lines. 
This might not be a problem in the everyday lives of schools, but in connection 
with radicalisation it is indeed a big problem. 
If this problem is not addressed properly, it might question the value of the 
entire radicalization prevention mission. 
 
Why is that? 
 
Because one of the most fundamental conditions when working with 
radicalisation is something that normally never happens: we need to put all the 
explicit and implicit values of our dialogues and context on the table! 
If not, the dialogues are not free, open and credible. 
 
This means first of all that the schools, on behalf of the education system, need 
to put its values, ideological bindings and half-hidden agendas on the table. 
This is not easy, and normally it does not happen. 
 
Did it happen in CHRIS? 
 
Only partly, but we learned how important this is in the dialogues with young 
people and in particular in dialogues with “young people presumed at risk of 
radicalisation”… 
 
What kind of things might be put on table from the education system? 
Typical things would be: 
 
- in the education system the brain is more important than the body 
 
- in the education system intellectual skills are more important than physical and 
social skills 
 
- in the education system we appreciate self-discipline and self-control 
 
- in the education system we do not like aggression, too much physical behaviour 
or any form of violent expression 
 
- in the education system we celebrate intellectual democracy: the one with the 
best argument should win 
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- in the education system we pretend to be open and inclusive, but mostly in 
theory 
 
[Some teachers might feel offended by this list, but they are not individually responsible 
for the political, social and cultural values of the European education systems ] 

 
We believe that these value systems strongly influence schools’ and teachers’ 
ability to work with radicalisation among young students – perhaps even much 
more than we think and would like to imagine… 
 
To be fully fit for working with a sensitive and demanding theme like 
radicalisation, the education system needs to deconstruct itself at all levels: 
from research and policy to the individual teacher, also to enable the crucial co-
creation from the young learners. 
  
 

 
CHALLENGING EDUCATIONAL POLICY IN 21ST CENTURY EUROPE 
 
For schools and teachers to engage seriously in radicalisation prevention today 
and in the future it is not enough to integrate small elements of radicalisation 
prevention elements in traditional classroom teaching. 
 
This means that serious radicalisation prevention in schools by definition 
challenges traditional education policy. 
 
Today’s educational policy in Europe is moving in the opposite direction of the 
needed innovation: 
 
- educational authorities are increasingly unwilling to design, fund and 
implement innovation in education, unlike what was the case 10-20 years ago 
- innovation in education is increasingly depending on a) private institutions and 
b) a few pioneer public institutions trying to overcome the limited room to move 
- educational authorities are increasingly oriented towards international 
quantitative performance measuring and are therefore giving priority to short-
term results no matter how such results are obtained 
- educational authorities are increasingly overloading curricula, putting more 
students in the classes and controlling teachers’ work 
 
The national educational policy winds blowing over Europe is therefore to a great 
extent contradicting the European Commission’s innovation strategies, producing 
an increasing gap between European and national educational policy. 
The Commission’s education innovation is therefore increasingly depending in the 
Commission’s own funding programmes. 
 
In short, this means that European funded research and experimentation take 
place in a sort of vacuum not followed up or supported by national initiatives. 
 
Some professionals argue that while the Commission is making an effort to 
promote radicalisation prevention in schools, the national governments are 
indirectly producing such radicalisation. 
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RADICALISATION PREVENTION AND IDENTITY 
 
One of the most important lessons learned from radicalisation prevention 
experimentation and also from CHRIS is the importance of addressing 
radicalisation in early schooling: precisely in the years when the young teenagers 
are forming important elements in their identity and personality. 
 
Research clearly indicates that the prevention of radicalisation potential and the 
building of strong, flexible and self-reliant identities among young teenagers is 
the most efficient form of radicalisation prevention. 
 
However credible such findings, we still need much more in-depth research and 
experimentation in this field, asking such incredibly important questions as: 
- in what ways might radicalisation potential be produced and linked to identity 
formation in the teenage years? 
- in what ways might different learning and social experiences prevent this from 
happening? 
- what are the mechanisms in what we call “strong, flexible and self-reliant 
identities” and what is the meaning of “sustainable narratives” countering 
radicalisation potential? 
 
More in-depth knowledge and practical evidence in these fields is crucial to 
efficient radicalisation prevention in schools. 
 
Closely linked to such research and experimentation challenges are similar 
questions addressing the impact of innovative didactics such as open schooling on 
the young people’s identity formation: how are open schooling experiences in the 
teenage years contributing to “strong, flexible and self-reliant identities” and 
what are the mechanisms in open schooling creating such impact? 
 
These research and experimentation needs are highly relevant to the new 
generation of European educational funding programmes, such as the Horizon 
and Erasmus+ successors. 
 
 

 
RADICALISATION PREVENTION AND GENDER IDENTITY 
 
What we know is that teenage boys and young men seem to be much more 
readily “radicalised” than the girls. 
No matter if we look at religious extremism, football violence or political 
“radicalisation”, we see very few girls and young women. 
Even if young girls and young women might increasingly be involved in such 
activity, the more readily radicalised individuals are still boys and young men. 
 
A general reason might be found in the fact that young boys’ “mental and social 
economy” is very different from young girls’. 
The different ways of moving through the teenage years are well known. 
 
The simple conclusion is that radicalisation prevention in schools is about 
teenage boys. 
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Teenage boys and young men seem to grow much more radicalisation potential 
than girls – regardless of the social, economic and cultural context. 
Differences in this pattern might be found in 21st century youth, but on the other 
hand this pattern seems to be quite stable and robust across time and cultures. 
 
What does that tell us? 
 
At least it tells us that radicalisation prevention measures in school should be 
extremely relevant to teenage boys. 
This is important as teenage boys are much less impacted by “intellectual 
persuasion” than girls. This form of radicalisation prevention consists, as 
indicated earlier, in dialogues in the class, in dialogues and discussions with 
radicalisation resources and in debates on what is right and wrong. 
 
Girls are more readily influenced by this “discussion discourse” than teenage 
boys, which is why girls are doing better in the present educational system. 
 
On the other hand boys are more readily impacted by experience from practical 
learning processes, action learning and through acting out their growing mental 
and physical energies through the learning processes. 
 
Without going deeper into this gender challenge, a first conclusion is that 
precisely open schooling didactics are more efficient for teenage boys than the 
typical educational “discussion discourse”. 
This underlines the need for open schooling didactics in connection with 
radicalisation prevention in school. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE GREAT CHALLENGE: 
RADICALISATION, NARRATIVES AND EPICS 

 
 

“Educating young people: education of young people on citizenship, 
political, religious and ethnic tolerance, non-prejudiced thinking, 
extremism, democratic values, cultural diversity, and the historical 
consequences of ethnically and politically motivated violence...” 
RAN Collection 
Preventing Radicalisation to Terrorism and Violent Extremism 
(European Commission, 2016) 
 
 

 
 
The CHRIS project was developed around the following questions. 
Let us use the CHRIS experience to indicate some possible response points to 
these questions: 
 
 

HOW CAN POLICY-DRIVEN RADICALISATION PREVENTION GUIDELINES TO 
BASIC SCHOOLING BE TAKEN TO A DIDACTIC AND EPIC LEVEL, AND WHAT 
ARE THE BENEFITS OF THIS? 
 considerable research and practical experimentation is needed if 
radicalisation prevention is to be efficient in schools, as indicated across this 
paper 

 local and national educational authorities need to engage and support such 
research and experimentation 

 educational policy needs to be re-directed to create room to move for schools 
and teachers 
 

HOW CAN SCHOOLS ENGAGE IN A STEP-BY-STEP IMPLEMENTATION OF 
RADICALISATION PREVENTION AT DIDACTIC LEVEL, AND HOW CAN 
SCHOOLS BUILD CAPACITY TO DO SO? 
 pioneer schools can at organisational level develop radicalisation strategies in 
which limited but systematic radicalisation prevention experimentation is a 
priority 

 such 3-5 years strategies should establish solid collaboration with dedicated 
resources outside the school system, for example with youth organisations, 
political organisations and innovative bodies in the community 
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 such schools need to seek various forms of combined funding from various 
sources: local government, community stakeholders, research bodies and 
universities and from European programmes 

 schools should not engage in such activity alone but always in partnerships 
with other resources 
 

WHAT ARE THE ROLES OF SCHOOL MANAGEMENTS AND THE PUBLIC 
AUTHORITIES TO WHICH THE SCHOOLS REFERS IN IMPLEMENTING 
RADICALISATION PREVENTION AT DIDACTIC LEVEL? 
 without the full support of the school at organisation level, such radicalisation 
prevention experimentation is not possible or sustainable 

 the school should team up with strong alliance partners and put pressure on 
national educational and youth authorities to support the initiatives 

 pioneer schools and teachers need to develop powerful promotion of their 
initiatives, including explaining the long-term benefit for society 

 schools should engage young students actively in the full circles of such 
strategy and promotion activity 
 

TO WHAT EXTENT SHOULD SUCH SUSTAINABLE RADICALISATION 
PREVENTION INVOLVE, INCLUDE AND BE DRIVEN AND CO-CREATED BY THE 
STUDENTS THEMSELVES, WHAT ARE THE REASONS FOR THIS AND HOW CAN 
IT BE PRACTICED? 
 groups of teenage students should be involved in the full life circle of pioneer 
schools’ strategic engagement in radicalisation prevention 

 schools should involve the students in all steps of planning, implementation 
and sharing 

 the schools might also include young people from youth organisations in the 
community 

 schools should acknowledge that only through authentic co-creation from 
teenage students the radicalisation prevention measures can be efficient and link 
efficiently to the world of 21st century youth 

 pioneer schools should exploit students’ co-creation in the promotion of their 
initiatives, including when seeking funding for the initiatives; student’s co-
creation should be used as a powerful branding 
 

TO WHAT EXTENT SHOULD RADICALISATION PREVENTION IN SCHOOLS 
INCLUDE AND PERHAPS EVEN BUILD OM AN OPEN SCHOOLING APPROACH, 
CREATING REAL-LIFE AND REAL-TIME DIDACTICS IN PARTNERSHIP WITH 
RELEVANT COMMUNITY RESOURCES, AND WHICH ARE THOSE RESOURCES? 
 in principle, pioneer schools should base long-term radicalisation prevention 
on full-scaled open schooling 

 in most cases full-scaled open schooling is not possible due to restrictive 
curricula and a lack of room to move; in this case schools should develop 
compromises as close to open schooling as possible 

 the open schooling compromise should include considerable community 
alliancing and collaboration, also to provide additional resources (funding and 
time) to the experimentation 

 schools might decide as an element in the open schooling compromise to give 
priority to long-term engagement of a few student teams instead of superficial 
engagement of a large number of students 

 if possible pioneer schools should engage the student teams along a 3-4 year 
period to be able to produce and evaluate the impact of such open schooling 
based radicalisation prevention 

 the school and its alliances should exploit European funding to the max, 
including research engagement as well as practical experimentation initiatives; 
European funding should form part of the school’s long-term radicalisation 
prevention strategy 
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CHRIS RECOMMENDATIONS for support to 
schools’ engagement in radicalisation 
prevention

 
 
“Any type of educational programme aimed at educating young 
people on citizenship, stereotypes, discrimination, extremism, 
democratic values and addressing radicalisation and violent 
extremism, will only be successful when implemented in a broader 
educational setting in which the school has developed a clear vision 
on how to deal with radicalisation and extremism in the school.” 
RAN Collection 
Preventing Radicalisation to Terrorism and Violent Extremism 
 (European Commission, 2016) 
 
 

 
 
Let us briefly summarise what can be done at the different educational levels in 
support of pioneer schools’ engagement in radicalisation prevention based on 
open schooling approaches: 
 
 

SCHOOL LEVEL 
- the radicalisation prevention engagement should be integrated in the school’s 
long-term strategy and be given priority at organisational level 
- initiatives driven by teachers and students should receive active support from 
the school as organisation; teachers should never be “left alone” 
- the school should support the co-creation from student teams along the full 
strategic life circle 
- the radicalisation prevention initiatives should be supported by a long-term 
strategic plan, for example a 3-5 year plan 
- the school should support the open schooling approach through strong and 
reliable community alliances and partnerships with for example research bodies, 
interested universities, youth organisations, other schools and innovation 
resources in the community 
- schools and their alliances should exploit European funding to the max and 
include European funding in the strategic planning 
- schools should decide to focus the experimentation on a few student teams and 
a team of dedicated teachers; upscaling might, then, take place in the following 
strategic period 
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- if possible schools should team up with teacher educations in the city or region 
as these institutions have a natural interest in the experimentation; a win-win 
situation can readily be established 
 

LOCAL LEVEL 
- strong and dedicated plyers in the community should be mobilised in support of 
the experimentation: radicalisation is not an educational challenge, but a 
collective societal and political challenge 
- even if local authorities do not wish to support the experimentation actively, 
local authorities might serve as “a green light” for the activities and for the 
community engagement 
- the experimentation is important for all citizens and should be shared and 
promoted systematically: the community should in time feel ownership to the 
initiatives 
- the pioneer school might wish to share systematically with other schools in the 
community, and perhaps become a role-model school 
 

NATIONAL LEVEL 
- national level support is in most cases the most challenging for schools and 
teachers 
- national support might include the following types of stakeholders: national 
educational authorities, national educational funding, national educational 
research and innovation bodies, universities with a special focus on 
radicalisation, private companies with a focus on 21st century youth research and 
NGO’s working with young people 
- in some cases innovative minded national teacher educations might be an 
alliance 
 

EUROPEAN LEVEL 
- schools engaged in important experimentation can be a partner in research and 
innovation projects; sometimes help can be found in the national Horizon 
administration; schools might promote their interest in the European research 
networks and in for example LinkedIn 
- schools can and should exploit the European funding in Erasmus+ and what 
follows after 2020: schools can coordinate Erasmus+ projects as well as be a 
partner in such projects; schools can also combine several Erasmus+ initiatives to 
create strong synergy 
- when a pioneer school develops radicalisation prevention strategies the 
European engagement should be an important element; therefore such schools 
and teachers should engage in informal European networks with an interest in 
radicalisation prevention and open schooling; the networks should be 
systematically expanded along the strategic engagement 
- it is highly recommended for pioneer schools to train the leading teacher team 
to work at European level: build European networks, promote the school’s 
European interests, find good alliance partners to work with and to step by step 
build capacity to create own European initiatives 
- schools might in some cases wish to partner up with European resources outside 
the school to support the European engagement 
 

NB 
- systematic European engagement is normally only possible when integrated in 
long-term school strategies 
- European funding should be regarded increasingly important as national funding 
seems to be more and more scares and unreachable 
- a very positive side-effect of European engagement is the creation of an 
international atmosphere in the school; the school can indeed promote itself as 
an international school 
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+ 
A NEW AND POWERFUL COMMISSION EFFORT 
 
Radicalisation and similar acting out forms are extremely important European 
challenges. 
Radicalisation prevention is expected to take place across all societal sectors, 
including in schools and youth organisations. 
 
Radicalisation prevention in schools and in education in general is closely linked 
to and depending on innovation in education, such as open schooling. 
This is often totally neglected. 
 
Radicalisation of young people is also very closely linked to the “youth and 
politics” agenda: young Europeans increasingly disengaging from politics, 
democracy and European values. 
 
Young Europeans’ radicalisation and disengagement from politics and society is 
expected to increase in the future and at some point represent a very serious 
problem in Europe and to the European Union. 
 
It therefore makes much sense to call for a new and powerful Commission effort 
to engage schools, young people and communities in finding out how Europe can 
link in new ways to its young people – and create new forms of engagement and 
meaningful European narratives based on the young people’s co-creation. 
 
Such powerful efforts might for example include: 
 

 more focused radicalisation prevention and youth calls in Horizon and 2020 
successor 

 research and innovation projects requesting direct interaction with schools, 
youth organisation and young people 

 stronger coordination and synergy between research projects and practical 
experimentation projects, between Horizon and Erasmus+ 

 upgrading Erasmus+ to allow for and support long-term experimentation with 
sufficient funding 

 re-thinking the dominant idea that school projects are small projects with 
modest funding 

 establishing strong cross-sector projects allowing for open schooling 
initiatives, not linked to educational sector 

 returning the management of educational projects to the EACEA and the 
Commission, as the management of these projects and programmes by national 
agencies has been a clear-cut failure, weakening the programme, the projects 
and the impact of the initiatives 
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The ScienceGirls policy paper: 
 

Innovation in (gender-sensitive) 
science learning in schools is 

imminent – but who will drive? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 [Photos from ScienceGirls by Working with Europe] 
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This text is based on 2 years of practical experimentation with 
the participation of secondary schools, teachers and young 
female students from all across Europe. 
 
The aim of the text is not to summarise or evaluate the 
project’s accomplishments, but to paint some critical 
perspective landscapes fuelled by the project; critical as the 
general mentality in Europe is increasingly working against the 
innovation agendas promoted by the Commission. 
In other words the text contributes to an understanding of 
what further steps should be taken in the core fields 
addressed. 
 
Thus the text might inspire new European initiatives based on 
and going further than the ScienceGirls project. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This text 
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INTRODUCING SCIENCEGIRLS

 
 

Int: Couldn’t [girls] care about fashion and science?  
Boy 2:  No they wouldn’t, because fashion and science don’t mix. 
‘Doing’ Science versus ‘Being’ a Scientist, 2010 (Archer, Osborne, 
et al) 
 
 

 
 
In the ScienceGirls application we describe the project like this: 
 
Europe’s future economy and social coherence is depending on young generations 
with interests, skills and capacity far beyond what is offered in the traditional 
educational system. 
Europe needs young people deeply engaged in science, research and innovation – 
and based on positive and engaging experiences of what science, research and 
innovation is at a very early age and in early schooling. 
 
Young people are increasingly disengaged from science learning in schools and 
this is causing great concern in the EU Commission and among other global 
players. 
We call this the Commission’s SCIENCE LEARNING INNOVATION AGENDA, 
described and documented across numerous Commission documents, research 
papers and guidelines. 
 
“Our research points to the potential value of schools and science educators 
engaging in activities and approaches that enable teachers and students to 
deconstruct popular gender discourses and stereotypes.” 
“Balancing Acts”: Elementary School Girls’ Negotiations of Femininity, 
Achievement, and Science, 2012 (Archer et al) 
 
The ScienceGirls project aims to contribute to the Science Learning Innovation 
Agenda through practical experimentation in secondary school, and guided by 
Commission recommendation and by guidelines from leading science learning 
research communities. The project aims impact on science learning in schools re-
defining it’s to appeal to the young generations. 
 
Synthesizing leading research, it is clear that most girls do not feel comfortable 
with science education and the values and personal identities linked to science 
and science jobs. The problem is not a lack of intellectual capacity; the problem 
is at identity level. 
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The teenage years are precisely the most important time in life for creating 
identity and personality, including gender identity, and this is why resistance to 
science among most school girls might in fact lasts a lifetime: when resistance 
towards certain school interests is directly linked to the creation of one’s 
identity and personality, the resistance is very difficult to overcome in later in 
life. 
 
This is why ScienceGirls addresses teenage girls from 13 to 15 years old and their 
relations to science learning. 
 
The project will engage the girls in 3 major challenges: 
 
HOW WE FEEL SCIENCE 
- create a more authentic understanding of science and gender in early schooling 
through engaging teenage girls as co-creators of this understanding, through 
telling the personal and collective and gender-sensitive stories about science 
education and about the image of science in society 
 
SCIENCE IN REAL-LIFE 
- engage the girls and their support teachers in real-life/time science and 
research experience in collaboration with the local community, including 
interacting with female role-models in science and research 
 
VISIONS OF EARLY SCIENCE ENGAGEMENT 
- invite the girls to co-create scenarios of new ways of science learning in school 
that will appear attractive and relevant to teenage girls and their emerging 
gender identities 
 
Their teachers will learn about gender-sensitive science learning alongside the 
teams and support the participation of the girls’, but will not hold a privileged 
position in the project, as a united research community clearly states that 
“science teachers are a part of the problem”, very often practicing forms of 
science teaching that disfavours girls and confirms many girls’ “prejudices” 
against science and science jobs. 
 
The project will focus on and work through 5 overall innovative thematics, based 
on comprehensive preparatory reviews of recent science learning research: 
 

CO-CREATION 
IDENTITY 
REAL-LIFE EXPERIENCE – OPEN SCHOOLING 
MIXED REALITY COLLABORATION 
AUTHENTIC VISIONS FOR ATTRACTIVE GENDER-SENSITIVE SCIENCE 
ENGAGEMENT 
 
The 5 overall innovative thematics are detailed across the application and in the 
Attachment Pack. 
 
The project consortium is organized accordingly: 6 secondary schools as practice 
partners + 1 secondary school engaged through the Catalan knowledge partner, 2 
academic institutions as knowledge partners and a quality assurance partner with 
15 years of EU experience. 
 
Leading gender-sensitive science researcher Professor Louise Archer from the 
King’s College in London has signed an agreement to collaborate with the 
project. 
 
A strong and most dynamic climax in the project will be the 5 days SCIENCEGIRLS 
SCIENCE VISION ENCOUNTER mobility, along which the participating girls will 
create visions for what science learning in school could be – with a strong focus 
on female identity. 
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Key outcomes: 
 

THE SCIENCEGIRLS GUIDANCE TO GENDER-SENSITIVE SCIENCE LEARNING 
INNOVATION IN SECONDARY SCHOOL 
 
THE SCIENCEGIRLS 30 MINUTES VIDEO 
 
SCENARIOS OF INNOVATIVE SCIENCE LEARNING IN SECONDARY SCHOOL – 
produced by the girls- teams 
 
Policy paper: INNOVATION IN SCIENCE LEARNING IN SCHOOLS IS IMMINENT 
– BUT WHO WILL DRIVE? 
 
Knowledge paper: CO-CREATION AND THE SCIENCE LEARNING INNOVATION 
AGENDA 
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PART 1 
The European science learning 
innovation agenda – but who will drive? 

 
 

“The role of teachers has also been highlighted, demonstrating how 
both explicit and implicit gendered expectations and messages are 
frequently communicated within classrooms” 
“Balancing Acts”, 2012 (Archer et al) 
 
 

 
 
 

STRONG CALL FOR INNOVATION 
 
The commission, leading research communities and policy-makers are 
increasingly and jointly calling for dramatic innovation in all forms of science 
learning and at all educational levels. 
 
ScienceGirls forms part of this agenda and set out to contribute to the 
development of innovative and gender-sensitive science learning and science 
experience. 
 
The 2 years’ experience also produced lessons learned about all the obstacles 
such missions meet, from European funding to the work conditions of the 
individual teacher. 
 
The science learning innovation takes place in a strange landscape with many 
extremes: on one hand science teaching is the most conservative, restrictive and 
traditional of all school subjects; on the other hand the surrounding community 
and world offer thousands of dynamic and exciting science cases and missions. 
The problem is the giant gap between these two extremes in the science 
education scenario: 
 
So many opportunities, yet so little benefit… 
 
The focus in ScienceGirls was, of course, on how (teenage) female students 
experience science and science teaching in secondary school. 
However, we have no doubt that science education needs to change dramatically 
in general, not just to benefit the girls, but to benefit all young students – and 
society. 
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However, it seems as the active participation of girls and women in re-thinking 
and redesigning science education and science imaging is of special importance 
to innovation in science education and societal practice. 
It seems as the female voice must be put at the heart of the innovation. 
 
We also believe that the science learning change brought about by teenage girls 
will be the most powerful way to create attractive and responsible 21st century 
science learning. 
The teenage girls have, as we shall see, another voice and another agenda than 
teenage boys and that might make a big difference to innovation in science 
education. For example: in what directions should innovation in science 
education move? And, who will decide that? 
 
Already here it becomes obvious that innovation in science education is closely 
linked to policy-making: who will decide what science should be like and what 
science education should be like? And what’s the role of the teenage students in 
this game? 
 
In any case, early science learning must leave the dusty classrooms and 
laboratories and join the real world. 
 
 

THE SPECIFIC CHALLENGE: GENDER AND DIDACTICS 
 
To what extent is a strong gender-perspective needed to innovate science 
learning in schools, and: how can resources be made available for further 
research, innovation and practical experimentation? What does innovative 
didactics in science learning mean? How can such experimentation take place? 
 
These are some of the question we will touch upon in the short-paper. 
 
When we start talking about gender and didactics, things immediately get 
complicated. 
 
Teenage boys and girls seem at first glance to have very different needs that 
simplified can be described as follows: 
 
Girls are in general able to follow the traditional abstract and theoretical science 
teaching in the classroom. However, they reject “science” as a relevant career 
choice, identity and lifestyle. They do not wish to “live in science”. 
 
Boys are less able to follow the traditional abstract and theoretical science 
teaching in the classroom, at least in early schooling. They do not to the same 
extent as girls reject “science” as a relevant career choice, identity and 
lifestyle, but they would benefit dramatically from new forms of science 
education. 
 
 

OPEN SCHOOLING AND SCIENCE LEARNING INNOVATION 
 
When we discuss innovation in science education, in particular in the ScienceGirls 
project, this innovation clearly goes in the direction of open schooling. 
 
There are, obviously, different ways of innovating science education (and 
education in general), but there are very strong reasons to focus the innovation 
on open schooling: 
 

 open science schooling offers teenage girls real-life experience of the 
diversity of science and how many different lifestyles are possible in the field 
of science; this might help them overcome their “science lifestyle 
resistance” 
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 open science schooling offers teenage boys much more practical, realistic 
and action-oriented science experience and this might help change their 
general resistance towards traditional and obsolete classroom science 

 

 open science schooling offers teenage girls experiences about how science 
works in real life: what is science really about, what are scientists doing, 
etc.; this might help the girls integrate the social and ethical aspects of 
science which is important to teenage girls and to young women in general 

 

 open science schooling offers all young students much more realistic 
impressions of what science is and what scientists do; this might help many 
young students overcome typical negative imaging of science and scientists 
as well as overcoming the resistance to science produced in the old 
classrooms 

 

 open science schooling can, contrary to classroom science, offer young 
students deep engagement in exciting missions, some of them not much 
different from what they experience in advanced video games; this will re-
install the feeling of “adventure” in science that was totally lost in the 
classrooms and be attractive to both genders of digital natives 

 
As mentioned there are various ways of innovating science education, but we 
believe that open schooling is the most powerful form of innovation. 
However, also the most demanding direction, as science learning in open 
schooling scenarios cannot any longer take place in the classrooms. 
 
 

WHO WILL DRIVE? 
 
Such open schooling gender-sensitive and gender-driven science education 
innovation calls for considerable research and experimentation, in particular 
research and experimentation interacting with the teenage girls themselves. 
 
We know very little about how open science schooling can happen, as very little 
practical research and experimentation with open science schooling has taken 
place. 
 
Therefore one of the lessons learned from ScienceGirls is that the strong call for 
innovation in science education from leading global stakeholders, including the 
European Commission and the OECD, must be accompanied by strong and 
powerful driving of practical research and experimentation in the field of open 
science schooling. 
 
Isolated and punctual experimentation will not do the job. 
Systematic and coordinated experimentation at strategic level is necessary, and 
the experimentation will need to challenge basic paradigms in the entire 
education system. 
 
And, this is precisely where the problems appear! 
 
Strong are the calls for science education innovation; not so strong is the will and 
ability to drive and fund the needed experimentation. 
This is increasingly a well-known and deeply problematic European scenario. 
 
The question of who will drive the needed practical research and 
experimentation will run through this paper. 
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WHAT MAKES TEENAGE GIRLS’ SCIENCE VOICE DIFFERENT? 
 
An interesting observation from various science learning experimentation, and 
also from ScienceGirls, is that teenage girls and young women seem to have 
another science voice than teenage boys and young men. 
This should be taken extremely seriously by science education innovation. 
 
The teenage girls’ science voice seems to be characterised by the following 
elements: 
 

 they basically question to what extent various forms of science makes 
sense 

 they ask if the science activity is useful and not just fascinating 

 they want to balance the person they would like to be with the job they 
have 

 they ask ethical questions to science: is science responsible? 

 they ask questions about the social and human value of science, not just 
the economic value 

 they are in general more critical to science than boys who might be 
more “fascinated” by some forms of science 

 
This female science voice must be taken into consideration when making efforts 
to innovate science education. 
 
At the same time this female science voice can also “complicate” things, as 
many questions in the voice link directly to policy-making. The same type of 
political questions does not appear when we discuss for example language 
learning. 
 
This link should not be avoided in science learning, but articulated and 
exploited. Until now it has been supressed in most classroom based science 
teaching. 
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PART 2 
“Nothing has worked”

 
 

“Whilst many of these interventions have been carefully and 
thoughtfully designed by a range of appropriate experts and 
practitioners, evaluative evidence indicates that even the ‘best’ 
interventions may still be resisted by pupils and/or enjoyed by 
those involved but make little or no difference to pupils continuing 
with science.” 
‘Doing’ Science versus ‘Being’ a Scientist, 2010 (Archer, Osborne, 
et al) 
 
 

 
 

WHAT ARE THE KEY REASONS FOR “NOTHING HAS WORKED”? 
 
It is somewhat disturbing that the most qualified science learning research and 
experimentation in Europe (endorsed by the European Commission) at some point 
was forced to say: NOTHING HAS WORKED. 
 
Normally when experimenting with innovation at least SOMETHING works, but in 
the case of changing young girls’ (and boys’) attitude towards science NOTHING 
HAS WORKED. 
 
Obviously a project like ScienceGirls took a great interest in understanding why 
nothing has worked; also because the ScienceGirls project is expected to be 
followed up by further experimentation – and we would definitely like to know in 
what directions to move such further experimentation, and in particular what 
pitfalls to avoid… 
 
Let’s take a look at possible for reasons for why innovative science initiatives did 
not work - collocated from various science education reports: 
 

 traditional teaching in classrooms might not have been fundamentally 
changed, but perhaps simply called something else and slightly 
“modernised” 

 

 perhaps some of the changes simply added some entertainment on top of 
traditional teaching, such as the use of science games 
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 most changes were not linked to real-life and the 21st century world of 
the young students 
 

 perhaps the connection and interaction between science and gender and 
science and 21st century youth were never really deep enough to produce 
the needed change 

 

 perhaps the “new” science education was not able to handle social, 
ethical and political questions in connection with science in society 

 

 perhaps most of the science education innovation was created for and 
not with the teenage girls and the young students in general 

 

 experience shows that punctual visits to interesting science places, 
inviting scientists to the school from time to time, presenting and 
discussing with female role models, introducing small games in science 
education and similar activity, does not really work: they create 
momentary excitement, but no sustainable change 

 
 
What kind of very important first conclusions might be drawn from this? 
 
Some first conclusions on which further experimentation should be based are: 
 
 

Science education innovation should take female teenagers’ 
identity formation and value systems extremely seriously 
 
Science education innovation should take the lifestyles and values 
of 21st century youth very seriously 
 
Both factors call for serious and authentic and uncompromised 
co-creation of young people, in particular co-creation of teenage 
girls 
 
Teenage girls’ co-creation of science education innovation should 
go far beyond the typical tokenistic, alibi-driven and political 
victimisation of young students 
 
Science education innovation need to link to innovation in the 
fundamental didactics of science learning 
 
Science education innovation needs to go far beyond 
“modernisation of” and “making more entertaining” traditional 
science teaching 
 
Momentary excitement or seduction does not lead to sustainably 
changed attitudes towards science 
 
To change the images of science among teenage girls and to 
create lasting impact, the girls need to be engaged in long-term, 
real-life, immersive and epic science missions 
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Later we will touch upon one of the really complicated challenges: 
 

 
 

SHOULD GIRLS COME TO SCIENCE  
OR  

SHOULD SCIENCE COME TO GIRLS? 
 

 
MOUNTAINS OF OBSTACLES 
 
One of the strong reasons for the lack of success in science education innovation 
is the mountains of obstacles that science learning experimentation is forced to 
face. 
 
Let us list some of the most important from the ScienceGirls experience, going 
from local to European level: 
 

 science teachers are not known to drive didactic innovation 
 

 science teacher are in general overloaded with work and testing and are 
allowed very limited room to move 

 

 todays’ schools are more focused on economy and school performance 
than on innovation and experimentation 

 

 most resources in the science communities are not used to work with 
teenage students and do not know how to integrate them in the 
scientific, research or innovation circles 

 

 local and regional policy-making is more occupied by fancy science 
centers than on solid and sustainable science education innovation 

 

 students are, due to overloaded curricula, allowed very limited time to 
follow and engage in local science missions 

 

 it is almost impossible for schools in today’s Europe to mobilise local and 
national funding for science learning experimentation (and for 
educational experimentation in general) 

 

 local and national stakeholders are not sufficiently prepared to follow up 
and sustain innovative activities created through national or European 
funding 

 

 the European research and innovation programmes involve very few 
schools and therefore allows for little practical experimentation 

 

 the only useful funding for schools in connection with innovation in 
science education is Erasmus+ and projects in this programme are 
extremely under-funded (250 euro per month per partner to implement a 
complicated project) 

 

 in general policy-makers at all levels are more interested in talking about 
science education than in funding the needed innovation, and this results 
in short-term experimentation in most schools but not in qualified 
science learning experimentation with considerable impact 
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PART 3 

ScienceGirls lessons learned 

 
 

“Our research points to the potential value of schools and science 
educators engaging in activities and approaches that enable 
teachers and students to deconstruct popular gender discourses and 
stereotypes.” 
“Balancing Acts”: Elementary School Girls’ Negotiations of 
Femininity, Achievement, and Science, 2012 (Archer et al) 
 
 

 
 

A DYNAMIC AND EXCITING EXPERIERNCE 
 
The mountains of obstacles described above were, of course, strongly felt in the 
ScienceGirls project. 
 
On one side, the project offered the participating teenage girls extremely 
valuable and positive experiences, including from high-level events and new and 
fresh impressions of what science is and could be. 
No doubt all this have had considerable impact on the participating girls. 
 
On the other side, the project never managed to establish the kind of open 
science schooling expected to offer the most powerful science education 
innovation for teenage girls. This was, of course expected: great visions take 
time and many rounds of experimentation… 
 
Below we will briefly explain why this conclusion was inevitable. 
 
The reason that the project was nevertheless able to offer the participating 
students rich and dynamic and warm experience was the far beyond project 
budget engagement of partners. 
Without considerable additional support from local professionals and their 
organisations the project would not have been able to offer the many 
participating girls such unique experience. 
 
The Erasmus+ funding in itself does not allow for such experience. 
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THE KEY AND INEVITABLE WEAKNESSES: TRADITIONALISM, VISITING, 
PUNCTUAL EVENTING AND ENTERTAINMENT 
 
It takes a long time and much experimentation to dismantle old think forms and 
paradigms. 
Teachers and schools must deconstruct old educational patterns and struggle 
towards new ways of facilitating the learning of digital natives in 21st century 
Europe. 
 
When teachers and school in ScienceGirls indulge more into punctual eventing 
rather than create open science schooling, this is not because the teachers are 
incapable, but because they are struggling with dismantling old teacher thinking 
and with school systems not at all providing the resources they need to move. 
 
Given schools’ and teachers’ resource situation the inevitable weakness in the 
innovation effort will be to focus the activities on: 
- “modernisation”, adding new elements to traditional teaching 
- role-modelling, meeting female scientists managing to be “women” at the same 
time 
- visiting science centers, science parks or science exhibitions 
- inviting or visiting local science initiatives or bodies 
- discussion with local stakeholders, including educational policy-makers 
- participating or creating science events or campaigns 
 
Such activities are in themselves positive and exciting; however, they are also 
characterised by being event-based, punctual and without sustainable impact. 
They represent obsolete science teaching trying to be slightly more attractive. 
 
The problem and the challenge is that such mechanisms are not powerful enough 
the change teenage girls’ attitudes towards science, and this is why “Nothing has 
worked”. 
 
In short, punctual eventing does not reach didactic level. 
 
 

LIMITED ROOM TO MOVE 
 
The ScienceGirls project once again demonstrated that the most important 
obstacles to full gender-sensitive open science schooling experimentation is the 
conditions under which schools and teacher implement the project. 
 
Despite considerable efforts in the participating schools and among the 
participating teachers to find (alternative) ways to work in the project, it is 
evident that there is very little room to move for schools and teachers. 
 
Educational innovation such as gender-sensitive science learning is demanding, 
takes time and needs considerable resources. 
However, serious experimentation is limited (and in some cases even impossible) 
due to overloaded curricula, constant testing of students, political pressure on 
schools to perform and to score high in national and international evaluations 
and school managements’ focus on the financial situation of the schools. 
 
All this leaves very limited space for teachers to implement the experimentation 
to the full. 
This results in project implementation at medium level (in the best cases) and 
also in a lot of frustration among teachers and students. 
 
From a research and policy point of view this is, of course, not satisfactory as it 
results in limited and slow implementation of European innovation policy. 
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At a deeper level the problem seems to be a lack of coherence between 
European policy and national policy: national educational policy does not seem to 
follow up European innovation initiatives; in fact it appears sometimes and 
perhaps increasingly to work against and obstruct European education 
innovation. 
 
The new nationalistic winds over Europe are, obviously, not helping to resolve 
this incoherence. 
 
 

THE ROLES OF THE COMMUNITY 
 
The roles of the community are many and important in open science schooling 
scenarios and experimentation. 
In fact the vision is that most of the science learning is expected to take place 
outside the classrooms and schools and strongly linked to real-life science 
activities, supplemented by “learning on demand and when needed”. 
 
Open science schooling is still in its first stages in schools, and even more so in 
the collaborating communities. 
Science resources in the community are not at all used to collaborate with young 
students along considerable time periods, and not at all used to integrate 
student teams in their research and innovation circles. 
 
The science communities and their professionals can only develop such 
collaborative competences through continued practice. 
 
Once the science communities are mobilised to work with open science 
schooling, the community will be able to deliver important resources to the 
schools and to the teachers. 
Early science learning will become a collective mission, not simply a school 
responsibility. 
 
The point is, however, that the mobilisation of the science communities will 
require many rounds of (accumulative) experimentation, and it will not happen if 
schools and teachers are not given the needed space to create such 
experimentation. 
 
So, the mobilisation of science communities for innovative science learning is 
depending of the resources of schools and teacher to create and drive the 
experimentations. 
And as national funding for such initiatives seems increasingly out of reach, the 
experimentation is depending on European funding, in particular Horizon and 
Erasmus+ and what will follow after 2020. 
 
This is the reason that we have a very strong focus on the quality and capacity of 
Erasmus+, as for most schools and teachers this is the only accessible European 
funding source. This also explains the critique of Erasmus+ annexed to this short-
paper. 
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PART 4 
CONCLUSIONS: key challenges to research, 

policy and practical experimentation

 
 

“I said [to my daughter] why can’t you do science? She said ‘oh no 
it’s a boy thing’. They had an after school science club and she said 
‘I’m not going because it’s all boys’. I said well you should at least 
go along and see if you enjoy it. She went twice and then she 
stopped going because it was all boys and she had no girls to talk 
to” (Sandra, mother of Danielle). 
Professor Louise Archer, King’s College London 
 
 

 
 
The ScienceGirls initiative included many missions. 
Some of these missions were and are to articulate key challenges to gender-
sensitive science learning, including to further research and practical 
experimentation. 
Key questions and challenges are: 
 
To what extent is gender-sensitive science learning innovation a precondition for 
the general innovation of science learning in schools? 
 
To what extent is the full co-driving and co-creation of gender-sensitive science 
learning innovation by the teenage girls themselves a precondition for gender-
sensitive science learning innovation? 
 
How does that affect science learning research and policy-making in the fields of 
science learning innovation, including linking such research to the narrative 
discourses of humanities more capable to capture and incorporate the formation 
of gender identity in the personal evaluation of educational interest and 
engagement? 
 
What forms of future practice-based experimentations are recommended on the 
basis of the ScienceGirls experience, and how can such experimentation be up-
scaled and mainstreamed, including the potentials of social networking and big 
(social) data? 
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A modest project like ScienceGirls cannot answer these and similar questions, 
but we can point to research and experimentation needs made evident through 
the project. 
 
 

What is becoming increasingly clear, in any case, is that changing 
the attitudes of teenage girls towards science will take in-depth and 
not superficial innovation in science education and the creation of 
fundamental new images of what science is. 

 
 
To change the images of science among teenage girls the girls need to 
be engaged in long-term, real-life, immersive and epic science missions. 
 
This is precisely where the concept of “human narratives” comes in. 
The opposition and separation between (natural) science and humanities in the 
Western societies and cultures is extremely strong, and increasing focus on 
quantitative subject-based measuring and testing does not help overcome this 
opposition. 
 
We need to take seriously that teenage girls’ and young women’s resistance 
towards science is not resistance towards working science challenges, but 
resistance towards “living a life in (traditional) male-dominated science 
communities”, so to speak. 
The life in science appears to many girls and young women to contradict their 
femininity and their female values. 
 
The stories told among girls and young women about science describe science 
communities as negative, grey and unattractive. 
One of the keys to re-engage teenage girls in science is therefore to work with 
the girls to create alternative narratives that the girls can integrate without 
resistance in their identity formation. 
 
This is where “human narratives” comes in: science is not able to create the 
needed alternative narratives; it needs strong support from more holistic 
oriented story-telling and imaging. 
 
An important dimension in open science schooling is therefore the cross-subject 
engagement of teachers – and the integration of human narratives resources from 
the community, addressing science linked to history, art, politics and social 
values. 
 
One of the valuable conclusions from gender-sensitive science learning 
experimentation is precisely that such missions can only be completed through 
the full and uncompromised co-creation of teenage girls themselves. 
Any attempt to create such missions and story-telling on behalf of the girls will 
fail. Then “nothing will work”. 
 
Gender-sensitive science research and experimentation therefore need to be 
based on a methodology that involves teenage girls in the full research and 
experimentation circles. 
 
Thus the key role of research resources, schools and teachers is to support the 
teenage girls’ own creation of science narratives that are attractive to female 
students and workers. 
 
Young female students need to develop their own science learning and science 
work voice. Then, perhaps, we can move on from “nothing has worked”. 
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THE NEED FOR RADICAL CHANGE AND EDUCATION IN 21ST CENTURY 
EUROPE – ROOM TO MOVE 
 
Gender-sensitive and general innovation in science education cannot stand alone. 
It is and must be strongly linked to educational innovation – and to the re-
thinking of what education is in the 21st century, so strongly advocated by the 
Commission and critical research. 
 
Open schooling is a strong generic educational innovation platform, as it allows a 
number of new student competences to grow from systematic interaction with 
the community in real-life engagements. 
 
Any innovation in science education therefore needs to be deeply integrated in 
innovative didactics, fundamentally moving away from the obsolete classrooms. 
This is precisely what does not happen when the science innovation is limited to 
what we “modernisation” of science teaching through events, visits and perhaps 
even through the use of creative technology such as gaming. 
 
The problem is that after the “event” the young girls will go back to the 
classroom and continue the more or less outdated science teaching. 
 
Evidently, the need to link innovative science education to innovation of 
traditional educational didactics and work methods does not make the challenge 
easier for schools and teachers, on the contrary. 
 
Authentic open science schooling cannot be tried out, tested and evaluated 
validly unless embedded in such innovative didactics. 
 
Once more this calls for considerable resources for long-term and in-depth 
experimentation and for the provision of room to move for schools and teachers. 
There is very little space for such quality experimentation in the present 
overloaded curricula, and national educational policy-making needs to seriously 
consider the long-term damages by today’s restrictive schooling. 
 
 

A STRONG STRATEGIC FOCUS ON TEACHER EDUCATION 
 
Another thing of great importance is that teachers in secondary school are not at 
all trained to work in open science schooling! 
 
Science teacher are – more than other teachers, probably – very much subject-
teachers, deeply engaged in their science subjects. 
They have received no initial or further training in innovative didactics and they 
are not in any way used to base the learning on interaction with science 
communities outside the school. 
 
As innovation in science education and the creation of more open science 
narratives in society is a long-term mission, most likely calling for decades of 
experimentation, European and national policy-making should put a very strong 
and strategic focus on innovation in science teachers’ initial and further 
training. 
 
As science and the citizens’ attitudes towards science is one of the major 
parameters in the globalised growth economy its makes much sense to create 
strong strategies for equipping new generations of science teachers with the 
needed 21st century didactic tools. 
 
Innovation in the training of science teachers should be linked to research and 
experimentation projects at national and European levels. 
Furthermore, innovation in science teacher education should include 
considerable practical interaction with schools, teachers and students. 
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In fact it is strongly recommended, given the importance of science in society 
and science learning, to create coordinated eco-systems of science education 
innovation with the participation of the key players in these scenarios (bearing in 
mind the sustained focus on the teenage years, on identity building and on 
gender-sensitive science learning), in particular: 
- secondary schools and cross-subject teams 
- secondary school science teachers 
- teams of young (female) learners 
- young science teacher students in practical training 
- local or regional science resources 
 
Best case such eco-systems might also include national or European level 
research and funding. 
 
 
 

       
 

GIRLS TO SCIENCE  
          OR  
SCIENCE TO GIRLS 
 
Last, but not least, ScienceGirls would like to point to an extremely important 
general challenge to gender-sensitive science learning innovation: 
 
We ask the question, deliberately naïve: 
 
“Should girls come to science, or should science come to girls?” 
 
This somewhat philosophical question is extremely important to the nature of the 
innovation we pursue and design. 
The question cannot, of course, be answered in a short or simple way, but it 
opens up the doors to some crucial and fundamental problems in gender-sensitive 
science learning and science work. 
 
In fact, we feel free to claim that 90% of all initiatives to counter the girls’ 
resistance to science studies and jobs are based on the girls should come to 
science paradigm. 
 
Through various initiatives we try to explain that science is much more that the 
girls imagine and that it is indeed possible to feel woman in science 
communities. 
 
So, we try to persuade girls and young women to engage in science careers, 
including through demonstrating how exciting science can be. 
 
What we do not do is: we do not ask if the girls are the problem – or science 
itself is the problem! 
 
Perhaps the problem is the nature of science work and science communities. 
Perhaps science is indeed co-responsible for negative imaging of science work 
among teenage girls. 
 
Perhaps science communities need to change to move closer to 21st century 
young girls and to young people in general. 
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So, the question opens up a lot of discussion about “science in society”. 
This discussion is complicated as it includes politics, economy, gender-patterns, 
social responsibility, ethics, etc. 
 
However, we believe that in the long run science communities need to change to 
make gender-sensitive science learning a success – and to appear more attractive 
to teenage girls and young women (and, by the way, to young people in general). 
 
This represents indeed a giant challenge to science communities not know to re-
think their fundamental values, attitudes and social practices. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS for policy support to 

gender-sensitive science learning experimentation

 
 
‘I wouldn’t want to be a scientist because I don’t want to find 
these like dead bodies and bones and … ugh! And then I wouldn’t 
like to have big grey frizzy hair … because all scientists seem to 
have these caps on like bald heads and they have like [inaudible] 
and I don’t want to look like that, I want to look beautiful’ (Girl, 
Inner City Elementary). 
‘Doing’ Science versus ‘Being’ a Scientist, 2010 (Archer, Osborne, 
et al) 
 
 

 
 
Let us conclude this short-paper by pointing to strongly needed policy support for 
(gender-sensitive) science learning innovation. 
 
The importance of science and science learning in society obviously strongly 
justifies direct and targeted policy initiatives and support. 
 
 

THE NEED FOR RE-POWERING OF STRONG COMMISSION INITIATIVES 
 
The Commission’s European science learning innovation and open schooling 
strategies are powerful and relevant. 
 
The problem is the lack of national follow-up and support to the implementation 
of those initiatives. The problem is for the innovation to reach schools, teachers, 
young (female) students – and science communities. 
 
European educational innovation needs stronger collective consensus and joint 
action and this is why there is a need to re-power the Commission strategies and 
include national policy-makers more responsibly in the implementation of the 
strategies. 
 
As national educational innovation funding seems to decrease systematically, the 
European educational programmes become still more important to practical 
experimentation. 
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A STRONG STRATEGIC FOCUS ON TEACHER EDUCATIONS 
 
The Commission and the national governments need to jointly create long-term 
strategies for the innovation in teacher education. 
This is urgent as the new generations of teachers will not be able to tackle 21st 
century learning challenges unless they are equipped with the proper tools to do 
so. 
 
Innovation in teacher education, including interacting with local eco-systems of 
open (science) schooling, is one of the most important preconditions for creating 
attractive science learning for young students – and to bring science closer to 
society. 
And: to make it possible for teenage girls to make their science voices heard. 
 
The Commission might consider focused and targeted research, innovation and 
practical experimentation calls in support of such teacher education innovation. 
Such calls might include precise requests for partnering to ensure the 
participation and co-creation of innovation from teachers, students and the 
science communities. 
 
 

RESEARCH AND PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTATION 
 
Considerable and focused research and practical experimentation will be needed 
to create gender-sensitive science education and to create open schooling 
practices in collaboration with local science communities. 
 
At the moment such experimentation is punctual, scattered and without much 
coordination. 
The Commission might follow up the encouragement to build alliances between 
Horizon and Erasmus+ projects by offering coordination and synergy 
infrastructures at European level. 
 
Last, but not least, the Commission might consider creating a dedicated open 
schooling funding programme, as most innovation in education will link to open 
schooling didactics. 
 
 

LOCAL / NATIONAL / EUROPEAN 
 
At local level policy could support science education innovation and gender-
sensitive science learning by: 
- giving various forms of support to pioneer schools and teachers and to make 
them role-models in the community 
- help create eco-systems of science learning through involving relevant and 
interested resources from various sectors, including from leading science and 
innovation players 
- help provide schools and teacher and students with more room to move 
- support schools’ engagement in European educational collaboration 
 
At national level policy could support science education innovation and gender-
sensitive science learning by: 
- providing more room to move for schools, teachers and students to undertake 
the needed experimentation 
- create targeted funding opportunities for science education innovation and 
gender-sensitive science learning 
- encourage major science stakeholders from the private sector to co-fund the 
needed research and experimentation 
- support the collaboration between national science learning research bodies 
and local schools 
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- facilitate teacher educations’ and schools’ involvement in European 
collaboration and funding, including through European training 
- offer dedicated training courses for science teachers interested in innovating 
science education 
- open up serious debates on the paramount question: should girls come to 
science or should science come to girls 
- create national think tanks of gender-sensitive science learning and the role of 
science in society 
- create strategies to follow up and implement European innovation in education 
strategies 
 
At European level policy could support science education innovation and gender-
sensitive science learning by: 
- re-power the European science education and open schooling innovation 
strategies 
- make efforts for national policy to implement the strategies as intended 
- create targeted Horizon calls requesting certain co-creation methodologies and 
certain partnership compositions to ensure interaction with schools, teachers and 
(female) students 
- upgrade Erasmus+ to provide appropriate funding for the needed long-term 
duration and experimentation (please refer to the Annex below) 
- consider creating a dedicated open schooling programme located between 
Horizon and Erasmus+ inviting community based open schooling initiatives and 
requesting mixed partnerships and students’ co-creation 
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This text is based on 2 years of practical experimentation with 
the participation of secondary schools, teachers and young 
female students from all across Europe. 
 
The aim of the text is not to summarise or evaluate the 
project’s accomplishments, but to paint some critical 
perspective landscapes fuelled by the project; critical as the 
general mentality in Europe is increasingly working against the 
innovation agendas promoted by the Commission. 
In other words the text contributes to an understanding of 
what kind of further steps should be taken in the core fields 
addressed. 
 
Thus the text might inspire new European initiatives based on 
and going further than the ScienceGirls project. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This text 
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INTRODUCING SCIENCEGIRLS

 
 

Int: Couldn’t [girls] care about fashion and science?  
Boy 2:  No they wouldn’t, because fashion and science don’t mix. 
‘Doing’ Science versus ‘Being’ a Scientist, 2010 (Archer, Osborne, 
et al) 
 
 

 
 
In the ScienceGirls application we describe the project like this: 
 
Europe’s future economy and social coherence is depending on young generations 
with interests, skills and capacity far beyond what is offered in the traditional 
educational system. 
Europe needs young people deeply engaged in science, research and innovation – 
and based on positive and engaging experiences of what science, research and 
innovation is at a very early age and in early schooling. 
 
Young people are increasingly disengaged from science learning in schools and 
this is causing great concern in the EU Commission and among other global 
players. 
We call this the Commission’s SCIENCE LEARNING INNOVATION AGENDA, 
described and documented across numerous Commission documents, research 
papers and guidelines. 
 
“Our research points to the potential value of schools and science educators 
engaging in activities and approaches that enable teachers and students to 
deconstruct popular gender discourses and stereotypes.” 
“Balancing Acts”: Elementary School Girls’ Negotiations of Femininity, 
Achievement, and Science, 2012 (Archer et al) 
 
The ScienceGirls project aims to contribute to the Science Learning Innovation 
Agenda through practical experimentation in secondary school, and guided by 
Commission recommendation and by guidelines from leading science learning 
research communities. The project aims impact on science learning in schools re-
defining it’s to appeal to the young generations. 
 
Synthesizing leading research, it is clear that most girls do not feel comfortable 
with science education and the values and personal identities linked to science 
and science jobs. The problem is not a lack of intellectual capacity; the problem 
is at identity level. 
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The teenage years are precisely the most important time in life for creating 
identity and personality, including gender identity, and this is why resistance to 
science among most school girls might in fact last a lifetime: when resistance 
towards certain school interests is directly linked to the creation of one’s 
identity and personality, the resistance is very difficult to overcome in later in 
life. 
 
This is why ScienceGirls addresses teenage girls from 12 to 16 years old and their 
relations to science learning. 
 
The project will engage the girls in 3 major challenges: 
 

HOW WE FEEL SCIENCE 
- create a more authentic understanding of science and gender in early schooling 
through engaging teenage girls as co-creators of this understanding, through 
telling the personal and collective and gender-sensitive stories about science 
education and about the image of science in society 
 

SCIENCE IN REAL-LIFE 
- engage the girls and their support teachers in real-life and real-time science 
and research experience in collaboration with the local community, including 
interacting with female role-models in science and research 
 

VISIONS OF EARLY SCIENCE ENGAGEMENT 
- invite the girls to co-create scenarios of new ways of science learning in school 
that will appear attractive and relevant to teenage girls and their emerging 
gender identities 
 
Their teachers will learn about gender-sensitive science learning alongside the 
teams and support the participation of the girls’, but will not hold a privileged 
position in the project, as a united research community clearly states that 
“science teachers are a part of the problem”, very often practicing forms of 
science teaching that disfavours girls and confirms many girls’ “prejudices” 
against science and science jobs. 
 
The project will focus on and work through 5 overall innovative thematics, based 
on comprehensive preparatory reviews of recent science learning research: 
 

CO-CREATION 
IDENTITY 
REAL-LIFE EXPERIENCE – OPEN SCHOOLING 
MIXED REALITY COLLABORATION 
AUTHENTIC VISIONS FOR ATTRACTIVE GENDER-SENSITIVE SCIENCE 
ENGAGEMENT 
 
The 5 overall innovative thematics are detailed across the application and in the 
Attachment Pack. 
 
The project consortium is organized accordingly: 6 secondary schools as practice 
partners + 1 secondary school engaged through the Catalan knowledge partner, 2 
academic institutions as knowledge partners and a quality assurance partner with 
15 years of EU experience. 
 
Leading gender-sensitive science researcher Professor Louise Archer from the 
King’s College in London has signed an agreement to collaborate with the 
project. 
 
A strong and most dynamic climax in the project will be the 5 days SCIENCEGIRLS 
SCIENCE VISION ENCOUNTER mobility in Barcelona and Catalonia, along which the 
participating girls will create visions for what science learning in school could be 
– with a strong focus on female identity. 
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Key outcomes will be: 

 
THE SCIENCEGIRLS GUIDANCE TO GENDER-SENSITIVE SCIENCE LEARNING 
INNOVATION IN SECONDARY SCHOOL 
 
THE SCIENCEGIRLS 30 MINUTES VIDEO 
 
SCENARIOS OF INNOVATIVE SCIENCE LEARNING IN SECONDARY SCHOOL – 
produced by the girls- teams 
 
Policy paper: INNOVATION IN SCIENCE LEARNING IN SCHOOLS IS IMMINENT 
– BUT WHO WILL DRIVE? 
 
Knowledge paper: CO-CREATION AND THE SCIENCE LEARNING INNOVATION 
AGENDA 
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PART 1 
GIRLS COMING TO SCIENCE – OR SCIENCE 
COMING TO GIRLS? 

 
 

“The role of teachers has also been highlighted, demonstrating how 
both explicit and implicit gendered expectations and messages are 
frequently communicated within classrooms” 
“Balancing Acts”, 2012 (Archer et al) 
 
 

 
 
 

GENDER-SENSITIVE SCIENCE LEARNING? 
 
In preparation of the ScienceGirls project we heard and read a lot and talked a 
lot about gender-sensitive science education. 
 
So, what is gender-sensitive science education, actually? 
What does “science for girls mean, really? 
Is it different form “science for boys”? 
Or from “science in society”? 
 
Were all these questions answered through the ScienceGirls project? 
No, not at all. In fact it is very difficult to give reliable and useful answers to 
these very complex questions. 
 
However, the rich practise in many European countries allowed us to build a 
better understanding of in which directions we should pursue the answers and 
create a deeper understanding. 
 
Good and solid knowledge always builds on dynamic and powerful questions. 
Let us therefore summarise the many challenges in gender-sensitive science 
education into a set of overarching and leading questions: 
 

Should girls come to science of should science come to girls? 
 

Why is gender-sensitive science education interesting at all? 
 

What’s so special about “science for girls” compared to “science 
for boys”? 
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Why is it so difficult to create gender-sensitive science learning? 
 
Let’s elaborate om these questions in the following texts: 
 
 

CRITIQUE OF THE DOMINATING SCIENCE EDUCATION DISCOURSE 
 
The dominating way to talk about science education innovation in Europe is the 
“modernisation” and “popularisation” approach: if we make science more 
entertaining, more exciting and more popular in its language science education 
in school might become more attractive to the young students and in particular 
to the girls… 
 
This is not the speech of the European Commission and other global players, but 
it is the speech of science education innovation in practice. 
 
So, it seems as in schools – in practical education – there are 3 levels: 
 
1. 
Traditional science education made even more intolerable through more testing 
and control 
 
2. 
Modernised science education including more active learning involvement of the 
students and including interesting visits to science centers, case studies, 
dialogues with role-models, etc. 
 
3. 
21st century science learning based on open schooling and the co-creation of 
young students, in which the learning takes place in dynamic interaction with 
real-life science, research and innovation resources in the community (physical 
as well as virtual) and with schools playing the role of “knowledge on demand 
and when needed”. 
 
Science education innovation in secondary schools in Europea is – at least to some 
extent – moving from level 1 to level 2. 
Level 3 in extremely difficult and calls for considerable and long-term 
experimentation. 
 
The ScienceGirls practice was expected to be located between level 2 and 3; 
however, the project practice was closer to level 2 than 3, and for very many 
good reasons. 
 
The problem is, of course, that whereas level 2 does not necessarily include 
fundamental didactic changes (a visit to a science center does not change the 
curricula or the teaching methods), level 3 fundamentally challenges traditional 
science education AND traditional education in general. 
 
Practicing open science schooling represents no less than a revolution in science 
education and it will take decades to implement this innovation in sustainable 
ways. 
 
 

But why is level 2 “modernisation of science education” 
not enough? 
Because this change might not be powerful enough to re-
engage girls and young people in science learning and in 
a life in science! 
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What level 2 might accomplish is to make science education less boring and more 
entertaining. 
That might make girls and boys happier, but it will not change their fundamental 
attitudes towards science education and a life in science. 
 
This is why the million dollar question is: 
 

What is powerful enough in education to change the girls’ 
attitudes towards science education and a life in science? 
 
It is a general experience among policy-makers, experimenting schools and 
researchers that no matter what they have tried, “nothing has worked”. 
This underlines the need for fundamental changes, not for superficial or short-
term popular changes. They don’t work. 
 
What characterises this fundamental change? 
 

1 
Identity 
The first condition for engaging girls is that science education and in particular a 
life in science can be integrated in the building of female identities and 
personalities along the teenage years. 
This is a complex process that must be taken very seriously by future research 
and experimentation. 
And, this is also why the only way for such research and experimentation is the 
co-creation from the teenage girls. 
Boys do not to the same extent share this form of resistance to science 
engagement. 
 

2 
Didactics 
The second condition is that science education needs fundamental didactic 
innovation: traditional science teaching in schools does not have the capacity to 
engage girls in science. 
An open schooling approach in which girls can collaborate with real people and 
with real science activities and challenges is expected to be far more attractive 
to the girls than science in classrooms. 
In this ways girls might be able to build up interest in various forms of science 
directions that perhaps differ from their images of science and a life in science. 
Boys do indeed share this form of resistance to science engagement, as they find 
science teaching in school abstract, theoretical, irrelevant and unapproachable. 
 

3 
Science in society 
So, the most basic and problematic element in the European campaigns and 
efforts to (re)engage girls in science education and science work is: 
- it is based on a “girls should come to science” approach. 
Girls should change their mind about science (“look, this sexy and very feminine 
woman is a scientist”) and should grow an interest in the great variety of science 
activities in society. 
Girls should, having realised the great diversity of science and science cultures, 
decide to integrate science in their identity and life. 
Some groups of boys share this resistance, others not. 
 
 
Let’s briefly comment on these fundamental change parameters: 
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GENDER-SENSITIVE SCIENCE LEARNING AND SCIENCE LEARNING 
INNOVATION 
 
Let’s make very clear that Europe has a problem with all young people when it 
comes about engagement in science education and a life in science: 
- an increasing number of young people build various forms of resistance towards 
science and science jobs. 
 
Having said that, it is obvious that the resistance among young girls is stronger 
and to some extent different… 
 
Let´s summarize in popular form the most important different forms of 
(collective) resistance: 
 

BOYS 
- find science teaching in schools abstract, theoretical and unapproachable 
- cannot integrate engagement in science teaching in their 21st century social 
networking life styles and learning styles 
- find most science teaching completely irrelevant to their present and future 
lives 
However, some factors tend to counter this resistance: 
- some boys find science and in particular technology fascinating 
- some boys are able to build science-based identities 
- some boys imagine well-paid science jobs 
 

GIRLS 
- in general some girls find it easier to manage abstract and theoretical science 
teaching, as they are better at focusing and more “self-disciplined” than teenage 
boys 
- in general girls are not fascinated by science and technology in the same way as 
boys 
- girls have considerable problems integrating science engagement and a life in 
science in the development of their female identities and personalities (self-
images) 
- girls produce unlike most groups of boys collective negative imaging of people 
in science and lives in science 
- girls tend to ask other and less fascinated questions to science than boys: how 
is science useful? What does science produce of value to society and citizens? 
Why is so much science irresponsible? 
 
What is obvious is that both boys and girls need fundamental innovation in 
science teaching in schools – but to some extent for different reasons. 
Open science schooling will strongly benefit both genders. 
 
 
The biggest challenge, though, appears to be strongly gender-related: science 
and society. 
That leads us to the most complicated element in gender-sensitive science 
education: 
 
 

INNOVATION IN SCIENCE LEARNING AND SOCIETAL CHANGE 
 
Why does the girls should come to science approach not work for the girls? 
Because, basically and collectively girls ask critical questions to science that will 
remain unanswered if “girls just come to science”. 
 
Girls and young women collectively want “science to also come to girls”. 
 
What sort of questions are the girls and the young women asking to science, 
according to state of the art research and to the ScienceGirls experience? 
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The most typical and important are: 

 are science and scientists doing a lot of things we cannot identify with? 

 is science developing things useful to society and citizens? 

 what kind of values are such science missions based on and who do such 
values represent? 

 to what extent are science missions based on ethical considerations? 

 why is science in general so strongly linked to a male-dominated world? 

 why are science engagements not representing female values? 

 will women in science communities need to behave and act like men? 

 how can girls and women make their values heard in science? 
 
Girls and young women express attitudes towards science and ask questions to 
science that are basically and inevitably political in nature. 
 
Whereas language learning or history learning might be discussed without much 
connection to politics, this is not the case when we approach the fields of 
“science should come to girls”. 
 
Because perhaps it is definitely not in the nature of science to “come to girls”, 
and perhaps science does not have such interest. 
Science at large is, as we well know, deeply embedded in the global growth 
economy and is in fact the key driver of the increasingly competitive and market 
based growth economy. 
 
In short, and without going into the complicated history of capitalism and 
globalisation, it is evident that reversing the “girls should come to science” into 
“science should come to girls” results in a number of giant challenges: 
- what does it mean that science should come to girls and what does it mean 
that science should change and reflect female values? 
 
This topic is called “science and society” and the Commission has launched 
several papers and research calls encouraging reflections in the science 
communities to bring science closer to society and to citizens – focusing more on 
what citizens need and not so much on “what science would like to engage in 
from a purely, isolated and fascination-driven point of view”. 
 
Now we see the big difference between level 2 (modernising science education) 
and level 3 (open science schooling), as level 3 inevitably link to politics and girls 
and young women creating a voice in politics, research and business. 
 
Open science schooling for gender-sensitive science learning is precisely linked to 
politics because it implies all the lifestyle, identity, social and ethical questions 
typically asked by girls and young women. 
Open science schooling for gender-sensitive science learning therefore includes 
critical science. 
 
It is also clear that this dimension of open science schooling (the critical 
questions to the value systems) will be driven by girls and young women, not 
primarily by boys and young men. 
 
In its very important to recognize this “having a voice” in open science schooling 
and from the very beginning of open science schooling practices, as it brings 
about new perspectives in science learning, for example from “fascination” to 
“change” and “responsibility”. 
 
We can easily imagine the scope of such discussions driven by critical questions 
from teenage girls to for example the medical industry, the energy industry and 
the arms industry. 
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At the same time the European Commission is expressing concerns about young 
people’s increasing disengagement from politics, democracy and European 
values. 
In particular girls and young women are not known to be deeply engaged in 
politics. 
 
Perhaps a strong gender-sensitive science agenda could be one of the ways to 
engage girls and young women in politics – on their own terms and conditions 
and with their own voices? 
 
Returning to the needed innovation in science education it now becomes clear 
why any gender-sensitive science education innovation needs to be based on 
girls’ and young women’s co-creation. 
The science communities, the educational communities and the politics 
communities are not able to represent the female voices. 
Girls and young women will need to create their own voices in science education 
innovation. 
 
This is what we will briefly comment on now. 
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PART 2 
Co-creation of change 

 
 

“Whilst many of these interventions have been carefully and 
thoughtfully designed by a range of appropriate experts and 
practitioners, evaluative evidence indicates that even the ‘best’ 
interventions may still be resisted by pupils and/or enjoyed by 
those involved but make little or no difference to pupils continuing 
with science.” 
‘Doing’ Science versus ‘Being’ a Scientist, 2010 (Archer, Osborne, 
et al) 
 
 

 
 
Building on what we developed in the text above, we would now like to comment 
on what such gender-sensitive science innovation co-creation it about and what 
it means. 
 
 

WHY CO-CREATION OF CHANGE IS KEY TO SUCCESS 
 
Creating gender-sensitive open science schooling is a special case. 
Why? 
 
Because the discourses involved are all basically male dominated. 
Science is male dominated, the logics of education systems are male dominated 
and politics is male dominated. 
 
The Commission and leading research in education calls for co-creation practices 
in education, including from early schooling. 
This co-creation is about co-creation of learning, of content and of the 
acquisition of 21st century learning competences. 
 
However, at innovation level co-creation is also recommended: interacting with 
young students along the entire circles of educational innovation to ensure the 
relevance of the didactics for the young students and their 21st century learning 
and life styles. 
 
In the case of gender-sensitive open science schooling the need for co-creation of 
innovative didactics is double: in addition to the general need for co-creation of 
new ways of learning (science) we must add the specific gender-sensitive co-
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creation of science learning and a life in science that includes and reflects the 
value systems and preferences of girls and young women. 
 
The result of these reflections is: 
- no gender-sensitive science learning and science community innovation is 
likely to be successful unless co-created by young girls and young woman. 
 
As young female students in general are expected to have more radical 
approaches to science than most groups of male students, it follows that young 
girls need to be the drivers of science education innovation. 
 
Without exaggerating this is a hugh challenge to education, to the science 
communities – and to the girls. 
 

ScienceGirls experience, however, suggests that teenage girls are 
ready and willing to meet those challenges if they are allowed 
appropriate terms and conditions and resources. 
 
As we shall see later in the paper, such reflections at the same time call for 
focused action in research, innovation and policy, including in the European 
funding programmes. 
The globalised market economy will make sure that the needed changes will not 
take place unless as a result of dedicated efforts at all levels. 
 
 

WHAT IS CO-CREATION IN PRACTICE? 
 
What does co-creation mean in practice in this context? 
 
It means that groups of teenage girls between the age of 12 and 18 must be 
deeply involved in any science education innovation; not in tokenistic ways, as 
objects of change or even worse as hostages of alibi changes, but deeply involved 
in the entire innovation circle. 
 
Such involvement includes long periods of interaction, capacity building of the 
girls to participate actively and a lot of self-reflection from educationalists, 
researchers and innovators to embrace the interaction. 
Professionals involved in such interaction need themselves to develop strategies 
to involve, interact with and benefit from the girls’ co-creation. 
 
The capacity building of the girls is crucial to success as the need for their co-
creation does not necessarily mean that they have the capacity to co-create. 
 

In short, but extremely importantly, co-creation capacity must be 
created, not taken for granted. 
 
In other contexts we talk about the professionals’ and the systems’ ability to 
deconstruct traditional research and innovation discourses to be able to 
incorporate the young people’s co-creation. 
 
Such co-creation can be arranged in collaboration with schools and various forms 
of youth organisations, and science learning and co-creation of change should be 
readily integrated and combined. 
 
Now, efforts to create such gender-sensitive science education innovation in the 
classroom will by definition fail: 
- traditional science teaching does not allow fundamental gender-sensitive 
activity 
- traditional science teaching does not allow the girls to create and build their 
own critical voices 
- traditional science teaching does not allow linking to politics 
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- traditional science teaching does not allow interaction with real-life science 
communities 
- traditional science teaching does not allow interaction with critical science 
voices and missions in society 
- etc. 
 
Traditional science teaching only allows punctual, event-based or marginal 
engagement in gender-sensitive science education innovation. 
Also because most science teachers are males and not known to be seriously 
interested in change, and this is in fact one of the serious obstacles to innovation 
in science education. 
 
Open science schooling provides a quite different innovation and co-creation 
platform: 

 girls will work independently in teams and create their own approaches 

 girls will interact with science in real life and create much more realistic and 
flexible images of science in research and practice 

 girls will be involved in science communities and create impressions of 
mentality and behaviour 

 girls will interact with critical science voices in the community 

 girls will formulate their experience and tell the stories in their own way, 
which will allow authentic reflection of their values and preferences 

 girls will be able along these co-creation processes to develop their own 
standpoints and perspectives, including linking to politics 

 girls will continuously build capacity to be subjects of science 
 

Open science schooling is therefore much more in this context than 
its “classical” versions: it allows the strong combination, linking 
and synergy between learning science in new ways, developing new 
forms of experience with what science is in practice – and 
developing strong capacity to create a voice of their own and to co-
create change. 
 
This cocktail is very powerful and should be implemented in all research, 
innovation and experimentation aiming to create gender-sensitive science 
education. 
 
 

A LEARNING REVOLUTION 
 
Unlike various forms of science teaching “modernisation” open science schooling 
questions fundamental principles and practices in traditional education. 
This makes open science schooling demanding, complex and in need of 
appropriate resources. 
 
Open science schooling, and in particular open science schooling aiming to create 
gender-sensitive science learning and innovation, forms part of the general 
learning revolution so strongly advocated by the European Commission, the 
OECD, UNESCO and other leading global educational players. 
 
What does that tell us? 
 
It tells us that open science schooling research, innovation and practical 
experimentation call for dedicated frameworks and solid resources and support. 
Small and unfocused missions will not be able to deliver the needed knowledge 
and results. 
 
It also tells us that gender-sensitive science innovation is deeply linked to and 
depending on this learning revolution and cannot take place outside this 
revolution. 
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This has serious consequences for the European funding mechanisms as we shall 
see below. 
 
 

RESISTANCE AND WORKING THROUGH 
 
The resistance that teenage girls build towards science education and in 
particular to a life in science happens at many levels. 
The forms of resistances can be grouped as follows: 
 
Psychological 
Resistance is created among teenage girls to what we call “a life in science”. 
Girls feel that they cannot integrate the images from science communities in the 
female identity they are creating along the teenage years. 
They feel that their femininity will be destroyed or suppressed if they live in 
science. 
These processes are deep and complex and call for epic counter-experience as 
we shall see below. 
 
Social 
Young teenage students create female value systems along their teenage years. 
This includes making images of social interaction and social life – as grown 
women, as a family and as mothers of children. 
They anticipate that a life in science will conflict with the images and 
expectations they create. 
In addition many young girls and young women state that they enjoy working 
with and interacting with people, and they fear that this cannot take place in 
most science communities. 
 
Political 
Young female students are building resistance towards a life in science because 
they feel that many forms of science are “problematic”: they feel that science is 
engaged in very many things that most girls find unpleasant: such science 
engagements as the medical industry, the energy industry, the food industry, the 
space industry and the arms industry create negative feelings among very many 
teenage girls. 
 
Perhaps we should note that it is never a simple question of “correcting such 
wrongful impressions of a life in science”. 
Identity development and value systems are much more complicated, and the 
problem is also that the images the girls create of a life in science are not that 
wrongful… 
 
Moreover, girls’ general capacity to better follow traditional science teaching in 
schools than boys is expected to slowly disappear: more and more girls will 
follow the boys into the digital world and into digital social lifestyles and they 
will slowly lose the capacity to engage seriously and self-disciplined in traditional 
science teaching. 
At the same way the traditional “female obedience” will slowly disappear in the 
21st century youth cultures. 
 
This means that real gender-sensitive science learning cannot build on this 
“theoretical capacity” for a long. 
The young girls might be even more dependent on open science schooling than 
their male peers. 
 
The point is that resistance is built at many levels at the same time, is complex 
and cannot be offset by simple mechanisms or interventions. 
 
This calls for what in other fields of human science is called “working through”. 
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The expression “working through” indicates that some form of mental state 
cannot simply be corrected through knowledge or through simple stand-alone 
counter-experience. 
 
New experience with science from for example open science schooling must go 
through several circles of full engagement to be able to penetrate into the 
structures of identity to build and to create trust in the new experience; enough 
trust to allow the integration in the developing (female) personality. 
 
The girls must, so to speak, work through the new science experience many 
times to create the needed mental change and to overcome resistance. 
 
Again, this has serious consequences for the nature of research and 
experimentation in the field og gender-sensitive science learning innovation: the 
new science experience needs to be repeated, to be long and deep enough to 
“get under the skin” and sufficiently qualified to allow the new experience to 
impact the female identities. 
 
These reflections might serve as quality criteria for gender-sensitive science 
research and experimentation.  
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PART 3 
The soul of teenage girls’ science voices 

 
 

“Our research points to the potential value of schools and science 
educators engaging in activities and approaches that enable 
teachers and students to deconstruct popular gender discourses and 
stereotypes.” 
“Balancing Acts”: Elementary School Girls’ Negotiations of 
Femininity, Achievement, and Science, 2012 (Archer et al) 
 
 

 
 
 
 

AS CITICENS GIRLS ARE OBJECTS OF SCIENCE 
 

AS CONSUMERS GIRLS ARE OBJECTS OF SCIENCE 
 

IN SCIENCE TEACHING GIRLS ARE OBJECTS OF 
SCIENCE 

 

IN POLITICS AND PUBLIC DEBATE GIRLS AND 
WOMEN ARE OBJECTS OF SCIENCE 

 

IN SCIENCE JOBS WOMEN ARE OBJECTS OF 
TRADITIONAL SCIENCE COMMUNITIES 

 

AS WOMEN THEY ARE EVEN SOMETIMES OBJECTS 
OF TRADITIONAL MALE BEHAVIOUR AND 

MENTALIY IN SCIENCE COMMUNITIES 
 
 

HOW CAN GIRLS AND WOMEN BECOME SUBJECTS OF SCIENCE? 
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What key qualities should future ScienceGirls’ “subjects of 
science” voices build on? 
 
Let us summarize in 4 categories: 
 
 

IDENTITY 
Gender-sensitive science learning innovation needs to link closely to young 
female students’ identity building along their teenage years. 
Any innovation in the form of research and experimentation should allow long 
and deep open science schooling experience based on uncompromised real-life 
community interaction. 
The co-creation from female students at secondary school level should allow the 
girls to integrate the experience in their female identity and in their female life 
expectations. 
The linking to their identity formation should include capacity to become 
subjects of science based on own female values and preferences and aim to build 
capacity to create their own science learning and science value systems voices. 
It is an important part of the identity formation to allow the girls to see 
themselves as females and learners able to create such voices. 
 

LIFELONG AND LIFEWIDE 
Any innovation in the form of research and experimentation should allow the girls 
to create such images and visions of a life in science that anticipate living and 
working in science communities, including allowing new visioning of the balance 
between and combination of science engagement and social life. 
Such visioning should exploit the wide opportunities in open science schooling to 
engage in science interaction and reflections that include all levels: 
psychological, social and political. 
This quality should actively include integrating a political change dimension in 
the female voices and the capacity to act in the science politics landscapes. 
 

EPIC 
Any innovation in the form of research and experimentation should allow epic 
experience: “allowing me to tell my life story coherently”. 
Epic experience allows for long and deep engagements that are strong enough to 
integrate into the personality of the young students. 
The epic quality of the science experience allows the young girls to create such 
personal stories that can embrace engagement in science learning and a life in 
science. 
If the science experience is not at the level of the epic it cannot be expected to 
have a lasting impact on the girls’ personality, preferences and science life 
visioning. 
 

NARRATIVES 
The epic form of the experience should produce individual and collective female 
narratives, from which the girls can build and maintain being subjects of science. 
The girls need to express their new science experience individually and 
collectively in the form of narratives created by them. 
Traditional reporting and activity documentation will not do the job, as these 
activities do not have the epic quality to narrate the new female life 
experiences. 
The impact of the new experience, such as through open science schooling, 
should precisely be given narrative form by the girls to allow solid and robust 
integration in their identity building. 
 
 
Future science education innovation research and experimentation might use 
such and similar guidelines and quality criteria to assess the possible impact of 
the missions undertaken.  
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PART 4 
ScienceGirls CONCLUSIONS

 
 

“I said [to my daughter] why can’t you do science? She said ‘oh no 
it’s a boy thing’. They had an after school science club and she said 
‘I’m not going because it’s all boys’. I said well you should at least 
go along and see if you enjoy it. She went twice and then she 
stopped going because it was all boys and she had no girls to talk 
to” (Sandra, mother of Danielle). 
Professor Louise Archer, King’s College London 
 
 

 
 
Let us summarize the most important elements in research and experimentation 
in the fields of gender-sensitive science learning innovation. 
We will do that through brief response to some of the questions that the 
ScienceGirls project set out to address: 
 

CO-CREATION 
How does the ScienceGirls experience contribute to the understanding of the 
nature and importance of young student’s CO-CREATION when fostering interest, 
skills and capacity in science, research and innovation? 
Co-creation from groups of young female students is sine qua non for any science 
education innovation and in particular for any gender-sensitive approach to 
science education. 
The co-creation should include not only co-creation of learning activities and 
results, but also of the forms of open science schooling that will deliver the 
innovation. 
This means that groups of young female students should be included in the full 
life circles of any serious research or experimentation aiming to build gender-
sensitive science learning. 
 

EARLY SCHOOLING 
How does the ScienceGirls experience contribute to the understanding of such 
engagement in EARLY SCHOOLING, including relevant didactics for such 
engagement? 
Gender-sensitive science education should focus strongly on early schooling; 
more specifically on the years of identity formation in the teenage years. 
The nature of the resistance towards a life in science is so strong and deep that 
it needs to link closely to the girls’ self-images and life expectations. 
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Superficial innovation attempts will not succeed, regardless of how popular they 
might be. 
Therefore research, innovation and experimentation to foster genders-sensitive 
science learning should strongly focus on secondary school and girls from the age 
of 12 to 18 to make the new experience lifelong and lifewide. 
 

OPEN SCHOOLING 
How does the ScienceGirls experience contribute to the understanding of co-
creation through OPEN SCHOOLING – through open collaboration with the 
community, including relevant sectors? 
We have demonstrated along the paper that open science schooling provides 
science learning innovation with a very strong platform for building capacity 
among young female students to become subjects of science. 
Open science schooling allows interaction with real-life science and science 
communities and with a variety of science players in the community, including 
science players with critical science voices and missions. 
This also means that open science schooling allows the linking of gender-sensitive 
science learning to the politics of science communities – in support of girls’ and 
young women’s capacity to become subjects of science. 
 

GENDER 
How does the ScienceGirls experience contribute to the understanding of 
GENDER in the fostering of interest, skills and capacity in connection with 
science, research and innovation? 
As explained above, girls have special needs as well as opportunities to engage in 
science learning innovation and to create lives in science that integrate female 
value systems and preferences. 
It can be foreseen that female students and young women will be the most 
powerful drivers of science learning innovation, possibly also because they will 
need to link the engagement to science community politics and therefore to the 
empowerment of the girls to act politically. 
The condition for such driving from young female students and young women is 
that appropriate resources are in place and that the needed research and 
experimentation addresses the challenges in a fully holistic way, including 
psychological, social and political levels. 
 

TEACHER EDUCATION IS KEY 
How does the ScienceGirls experience contribute to the understanding of the 
new TEACHER ROLES and teacher mentality connected to the fostering of such 
engagement among young (female) students? 
State of the art research, ScienceGirls and similar initiatives clearly state that 
science teachers in general are “part of the problem”. 
It is less likely that the present generations of (male) science teachers will 
engage in gender-sensitive science learning innovation. 
This calls for alternative driving of such changes, in particular from two major 
sources: 
- the needed change should be driven by open science schooling initiatives at 
school, local, national and European levels and be independent of the interests 
of individual science teachers; the initiatives should build on community 
resources and engagement; open science learning initiatives should include 
research as well as practical experimentation and a strong combination of theory 
and practice 
- the needed change should be driven by profound innovation in teacher 
education to ensure the capacity of the new generations of science teachers to 
create gender-sensitive open science schooling, including co-creation from young 
female students; science teacher students need more than other teacher 
students to build capacity for change and innovation; such teacher education 
innovation should be driven strategically by national educational authorities 
guided by  European Commission educational policy and innovation; science 
teacher education should include considerable open schooling practice 
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RECOMMENDATIONS for European funding

 
 
‘I wouldn’t want to be a scientist because I don’t want to find 
these like dead bodies and bones and … ugh! And then I wouldn’t 
like to have big grey frizzy hair … because all scientists seem to 
have these caps on like bald heads and they have like [inaudible] 
and I don’t want to look like that, I want to look beautiful’ (Girl, 
Inner City Elementary). 
‘Doing’ Science versus ‘Being’ a Scientist, 2010 (Archer, Osborne, 
et al) 
 
 

 
 
As evidenced in this paper gender-sensitive science learning innovation and open 
science schooling are very complex and demanding visions and missions. 
They call for considerable resources, time and funding – and, dedicated policy-
making at national and European levels. 
 
Only strategic approaches seem able to tackle these challenges, building up 
systematic knowledge and best practices. 
 
Present and near future national educational policy seems unable to provide such 
strategic innovation: budget cuts in education, increasing focus on testing and 
control, more students in the classes and worst of all overloaded and restrictive 
curricula is the menu of most member states’ policy-making. 
 
This means that European policy-making and funding appears to be the only 
systematic and dedicated driver of the needed innovation in science education 
at long-term strategic level. 
 
We would therefore like to conclude this short-paper with some key 
recommendations for European level policy-making and funding in the field of 
gender-sensitive science learning and open science schooling, representing the 
most powerful forms of science education innovation. 
 
 

A STRATEGICAL APPROACH IN RESEARCH AND EDUCATIONAL POLICY 
NEEDED 
 
Engaging young people and in particular young girls in science and in a life in 
science is a hugh challenge to Europe. 
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Much research, innovation and experimentation is needed to create the 
appropriate knowledge and best practices – and it will take a sea change, as 
stated by the Commission, to implement such innovation at national and local 
levels. 
 
It is therefore recommended to re-power the European science learning 
innovation agenda with a very strong strategic focus on gender-sensitive science 
learning and science communities. 
The focus should include all levels of science learning resistance among teenage 
girls, psychological, social and political, and build on uncompromised co-creation 
from female students. 
 
The strategic approach should begin with the new set of funding programmes 
from 2020 and build strong initiatives to build capacity among young female 
students and young women to co-drive the needed research, experimentation 
and change. 
 
Such a strategic approach should recognise, describe and analyse the key and 
privileged roles of gender-sensitive science education innovation at didactic, 
social and political levels. 
 
 

THE EUROPEAN PROGRAMMES – AND AFTER 2020? 
 
Even though science engagement is at the very top of the European Commission’s 
list of key challenges to future and globalised Europe, there are effectively only 
two platforms for creating science education innovation: Horizon and Erasmus+. 
 
In connection with the new research and innovation programme from 2020, 
replacing the Horizon programme, we recommend the following: 
- open science schooling calls with a strong focus on in-depth gender-sensitive 
science learning in early schooling and across the education system 
- open science schooling calls requesting strong and uncompromised co-creation 
methodologies involving groups of young female students in the entire research 
and innovation circles 
- open science schooling calls investigating the connection between gender-
sensitive science education and female science politics 
- open science schooling calls researching how female science values can be 
integrated in and heard across science education and science communities 
- open science communities calls investigating how science communities can 
deconstruct their fundamental male oriented power systems and integrate 
female science values and preferences linked to female identities and a life in 
science 
 
All such science education calls should request open collaboration with practical 
experimentation initiatives and request a) co-creation methodologies, b) 
analysing female science value systems and c) involve science communities. 
 
In connection with the new educational programme from 2020, replacing the 
problematic (see below) Erasmus+ programme, we recommend the following: 
- gender-sensitive science learning innovation becomes a top priority at strategic 
level in the educational programmes, in particular in the school sub-programme 
- the programmes allow for long-term projects (3 years) and upgraded funding in 
support of identity based gender-sensitive science education experimentation 
- the programmes invite strong cross-sector open science schooling initiatives 
- the specific calls request co-creation methodologies involving groups of young 
female students in the full experimentation circles 
- the programmes allow initiatives experimenting with methods to create and 
promote female value systems in science education and science communities 
- the programme invites strong and coordinated collaboration with research and 
innovation projects 
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It is furthermore recommended to consider establishing a community learning 
programme situated between the educational programmes and the research and 
innovation programme to create knowledge and best practices in the field of 
community based educational innovation, such as open schooling, 
entrepreneurial learning and innovation fostering learning. 
 
Such a programme should not be organised into educational sectors. 
 
[Please also refer to the Erasmus+ critique below] 
 
 

STRONG STRATEGIC FOCUS ON TEACHER EDUCATION 
 
Limited results can be expected from the present generation of science teachers. 
As indicated along this short-paper limited results can therefore be expected 
from science education innovation implemented in the present science education 
school communities. 
 
Basically Europe needs new generations of science teachers with a very different 
orientation. 
Differently trained young science teachers will be able to participate in the 
needed “science learning revolution”, including paying considerable attention to 
gender-sensitive science education and science work. 
 
However, the creation of such new generations of science teachers requires 
much innovation in teacher education, at national level and supported by strong 
strategic European initiatives. 
We therefore recommend re-powering the Commission’s science education 
innovation agendas and developing a specific innovation and experimentation 
strategy for initial and further training of science teachers. 
 
Innovation and experimentation projects can take place in the research and 
innovation programme as well as in the educational programmes. 
It is important to such calls to request: 
- co-creation methodologies allowing close interaction with young female 
students 
- methodologies ensuring strong links to real-life science communities 
- initiatives including female science politics and gender-sensitive voices in 
education and in science communities 
 
The strategic initiatives should be followed up by strong and coordinated 
Commission initiatives addressing the need to innovate science education 
curricula at national level. 
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KEY FOCUS POINTS FOR 2020 RESEARCH AND GENDER-
SENSITIVE SCIENCE LEARNING INNOVATION AND 
EXPERIMENTATION 
 

 initiatives build on co-creation from young female students; not 
gender-sensitive science education for by with female students 
 

 initiatives should undertake missions to make available a variety of 
open science schooling best practices, including female value systems 
 

 initiatives focus on in-depth knowledge creation of the relation 
between female identity formation and new forms of science learning 
 

 initiatives study the deeper meaning of possible female value systems 
linked to “a life in science” 
 

 initiatives create best practices in open science schooling that reflects 
female values and life expectations 
 

 initiatives allow for the integration of female science politics, 
including female critique of science in society 
 

 initiatives study and create best practice for the creation of female 
voices in science education and science communities, including how such 
voices can be communicated 
 

 initiatives work with science communities to create interest for and 
capacity to interact with female science values and social practice 
 

 initiatives interact with narrative communication forms to allow 
female imaging of science and a life in science 
 

 initiatives engage in restoring and renewing science as adventure, 
pioneering and life journeys 
 

 initiatives allow powerful and open critique of science in a “science 
with and for citizens” perspective 
 
 
The key focus points might serve as inspiration for new gender-sensitive science 
education projects, in particular from 2020.  
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ScienceGirls in Barcelona 2018 
 

100 teenage girls from all across Europe say: 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

WE NEED A LIFE IN SCIENCE THAT 
RESPECTS FEMALE VOICES, VALUES AND 

LIFE EXPECTATIONS 
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What Marc Prensky has to say about  

21
st
 century digital natives 

 

 
 

They do not want to be lectured to. 
They want to be respected, trusted, and to have their opinions 

valued and count. 
They want to follow their own interests and passions. 

They want to create, using the tools of their time. 
They want to work with their peers on group work and projects 

(and prevent slackers from getting a free ride). 
They want to make decisions and share control. 

They want to connect with their peers to express and share their 
opinions, in class and around the world. 

They want to cooperate and compete with each other. 
They want an education that is not just relevant, but real. 

 

It is possible, of course, to view this list as a narcissistic or 
unrealistic set of expectations on the part of students. But to do so 
would be a big mistake. Or one might find this set of expectations 
incompatible with teaching the required curriculum or with getting 

better results on standardized tests. But that would be a wrong 
conclusion as well. 

 
Marc Prensky 

Teaching Digital Natives 
 
 
 
 

How does this profiling match traditional science teaching, 
modernised science education and open science schooling? 
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A Senior Social Entrepreneuring policy paper: 
 

European funding and senior  
social entrepreneuring 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 [Photos from Senior Social Entrepreneuring by Working with Europe] 
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This text is based on 2 years of practical experimentation with 
the participation of a large number of seniors from all across 
Europe. 
 
The aim of the text is not to summarise or evaluate the 
project’s accomplishments, but to paint some critical 
perspective landscapes fuelled by the project; critical as the 
general mentality in Europe is increasingly working against the 
innovation agendas promoted by the Commission. 
In other words the text contributes to an understanding of 
what further steps should be taken in the core fields 
addressed. 
 
Thus the text might inspire new European initiatives based on 
and going further than the Senior Social Entrepreneuring 
project. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

This text 
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INTRODUCING SENIOR SOCIAL 
ENTREPRENEURING

 
 
“Organisations must be challenged by NEW ACTORS and business 
models to enable the inventive use of innovations with end users 
and local communities as co-creators.” 
Commission, Empowering people, driving change – social innovation 
in the European Union 
 
“Seniors are a valuable resource for entrepreneurship.” 
Commission, Entrepreneurship 2020 Action plan 
 
 
 

 
 
In the application we describe the project as follows: 
 
 

CHALLENGE 
 
The context for the project and at the same time the key messages from 
Commission policy can be split into two sets of emergence: 
 

EMERGING SOCIAL NEEDS 
These include such needs generated by globalised economy, the restraint of 
public spending and services and the well-known demographic changes in the 
European population.  
Such needs are: 
- the need to re-engage seniors of all ages and backgrounds in the production of 
economic and social value 
- the need to find new solutions to existing and emerging social challenges not 
addressed by the open market and not sufficiently addressable by public services 
- the need to engage users, clients and citizens in creating such solutions 
- the need to create dynamic social change mechanisms to respond flexibly to 
the fast changing global and local economies, social infrastructures and labour 
markets 
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EMERGING CHANGE OPPORTUNITIES 
These include such opportunities generated by increasing consensus among 
policy-makers, researchers and professionals on what kind of innovation is 
needed, possible and attractive, and what innovation means – including recent 
re-thinking of the terms innovation, social innovation and social economy. 
These opportunities for change recognise: 
- recognising that social innovation is a driver of and contributor to economic 
growth 
- recognising that social entrepreneurship goes far beyond establishing a private 
company and embraces all sorts of initiative-taking, whether for profit or not 
- recognising that authentic social innovation cannot happen to but with people, 
and that social innovation needs top-down as well as bottom-up initiative-taking 
to be successful 
- recognising that social innovation includes a wide range of societal challenges 
 
 

PROJECT MISSION 
 
The project objective is to mobilise teams of seniors in participating project 
communities and beyond to build capacity among them to serve as SOCIAL 
CHANGE BROKERS in these communities, spotting social change needs, bringing 
together relevant stakeholders and citizens and facilitate or drive the social 
change process, and to exploit the social change processes to sustain their 
activity through creating appropriate organisational frameworks, be it as 
volunteers, association members, employees, consultants or social service 
providers. 
 
The project brings together 3 top priorities in Europe 2020 policy: 
1. The need to retain or re-engage the increasing number of European seniors as 
active social and economic contributors 
2. The need to bring about social innovation as an alternative to traditional 
public services 
3. The need to promote entrepreneurial mind-sets and initiative-taking in the 
communities 
 
The project brings together those policy needs in a strong, systematic and 
sustainable, yet practical and realistic way:  
- it will mobilise groups of seniors in EU communities to build capacity to act as 
SOCIAL CHANGE BROKERS in the communities, identifying social change needs 
and facilitating the change process by bringing together relevant stakeholders 
across relevant sectors, including activating citizens as co-drivers of social 
change. 
A senior social entrepreneur can be a CATALYST of social change. 
 
 

PARTNERSHIP 
 
The consortium brings together 8 partners from 6 EU countries: practice 
partners, knowledge partner and an experienced quality partner. 
The Municipality of Aarhus, Denmark, coordinates the project. 
 
 

OUTCOMES 
 
The project will along its 24 months duration produce the following key 
outcomes: 
 

SENIOR SOCIAL RESOURCE CENTER SUPPORT 
 

I AM A SOCIAL CHANGE BROKER – WHAT R U? 
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PORTFOLIOS OF SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURING 
 

POLICY PAPER – LESSONS LEARNED FROM SENIOR SOCIAL 
ENTREPRENEURING 
 

POLICY PAPER/GUIDANCE – EUROPEAN FUNDING AND SOCIAL 
ENTREPRENEURING 
 
 
Resulting from the continuous transnational networking of seniors through the 
project and serving as platform for further European initiatives a network will be 
established by the seniors engaged in the various phases of the project, 
including: 
- senior social change brokers from the first group, serving as mentors for new 
seniors along the project 
- second group senior social change brokers mobilised and capacity built through 
the project 
- seniors engaged through the collaboration with what is called neighbouring 
communities and communities in other countries 
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PART 1 
Why senior social entrepreneuring is so 
important in 21st century Europe 

 
 

“Social entrepreneurs are innovators, drive social inclusion and 
contribute to achieving the objectives of the EU2020 strategy.” 
Commission, Entrepreneurship 2020 Action plan 

 
 

 
 
 

Globalisation creates social problems but does not solve them 
 
Globalised Europe is moving towards considerable and extremely challenging 
social problems. 
Globalisation and various demographic factors, such as longer lives and in-
migration from other continents, put tremendous pressure on member states and 
their national budgets. 
 
The new nationalistic winds blowing over Europe do not make it likely that 
governments will react in various innovative ways to those social problems; on 
the contrary traditional policy-making can be expected, in which budget cuts in 
the social fields is the most common tool. 
 
The future social scenarios in many member states are quite scary.  
This leaves us with a profound need for social innovation. 
 
Social innovation needs emerge when social problems are no longer well 
managed by public authorities, NGO’s or private enterprises. 
Unsolved social problems are what feed social innovation. 
 
 

21st century social challenges in Europe 
 
What are the many social challenges in 21st century Europe that might be left 
unsolved by policy initiatives and funding measures? 
 
Let us list some of the most dramatic challenges: 
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- citizens living much longer and some groups of old citizens living from very few 
resources and with very little help 
- social isolation of elderly and old citizens is increasing in 21st century globalised 
Europe 
- dementia is increasing at epidemic level and most care will need to take place 
the families of the dement citizens and with little public support 
- competitive Europe leads to increasing stress among citizens resulting in 
alcoholism, mental problems and increased medication 
- obesity also among young people is on the rise in Europe 
- an increasing number of young people getting lost in the educational and social 
systems 
- technology addiction epidemics are expected 
 
Just to mention a few… 
 
There are basically two types of social innovation to tackle these challenges: top-
down and bottom-up social innovation. 
 
Top-down social innovation is policy and budget driven large-scale initiatives 
launched and implemented by governments. 
Such initiatives should not be confused with budget cuts. Budget cuts are the 
opposite of social innovation. 
 
Bottom-up social innovation is citizen-driven small scale experimentation that 
might be upscaled if successful. 
In the experimentation phases they are usually based on various forms of project 
funding, local, national and European. 
 
With great certainty we know that top-down policy and budget driven social 
innovation will not happen in near-future Europe, and perhaps not even in the 
midterm-future Europe. 
What will happen is budget cuts and increasing social inequality. 
 

That leaves us with  
bottom-up citizen-driven  
social innovation. 

 
Such citizen-driven social innovation is complex, demanding and in need of 
considerable experimentation and initial funding. 
We will ask to what extent European funding programmes are available for social 
innovation driven by citizens, in this case be seniors. 
 
 

From “problem” to “opportunity” 
 
The European Commission is, in fact, promoting bottom-up social innovation 
initiatives driven by citizens. 
On several occasions the Commission has created and launched policy and 
guidance papers explaining how senior citizens should be considered a major 
resource for driving such social innovation. 
 
This means that the social problems we described above should also be seen as 
and turned into new opportunities for alternative social dynamics processes: 
citizens creating solutions for other citizens; very different from solutions driven 
by public authorities or the big commercial private social enterprises. 
 
An opportunity also to develop social solutions to problems that were never 
really solved before, but more like covered up – such as social isolation of old 
citizens. 
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And an opportunity to develop a new form of social dynamics, replacing the many 
lost roles of the old extended family – and now taking place in various forms of 
communities. 
 
The expected increase in social problems in Europe opens up a giant field of 
social innovation opportunities, in particular citizen-driven social innovation 
opportunities. 
 
However, somebody must drive such social innovation… 
 
 

The new giant resources – in theory 
 
A demographic movement that tends to counter the increasing social problems 
produced by demographic changes is the fact that society has at its disposal 
highly qualified seniors living longer and longer and still fit for societal 
engagement in later life. 
 
Our seniors (whether fully retired or not) are stronger, more skilled and healthier 
than ever before and they might wish to join interesting missions and challenges 
for many years – from for example 55 to 75 or more. 
 

In fact we might state that our seniors are the 
most powerful resource we have when it comes 
about citizen-driven social innovation. 

 
They are more or less free of formal employment, they are still relatively young, 
they are experienced and have networks, and many of them are really keen to be 
involved in important social missions based on their own interests and based on 
the will to make a difference. 
 
So, a giant resource – at least in theory! 
 
 

But in practice? 
 
The possibility of involving large numbers of seniors in citizen-driven social 
innovation does not make it a reality. 
Projects like Senior Social Entrepreneuring (and NEET U, Break Down or Break 
Out and Directing Life Change) clearly demonstrate the many difficulties, 
obstacles and roadblocks we are forced to face when trying to engage seniors in 
social innovation. 
 
One of the major difficulties is, of course, the initial funding of such activity. 
Without initial funding, nothing happens. Idealism is not the way to meet serious 
social challenges. 
 
Once an initiative has proved to work and demonstrated its value for the users, 
for the public authorities and the tax payers, upscaling funding is more likely to 
be available. 
However, the first many years of experimentation is very difficult to get funded, 
in particular at local and national levels. 
 
Social entrepreneuring is very different from most business entrepreneuring and 
typical start-up funding of business enterprises does not work well for social 
entrepreneuring, as economy creation in social entrepreneuring is much more 
complex than in business entrepreneuring. 
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We will not address all these complicated problems in this small paper; but we 
will ask an important question in connection with the Senior Social 
Entrepreneuring project: 
 

To what extent is European funding available for 
senior social entrepreneurs? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

To what extent is European funding available for 
senior social entrepreneurs? 

To what extent is European funding available for 
senior social entrepreneurs? 
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PART 2 
The importance of European funding and 
driving 

 
 

“Social innovation also mobilises each citizen to become an active 
part of the innovation process.” 
Commission, Empowering people, driving change – social innovation 
in the European Union 
 
 

 
 
As we have little hope that local and national funding will be available for initial 
citizen-driven social innovation experimentation we need to ask the question: 
 

How can needed experimentation, further 
knowledge creation and practical 
implementation of social innovation driven by 
citizens and in particular by seniors be supported 
and taken further through European funding? 

 
Let us once more clarify the relevance and urgency of this: 
 
a) public resources to adequately address social needs will be considerably 
reduced in the future and in the “new Europe” 
b) the needed social innovation is likely to be driven by the European Union, not 
by member states 
c) driving social innovation includes various forms of initial and continued funding 
 
The good news is that unlike in many member states such initiatives is strongly 
supported by European Commission policy: 
 

 the Commission supports social innovation in general, also through funding 
programmes 

 the Commission supports citizen-driven social innovation and user-driven 
innovation in general 

 the Commission strongly supports the active engagement of seniors in solving 
important societal problems 
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 the Commission supports upscaling of small-scale experimentation in the 
field of social innovation 

 the Commission indeed supports new partnerships and new economic models 
for social services 

 
This means that there is strong policy support at European level for seniors to 
engage in and drive social innovation; in fact, all the support one might wish 
for… 
 
We indicated above that funding for upscaling of successful social innovation 
models at local and national levels is more likely than local and national funding 
of initial experimentation. 
 

The simple conclusion is that initial funding for 
first experimentation is difficult. 

 
And first experimentation is always needed in citizen-driven social innovation – as 
well as in any form of social innovation. 
 
First experimentation often consists in a very complex and long process, 
including very many challenges: 
 

 seniors teaming up and defining roles and mobilising other seniors 

 seniors ensuring solid hosting by organisations in the community 

 seniors defining needs and missions 

 seniors involving target groups and users in co-creation of missions and 
solutions 

 seniors elaborating missions and ideas into projects 

 seniors identifying partners and alliances 

 seniors ensuring proper project funding 

 seniors ensuring appropriate clearances and green lights for implementation 

 seniors leading the implementation of the experimentation 

 seniors evaluating and concluding 

 seniors driving several rounds of experimentation / upscaling 
 
Etc! 
 
What is obvious is that what we call first experimentation includes a long line of 
complicated and time-consuming processes, even before the real 
experimentation can take place. 
Very often full experimentation processes can last from 1-3 years. 
 
What kind of European funding can support such first experimentation? 
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PART 3 
EU funding measures for citizen-driven 
social innovation 

 
 

“Citizens should be actively and directly involved in science, 
research and innovation projects.” 
Commission, Science Education for Responsible Citizenship 
 
 

 
 
When asking the question What kind of European funding can support such first 
experimentation? the focus is on bottom-up citizen-driven social innovation, and 
in particular on options for seniors to apply for and receive such funding. 
 
At the same time the focus is on possible European funding, as we consider local 
and national funding for first experimentation less possible. 
Local and national funding for upscaling of successful experimentation is another 
matter. 
 
So, what kind of Europeran funding is available for seniors engaging in citizen-
driven social innovation initiatives? 
 
In theory there are four options. 
 
When we say four options we exclude the European financial support mechanisms 
for business entrepreneuring, such as low-interest loans and micro-loans. 
Such options might work well for classic business entrepreneuring – opening a 
shop for example – but not for long and complicated social innovation processes. 
We therefore leave these options aside. 
 
There are, then, four more or less realistic options, and let us introduce these 
options briefly: 
 
 

EaSI 
 
THE PROGRAMME 
EaSI is a relatively new funding programme aiming to support social innovation. 
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It offers considerable funding, but for what we need to call top-down social 
innovation driven by public authorities and other major social innovation players. 
Analysis of the programme and its terms and conditions show that the programme 
supports social innovation initiatives at relatively large scale and with the 
participation of a consortium of high level players led by strong local, regional or 
national public authorities. 
 
OPTIONS FOR SENIORS 
The EaSI programme does not provide seniors with any realistic application 
options. There is a very long way from a team of seniors to organisations with a 
realistic possibility to apply. 
Available options are therefore limited to: 
- being aware of relevant EaSI initiatives locally, regionally or at national level 
and making an effort to participate in such initiatives 
- creating strong EaSI initiatives and presenting such initiatives to powerful 
organisations with access to apply for EaSI funding 
It should be noted, however, that genuine citizen-driven social innovation does 
not really fin into the EaSI programme, and seniors would find it very 
complicated and perhaps even impossible to move in this direction. 
In conclusion, EaSI is not considered a realistic option for seniors’ bottom-up 
social innovation. 
 
 

Horizon 
 
THE PROGRAMME 
The big research and innovation programme is organised into topics, challenges 
and calls for proposals. 
From time to time Horizon invites research and innovation projects in the field of 
social innovation and in the field of citizen-driven change processes. 
The programme provides considerable funding, but only for high-level consortia 
led by academia or by major public or private stakeholders. 
The application procedures are complicated and demanding and the success rate 
for applications very low. 
One might call this option possible but against all odds. 
 
OPTIONS FOR SENIORS 
Horizon is out of reach for seniors. 
They will need to go through negotiations with consortia applying for funding to 
be able to participate, and only in few occasions the research and innovation 
focus will be on citizen-driven social innovation. 
In conclusion, Horizon is not considered a realistic option for seniors’ bottom-up 
social innovation, unless seniors or a team of seniors are strongly connected to 
for example applying universities. However still in this case it is a long and 
winding road and most seniors will lose motivation along this road. 
 
 

Erasmus+ 
 
THE PROGRAMME 
The programme is, as we know, for all sorts of practical experimentation in the 
fields of education, learning, training and empowerment. 
The sub-programme for adult education can be used by seniors and organisations 
working in the fields of the broad spectrum of adult education. 
The programme is available to all sorts of organisations and seniors can for 
example be easily included in the project design and implementation. 
As entrepreneurship and innovation have become key priorities in Erasmus+ and 
in education in general, it is possible to use Erasmus+ for citizen-driven social 
innovation, even though social innovation in itself does not belong to the 
Erasmus+ programme and its priorities. 
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Several good senior projects have been funded by Erasmus+ and the Lifelong 
Learning programme before Erasmus+. 
The programme provides modest funding for such social innovation 
experimentation. 
 
OPTIONS FOR SENIORS 
At the moment Erasmus+ is the only realistic funding option for seniors’ wishing 
to engage in citizen-driven social innovation. 
The programme offers the following action opportunities for seniors: 
- seniors can design Erasmus+ projects in collaboration with any interested 
organisation and apply for funding through this organisation 
- seniors can actively participate in the implementation of the projects as 
volunteers or as funded staff members of a partner organisation, including all 
transnational activity 
- seniors can drive and lead the projects if they wish to 
Some seniors will be able to produce the quite demanding applications, but most 
seniors will need to team up with organisations with application capacity or 
collaborate with other resources with such capacity. 
Max duration of projects is 2-3 years and the funding level for a partnership is 
200-250.000 euro. 
In conclusion, Erasmus+ is at the moment the only realistic funding opportunity 
for seniors. 
This might very well be called a disaster, given the immense social innovation 
needs in Europe as indicated above. 
 
 

The Social Fund 
 
THE PROGRAMME 
The European regional funds and in particular the European Social Fund are large 
programmes that distribute billions of euros to member states. 
There is a strong focus on employment, but employment can, of course, be 
linked to many forms of initiatives and actions, including social innovation. 
In fact, social innovation can indeed create jobs – and also sustainable jobs. 
The problem, however, seems increasingly to be that the billions of euro are out 
of reach of citizens and organisations and in different and obscure ways 
exclusively administrated by high-level public authorities in the member states. 
It even appears that part of the giant resources is used by national and regional 
governments to finance national budget costs, which is definitely not the purpose 
of the European Social Fund. 
Moreover, many Social Fund activities in the member states are invested in 
various forms of short-term and unsustainable alibi-initiatives to cover up 
national employment problems. 
 
OPTIONS FOR SENIORS 
Even though Social Fund resources should be accessible to seniors and to social 
innovation creating sustainable jobs and solving social problems at the same 
time, it will be almost impossible for seniors and their host organisations to 
access these resources. 
In some countries it might be possible for robust and brave seniors and their host 
organisation to establish a dialogue with regional or national Social Fund 
administrations. 
In conclusion, the European Social Fund billions are not available to seniors or to 
citizen-driven social innovation. The use of the resources in most countries 
suffers from a total lack of transparency. 
This should call for considerable critique of the way the resources are 
distributed, managed and used. 
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PART 4  
CONCLUSIONS

 
 

“Co-creation, user involvement, environmental and societal 
challenges increasingly drive innovation today.” 
OECD, New Nature of Innovation 
 
 

 
 
Let us try to briefly summarize the European funding options for seniors wishing 
to engage in citizen-driven social innovation. 
 
 

OPPORTUNITIES 
 

 given the hugh increase in unmet social needs in Europe in the near and 
midterm future, a large field of social innovation opportunities is opening up 
 

 seniors can focus on citizen-driven social innovation, as this is official 
European Commission policy 

 

 seniors have the experience, skills and networks to engage in such activity 
 

 seniors will be able to establish various forms of collaboration and joint 
ventures with a wide range of societal players and community resources 

 

 seniors will be able to create authentic citizen-driven social innovation in 
close interaction with end users and stakeholders 

 

 seniors are respected members of the communities and will be able to open 
many doors 

 

 initiatives can be upscaled and re-financed if successful 
 

 seniors can create support networks at local, national and European levels 
 

 there is in principle no limits to what dedicated seniors can accomplish in 
the fields of social innovation 
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OBSTACLES 
 

 funding of the experimentation can be difficult and demanding and call for 
professional support 
 

 seniors are individuals with personal interests and specific life journeys and 
this might cause some difficulties when working in long-term initiatives 

 

 seniors are individuals that cannot apply for funding; therefore seniors need 
to team up with host organisations willing to and able to serve as applicants 
in various application scenarios 

 

 seniors might be discouraged by complicated funding procedures and 
complicated implementation procedures 

 

 community players and stakeholders are not necessarily willing to join the 
social innovation projects; most communities resources are equipped with a 
very traditional mentality 

 

 negotiating the way through the community and brokering social innovation 
initiatives can be exhausting and time-consuming 

 

 innovation can be slow and not offer the expected satisfaction for 
considerable time periods 

 

 public authorities often show resistance towards innovation and often refuse 
to collaborate with what they see as “external players” 

 

 European collaboration can be complicated and difficult from time to time 
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RECOMMENDATIONS

 
 
“This also includes social entrepreneurs whose potential is often 
underestimated. They generate sustainable jobs and have 
demonstrated a stronger resilience to the crisis than the general 
economy. Social entrepreneurs are innovators, drive social inclusion 
and contribute to achieving the objectives of the EU2020 strategy.” 
Commission, Entrepreneurship 2020 Action plan 
 
 
In this last text we would like to offer recommendations for policy, research and 
funding to support citizen-driven social innovation. 
 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR POLICY SUPPORT 
 
In this short-paper we concluded that social innovation is urgent in future 
problematic social Europe. 
We also concluded that little social innovation can be expected from member 
states, and that European policy will need to drive the support for such social 
innovation. 
Last, but not least, we concluded that this scenario calls for all the citizen-driven 
social innovation possible, and that in particular seniors are well fit to drive such 
missions. 
 
We now ask the question: what can policy support at different levels do to help 
seniors design and drive such social innovation, including first experimentation 
funding? 
 
The interesting thing is that even if funding for citizen-driven social innovation 
cannot be expected at local or national levels, different actions can be taken at 
these levels to facilitate, support and encourage social innovation from seniors. 
Such support will definitely make it easier for the seniors to make their ideas and 
missions a reality.  
 
 

Seniors 
 seniors need to identify and join forces with strong host organisations with the 
capacity to facilitate application for funding 

 seniors need to build basic capacity to understand and use relevant 
mechanisms in European funding 
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 seniors need to create support for future initiatives and funding actions in 
their community, first of all from social authorities, social NGO’s and end-user 
organisations 

 seniors need to promote and communicate their ideas, missions and initiatives 
in the community, including how citizens and the community will benefit from 
the initiatives 

 seniors need to collaborate with resources able to provide the seniors with 
dedicated seniors from other countries in support of possible application 
initiatives 

 seniors need to become experts in promoting their initiatives through relevant 
social networks 
 
 

Local 
 local public authorities should create open space for seniors to take social 
innovation initiatives to benefit citizens and solve social problems in the 
community 

 local public authorities should make an effort to mobilise the seniors in the 
community to add resources to social change in the community 

 local public authorities should support seniors’ funding initiatives 

 local public authorities should help create small eco-systems of social 
innovation stakeholders in the community to allow seniors to work more fluently 

 local public authorities should support the seniors with practical arrangements 
making the work easier for the seniors 

 local public authorities should actively support the implementation of seniors’ 
social innovation initiatives 

 local public authorities should make an effort to support bottom-up initiatives 
from citizens and create appropriate room to move and to drive such initiatives 

 local NGO’s in the field of social services should welcome the initiatives of the 
seniors to add resources to the community 
 
 

National 
 national social public authorities should create small easily reachable start-up 
funding for seniors and host organisations aiming to apply for funding of citizen-
driven social innovation 

 national social public authorities should make available (online) useful 
resources for seniors engaging in social innovation, including best practices, 
application expertise and access to social innovation knowledge 

 national public or private knowledge organisations in the field of social 
innovation should provide support to practical experimentation with citizen-
driven social innovation, including following and learning from those initiatives 

 key public and private stakeholders might at national level consider creating a 
knowledge and resource center for citizen-driven social innovation based on full 
circle interaction with end-users 

 national authorities should work to better align national social policy and 
innovation with European social innovation strategies 
 
 

European 
 the Commission might consider addressing a weak point in the European 
educational programmes: allowing funding for community based projects, such as 
social innovation projects, open schooling and open innovation projects 

 the Commission might consider a full evaluation of the inaccessibility for 
citizens and organisation of the European Social Fund, including strengthening 
the control with how the Social Fund billions are used regionally and nationally 

 the Commission might consider as well ensuring that considerable parts of the 
distributed Social Fund resources are made available to citizens’ and 
organisations’ co-creation of social innovation and employment 
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 the Commission might consider a stronger promotion of the European social 
innovation and co-creation strategies in member states 

 the Commission might consider launching dedicated social innovation and 
entrepreneuring calls in Horizon, including in particular allowing solid knowledge 
creation in the field of citizen-driven social innovation and its possible impact 

 the Commission might consider making social innovation and social 
entrepreneuring a stronger focus and priority in the Erasmus+ programme and in 
particular in the programme following Erasmus+ after 2020 

 the Commission might consider creating an independent programme providing 
support for a variety of citizen-driven initiatives, such as in the fields of social 
experimentation, social entrepreneuring and social change, as citizens social 
initiatives are urgent in a Europe with less public resources and to avoid 
increasing social conflict 
 
 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH 2020 
 
Based on the Senior Social Entrepreneuring, the NEET U, the Break Down or Break 
Out and the Directing Life Change projects, there is a strong need to research 
the following topics: 
 

 how can citizen-driven and bottom-up social innovation be made efficient 
and contribute to solve real social problems? 

 what are the impact differences between top-down and bottom-up social 
innovation? 

 how can citizen-driven social innovation be organised efficiently and funded 
properly? 

 in what social fields is citizen-driven social innovation efficient, in what not? 

 how can seniors at systematic level add to societies social resources, for 
example through European and national senior mobilisation strategies? 

 
Furthermore, there is a need to more dedicated follow-up the Commission’s 
invitation to create much more collaboration and coordination between research 
and innovation at one hand and Erasmus+ practical experimentation on the 
other. 
 
These topics might be taken into consideration when creating the after 2020 
research and innovation programmes. 
 
 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ERASMUS+ AND 2020 SUCCESSORS 
 
The funding options in Erasmus+ of citizen-driven social innovation are inversely 
proportional to the social problems Europe will be facing shortly and for a very 
long time and that cannot be expected to be adequately met by national 
initiatives. 
Taking into account that unsolved social problems also lead to social conflict and 
increasing inequality, it is strongly recommended to put a much stronger focus on 
 

CITIZENS’ CAPACITY AND OPPORTUNITIES TO 
CREATE SUSTAINABLE SOCIAL SOLUTIONS. 

 
This recommendation has considerable consequences for the design of the 
education programme following Erasmus+ from 2020. 
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The Erasmus+ programme is far too much focused on: 
- educational sectors 
- traditional innovation in education, so to speak 
- small projects with little impact 
- outdated application and funding mechanisms 
 
The European Commission policy on community based and co-creation initiatives 
are not well implemented in the Erasmus+ programme and considerable change is 
needed to create a much more powerful educational programme from 2020, 
including fundamentally re-thinking what “education” is in 21st century Europe. 
 
The new programme needs to allow much more space for community based 
education, learning, capacity building – and social change. 
Commission innovation – such as entrepreneurial education, open schooling, 
innovation fostering learning and citizen-driven innovation – must be much better 
represented and implemented in the new programme, allowing for example 
seniors’ co-creation of social innovation and similar high-priority innovations. 
 
The Commission might consider creating such funding opportunities in a new 
community based capacity building programme located between the research 
and educational programmes. 
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The empowerWOMENt policy paper: 
 

Supporting women’s start-up – 
what’s the innovation? 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 [Photos from empowerWOMENt by Working with Europe] 
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This text is based on 2 years of practical experimentation with 
the participation of a large number of start-up women from all 
across Europe. 
 
The aim of the text is not to summarise or evaluate the 
project’s accomplishments, but to paint some critical 
perspective landscapes fuelled by the project; critical as the 
general mentality in Europe is increasingly working against the 
innovation agendas promoted by the Commission. 
 
In other words the text contributes to an understanding of 
future steps to be taken in the core fields addressed. 
 
Thus the text might inspire new European initiatives based on 
and going further than the empowerWOMENt project. 

 
 
 
 
 

This text 
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INTRODUCING empowerWOMENt

 
 

"About 50% of new businesses fail during their first five years. If 
European entrepreneurs are to be able to deliver the growth we 
expect from them, we must devote greater resources to helping 
them to get through this period. Businesses often lack an 
appropriate ecosystem that will enable them to grow." 
Commission, Entrepreneurship 2020 Action plan 

 
 

 
 
In the application we describe the project as follows: 
 
Financial crisis and global competition makes it difficult for women, less 
educated women in particular, to find good jobs.  
Therefore many women wish to start their own small business or enterprise, 
forcing them to deal with all sorts of problems and challenges.  The first years of 
business are very difficult for these women and they need strong and systematic 
support measures.  
 
EmpowerWOMENt will create local ecosystems for women wishing to consolidate, 
sustain and expand their small businesses, including mentoring from experienced 
entrepreneurial women, professional support and community networking.  
 
The focus in empowerWOMENt is on women in the start-up phases of running 
their own business (2-3 years) and meeting their training needs.  
 
Secondary target groups are:  
- experienced entrepreneurial women succeeding in having consolidated their 
business and working as mentors for the women in start-up situations  
- community workers setting up and maintaining such ecosystems  
 
Tertiary target groups are professionals supporting the target group and 
community networks, including the local authorities and labour market services. 
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Europe’s economy is depending on small and medium size businesses, and will be 
even more so in the future. The large factory plants will be established 
elsewhere in the world.  
 
Therefore the Commission calls for entrepreneurship among all groups of 
Europeans. Entrepreneurship and business is traditionally a men’s domain, but 
there is a growing interest among women in most member states to learn how to 
establish and run their own business, especially in times of severe unemployment 
and social difficulties.  
 
Women in entrepreneurship is a great source for growth in Europe, however 
women need different approaches than men. Women might choose different 
business areas and work differently than men. Many women like to include social 
values in their work as well. 
This is why we need entrepreneurial ecosystems for women, based on their own 
life experiences and value systems. 
 
In this context ecosystem means communities of support structures, mutual help 
and networking resources put at the service of entrepreneurial women; an 
interactivity creating its own self-sustaining ecology. 
 
The project aims to design and pilot such ecosystems in different partner 
countries, and to produce case based guidance to other European communities. 
 
The core mission is to empower entrepreneurial women to create such eco-
systems themselves in support of consolidating and expanding their business. 
 
The primary target group will be directly involved in all project phases, as this 
can be considered an important element in their further entrepreneurial training. 
 
The project will deliver real-life cases, guidance and authentic inspiration to 
help other communities support entrepreneurial women in start-up phases and a 
live service and support – the SharingWithU guidance and support service – 
produced and piloted in the last year of the project and available post-project, 
based on a fair and transparent business model. 
 
At the same time this user-driven approach, and the learning generated, will 
qualify the involved groups of women from the partner communities to add 4 
important extra dimensions to their business, compared to more traditional 
empowermental approaches: 
 
1. The women will, through the user-driven documentation approach, enhance 
their skills to communicate their problems, needs and strategies 
 
2. The women will, through the user-driven documentation approach, enhance 
their digital fluency 
 
3. The women will, through the user-driven documentation approach, acquire 
skills, experience and motivation to mentor and guide entrepreneurial women in 
similar situations at local but also at European level 
 
4. Through this user-driven approach women will be in the position to escape 
traditional role models and to strengthen their self-consciousness in doing 
business 
 
The project partnership is composed by very qualified organisations with long-
standing experience in women entrepreneurship and represents all major 
European regions - Catalonia, Austria, Italy, Turkey, Romania, Portugal and 
France. 
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PART 1 
The great 21st century opportunities for 
start-up women… 

 
 

"Women constitute 52% of the total European population but only 
one-third of the self-employed or of all business starters in the EU. 
Women thus represent a large pool of entrepreneurial potential in 
Europe. When establishing and running a business, women face 
more difficulties than men, mainly in access to finance, training, 
networking, and in reconciling business and family. The visibility of 
bigger number of successful professional women will show other 
women that they have chances of success on the labor market." 
Commission, Entrepreneurship 2020 Action plan 

 
 

 
 
 

21st century opportunities and oceans of support resources 
 
21st century societies and economies offer rich and creative entrepreneurial 
opportunities for dedicated women. 
Many traditional barriers in society to creative business have been broken down 
or removed and very many doors have been opened to start up a variety of 
economic and social initiatives at different levels. 
 
The opportunities are not anymore local or even national, but international. 
Internet technology has made it possible and realistic to create businesses at 
global level and with customers from the other side of the world. 
 
And even more: the knowledge to make all this happen is available to any 
dedicated and determined woman. 
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Some of the great and available new opportunities for start-up women are: 

 getting support from entrepreneurial resources in the community 

 joining various forms of entrepreneurial start-up courses, locally or virtually 

 benefitting from rich online entrepreneurial guidance, including start-up 
guidance 

 being guided by female entrepreneurial role-models, virtually and in real-life 

 promoting the new business through the internet, even with the use of 
multimedia 

 engaging with the audiences and customer groups of the start-up business 
through the internet 

 using social media to promote and disseminate the start-up business 

 getting start-up loans locally, nationally or at European level 
 
Etc., etc. 
 
Looking at all these opportunities and resources one needs to ask: 
 

HOW  
CAN  
ANYTHING  
GO  
WRONG 
? 

 
 

The limitations of traditional entrepreneuring 
 
Still more than half of all women’s start-up business initiatives must be given up 
within the first 2 years. 
So, it seems as everything can go wrong. 
 
And, yes, despite the great amount of theoretical opportunities and resources, 
lots of things can go wrong and go wrong: market analysis, lack of management 
skills, lack of sufficient cash flow, inefficient marketing and promotions, and 
many other things. The list is almost endless. 
 
The analysis of all this is not the focus of the empowerWOMENt project. The 
focus of the project is different: let’s say that none of these threats are in action 
in a start-up case; even in that case the start-up mission might fail, and fail 
dramatically. 
 
Why is that possible? 
 
Because of the market economy: increasing competition, increasing online sales, 
increasing economic centralisation, urban location centralisation and a million 
other things directly or indirectly linked to the terms and conditions of the 
globalised market. 
 
Even if you are good, even if you are skilled, even you work hard, even if the 
market analysis was favourable: in the globalised economy there are no 
guarantees. It’s a tough game. 
 
Most of these start-ups are quite traditional: get an idea, get professional advice, 
rent a place for your shop and sell your things. 
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This is the “small start-up businesses traditional paradigm” and it might work 
well in some or even in many cases. 
 
However, whether the internet is used creatively, whether social media is used 
creatively, etc., the basic paradigm is still very traditional – even if it does not 
look so. 
 
What are the traditional elements? 
 

 THE LONESOME COWGIRL 

Most traditional women start-up missions are extremely individualised 
 

 THE SHOPPING SYNDROME 
Most traditional women start-up missions are linked to establishing a shop and 
selling various forms of goods 
 

 THE ROMANTISICM 

Many women start-ups are basically rooted in a dream; perhaps the dream does 
not fit 21st century reality 
 

 THE HUMBLENESS 

Most start-up women do not believe that their entrepreneurial missions are very 
important or that they might be turned into something important 
 

 CLOSED MIND-SETS 

Most start-up women have a very well defined and limited view of what 
entrepreneurship could be in 21st century Europe 
 

 GENDER BIASED 

Most women do not have the self-confidence to promote ideas or missions that 
are very innovative and breaks away from widely accepted entrepreneurial 
thinking and action 
 

 AND THEN… 

And then, still the family, the children, the husband… 
 
 
 

The focus of the empowerWOMENt 
project was therefore different 

 
 
First, what was NOT the mission of the empowerWOMENt project? 

 it was not the mission of the project to criticize traditional entrepreneurship 

 it was not the mission of the project to criticize existing support measures 
for start-up women 

 and it was not the mission of the project to deliver “more of the same” 
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What was 
then 
the mission of the project  
and for whom? 
 
 
The core mission of the project was addressing  
- a group of start-up women that were facing start-up difficulties and were 
willing to think and act in new ways 
- a group of women in the process of starting up, but still with the option to 
choose untraditional start-up directions 
 
Therefore the empowerWOMENt project was NOT addressing all kinds of start-up 
women looking for various forms of support. 
And the project was NOT missioned to deliver more or less traditional support 
measurers available elsewhere. 
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PART 2 
… innovative entrepreneuring 

 
 

"About 50% of new businesses fail during their first five years. 
Commission, Entrepreneurship 2020 Action plan 

 

 
 
The objective of the project was very precise and specific: 
 

HOW CAN ENTREPRENEURIAL START-UP WOMEN DESIGN, PROMOTE 
AND SUPPORT ENTREPRENEURIAL MISSIONS IN INNOVATIVE WAYS, 
USING 21ST CENTURY OPPORTUNITIES AND OPEN DOORS? 
 
Let’s briefly explain that in the next small text… 
 
 

Opening up new perspectives – the empowerWOMENt mission 
 
The walls between business, society and citizens’ lives are increasingly broken 
down, opening up brand-new ways of collaboration, mission creation and joint 
ventures in all sectors and even cross-sector. 
 
These open doors represent a totally new way of viewing problems, challenges, 
society and roles of organisations and stakeholders. 
It is simply a new way of thinking. 
 
In particular for dedicated entrepreneurs these doors might lead to refuelling 
entrepreneurial initiatives or to designing new forms of entrepreneurial missions, 
unthinkable just 10 years ago. 
 
Women entrepreneurs and start-ups are not forced to take any direction 
available: the opportunities are so many and so different that they can find or 
define entrepreneurial directions that balance well with female values and 
female lifestyles. 
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The innovative directions can be relevant to two enterpreneurial start-up 
scenarios: 
 

PERSPECTIVE ADJUSTED 
- entrepreneurial initiatives in the start-up phases facing serious difficulties can 
be adjusted to or re-directed towards new perspectives 
 

PERSPECTIVE DESIGNED 
- entrepreneurial initiatives in the early phases of being defined and born can be 
switched to the design of more promising perspectives 
 
Even for women not ready to go entrepreneurial, the new perspectives might be 
attractive and worth considering. 
 
In both cases designing new perspectives for the entrepreneurial mission is 
relevant and possible. 
The designing will be stronger the earlier in the start-up process it happens. 
 
The innovative perspectives entrepreneuring is NOT relevant for all start-ups and 
cannot solve all sorts of entrepreneurial difficulties. 
For example the new perspectives are not able to support the success of a flower 
shop or an ice-cream shop. 
 
However, one will be surprised to learn in how many cases new perspectives can 
change the entrepreneurial game. 
 

WHAT IS THE CORE OF  
THE INNOVATIVE PERSPECTIVES? 

 
Let’s avoid academic pseudo-definitions and describe the INCREDIBLY 
IMPORTANT CORE ELEMENTS in simple statements, or to put differently: how 
can you give new perspectives to your start-up project or emerging idea in 
different ways, and that might support your entrepreneurial mission? 
 
Actually “innovative perspectives” means to see the same thing or almost the 
same thing in new perspectives or in new contexts. 
 
The “perspective openings” below are tools to do that or different ways of doing 
it. More tools are possible, of course, and you might in fact to contribute to the 
list yourself  
 
Obviously, each of the openings should be equipped with detailed descriptions, 
guidelines and practical examples. This must, however, happen within the 
frameworks of new Erasmus+ or similar initiatives. 
 
 

 
PERSPECTIVE OPENING 1 

How can new perspectives be created for women’s entrepreneuring based on 
analysis of what further values the start-up mission might have for society at 
large, for the community or for groups of citizens? 
The start-up mission might, after some adjustments, contribute to addressing 
important societal challenges, and therefore be interesting for new types of 
stakeholders and funding resources. 
This is the society value perspective opening. 
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PERSPECTIVE OPENING 2 

Perhaps the start-up activity might be of interest to research and innovation 
taking place in the community or in the city. 
Such research and innovation is often looking for practical real-life 
experimentation in support of the research and innovation missions. 
Therefore we might ask: how could the start-up mission or the first 
entrepreneurial ideas be adjusted to, redirected towards or directly designed to 
be attractive for research and innovation missions, including their funding 
resources? 
This is the research and innovation relevance perspective opening. 
 

 
PERSPECTIVE OPENING 3 

Start-up women and in particular women in the process of finding the 
entrepreneurial way attractive and interesting might ask a very important and 
fundamental question: 
In what societal fields could I create entrepreneurial activity and what kind of 
societal challenges could such entrepreneurial activity address? 
This is, of course, a very big question, but let us simply try to illustrate what 
directions such activity could take by listing interesting examples of such 
societal challenges that might offer new entrepreneurial opportunities: 
- environmental challenges 
- challenges linked to the increasing number of old people and isolated old 
people 
- challenges linked to young people in need of empowerment and new 
opportunities 
- any kind of social innovation driven by citizens 
- challenges linked to support for families caring for chronic ill family members 
- any solid initiatives to create meaningful life perspectives for migrants and 
refugees 
- out-of-school engagement of children and young people 
- engagement of seniors as resources for social change and social innovation 
- any initiative addressing the increasing problem of overweight among citizens 
and young people in our communities 
Easily seen, many more societal challenges can be turned into entrepreneurial 
and income generating initiatives. These are only a few examples. 
This is the societal challenges perspective opening. 
 

 
PERSPECTIVE OPENING 4 

Education, learning, empowerment and capacity building of citizens is 
everywhere in 21st century Europe and in our communities. 
In particular learning and capacity building beyond the formal education system 
is increasingly valued by society and policy-making, as the formal education 
system is simply not able to offer young people and adults relevant 21st century 
competences. 
Any entrepreneurial activity developing valuable competences and capacity 
among citizens will be welcomed by most societal stakeholders and can be 
turned into economy generating initiatives. 
This is the learning everywhere perspective opening. 
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PERSPECTIVE OPENING 5 

There is a great and growing interest in Europe in promoting, designing and 
organising citizen-driven innovation: societal and social change brought about by 
groups of citizens in a bottom-up perspective. 
Many community resources, such as skilled seniors, unemployed young people 
and migrants, can be mobilised for citizen-driven innovation. 
However, such citizen-driven innovation needs to be designed, organised and 
implemented with strong leadership. 
It is indeed possible for women entrepreneurs to engage in such citizen-driven 
innovation as designers and organisers, and it is indeed possible to establish solid 
collaboration with many community players, including public authorities. 
This entrepreneurial field is until now less explored but is very promising, as it 
creates win-win situations for everybody involved. 
This is the citizen-driven innovation perspective opening. 
 

 
PERSPECTIVE OPENING 6 

The last example of perspective opening is about the many levels that can be 
addressed through innovative entrepreneuring. 
Usually new ideas and initiatives can be implemented at local, regional, national 
and European levels. 
An entrepreneurial initiative might start at local level and be followed up by 
initiatives at national or European level, for example through project creation. 
Or, a European project might be followed up at local level by sustaining and 
widening the activities installed by the European project. 
So, there are very many entrepreneurial opportunities in following up various 
forms of activity at different levels, in particular between local and European 
levels. 
This is the exploitation perspective opening. 
 
 
In a European project context we can easily imagine a large number of new 
European projects addressing such perspective opening through systematic 
experimentation, best practice creation and knowledge production. 
Entrepreneurial activity might very well start with or build on such European 
projects! 
 
 
The European Commission is promoting a new and much more flexible 
understanding of how income can be generated through entrepreneurial 
initiatives. 
This promotion is linked to the much wider definition of what entrepreneurial 
activity is and can be. 
The new understanding of income generation goes far beyond the traditional 
entrepreneurial sales of products income generation. 
 
Examples of such income generation are: 
- income generated through sales of products 
- income generated through provision of services 
- income generated through stakeholder funding of projects 
- income generated through user fees 
- income generated through project participation 
- income generated through salaries from managing initiatives for stakeholders 
- income generated through funding of joint ventures  
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PART 3 
… but the realities? 

 
 

"Promote entrepreneurship education to develop active citizenship, 
employability and new business creation (including social 
entrepreneurship), supporting future learning and career paths for 
individuals in line with their personal and professional 
development" 
Commission: Erasmus+ 

 
 

 
 
So, oceans of new entrepreneurial and very innovative opportunities… 
 

But the realities…? 
 
We will now list the most typical obstacles to start-up women’s engagement in 
what we have called “opening perspectives” or “innovative start-up 
entrepreneuring” – based on what we have learned in empowerWOMENt and 
similar experimentation, and pointing towards our recommendations for policy, 
research and practical experimentation at the end of this short-paper. 
 
What might prevent start-up women or women interested in engaging in 
entrepreneurship from exploiting the many new perspective openings presented 
above? 
What are the typical obstacles to such engagements? 
 
There are quite a lot of very different forms of obstacles. In general innovation is 
not easily implemented in a Europe (increasingly) dominated by rather 
conservative, nationalistic and traditional mentality and practice. 
In fact, it even seems as member states are increasingly countering and 
neglecting European Commission innovation strategies. 
Strong European efforts will be needed to re-power those strategies. 
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In this context we will simply list the most typical obstacles. 
 
 
OBSTACLE 1 

 BEING A WOMAN AND AN ENTREPRENEUR 
Often women are modest and have modest expectations towards what 
entrepreneuring might offer them. A small shop? A small service? 
Most women might not see themselves as pioneers in the fields of opening 
perspectives and innovative start-up entrepreneuring. 
To most women these opportunities might seem too far away and too 
complicated. 
We need strong examples of communities of practice in the field of opening 
perspectives and innovative start-up entrepreneuring to show entrepreneurial 
oriented woman how it is possible to tackle these new challenges. 
 
OBSTACLE 2 

 FAMILY 

Most entrepreneurial women, and in particular in the start-up phases, are still 
serving as the heart of the family, responsible for the welfare of the children and 
taking care of old or ill family members. 
Innovative start-up entrepreneuring is time consuming: in the long run it offers 
considerable benefits and perspectives, including economies, but in the short run 
it mostly requires very much time and efforts. 
Many start-up women might not have the needed time and might be under 
pressure from families in need of caring and income. 
We need to foster more team based and collective engagement, moving away 
from the lonesome cowgirl, and therefore we need open spaces in the 
communities where such teaming up can happen. 
 
OBSTACLE 3 

 WHAT IS THE 21ST CENTURY 

As a result of globalisation and the long line of continuous technology revolutions 
societal paradigms are shifted faster and faster. 
What was normal yesterday is outdated today and almost useless tomorrow. 
This simply means that new paradigms and social practice – such as innovative 
start-up entrepreneuring – call for considerable time period to be integrated into 
people’s and organisations’ mentality and forms of actions, perhaps even 
decades. 
We need considerable research and experimentation in the fields of such 
innovative start-up entrepreneuring and we need to make these resources very 
visible and very attractive to entrepreneurial oriented women. 
 
OBSTACLE 4 

 CASH FLOW AND ECONOMIC PRESSURE 

As mentioned above, innovative start-up entrepreneuring is rather time 
consuming in the first phases and the benefits do not appear until later in the 
start-up process. 
For start-up women, who might be interested in moving in new directions, this 
might be an obstacles that cannot be overcome: they need solid income from the 
entrepreneuring to pay the rent, the bank – and the children’s’ clothes. 
We need to install alternative financial support mechanisms that allow longer 
start-up phases with less economy creation, in particular in cases where the long-
term economic prospects are assessed as very positive to society. 
We need models of sharing the responsibility for these long start-up phases. 
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OBSTACLE 5 

 TRADITIONAL SUPPORT MECHANISMS 

This also leads to pointing to considerable obstacles produced by traditional 
support mechanisms. 
The traditional support mechanisms consist in: 
- a table to plan your new business 
- a course to teach you about business management 
- a loan to open the shop 
Basically the support mechanisms strongly reflect an old and outdated 
understanding of entrepreneurship: individual, sales oriented and some business 
knowledge on the flight. 
This form of support does not work in the much more complex and diverse fields 
of innovative start-up entrepreneuring.  
We need new forms of support mechanisms reflecting what such initiatives need 
in real life. 
 
OBSTACLE 6 

 A SEA CHANGE TOWARDS NEW PUBLIC MENTALITY 

However, changes in support mechanisms are to a considerable extent depending 
on what we in short will call “public mentality”. 
Regardless of the compositions of joint ventures driving innovative 
entrepreneuring, public authorities will be deeply involved in very many 
innovative start-up entrepreneuring missions. 
An example is alternative care for isolated elderly – an initiative that cannot be 
implemented without support or at least acceptance from public authorities. 
It will take a sea change to move public mentality away from old paradigms and 
towards the 21st century. 
We need policy-driven mechanisms to much more directly address these 
challenges in public communities and to increasingly allow the creation of room 
to move for active citizens and entrepreneurs. 
 
OBSTACLE 7 

 PIONEER CAPACITY 

Management and promotion courses are not enough to build capacity among 
entrepreneurial oriented or start-up women to engage in innovative start-up 
entrepreneuring missions. It’s a totally different and more complex game than 
opening a shop. It’s a societal game and one must learn to play this game well to 
be successful. 
Start-up women cannot be expected to know how to play this societal game, 
including the needed skills, competences and capacity. 
Such pioneer capacity needs to be built along the way – but individual women 
cannot accomplish this alone. 
We need new forms of open access to support functions that accompany start-up 
women along the first long phases of innovative start-up entrepreneuring. 
 
OBSTACLE 8 

 EXAMPLES - WHAT EXAMPLES? 
Innovative start-up entrepreneuring is pioneer ground and very few practical 
examples are available, and the available examples are not based on solid quality 
criteria ensuring their guidance relevance to start-up women. 
Many women wishing to be engaged in innovative start-up entrepreneuring will 
therefore need to assume a pioneer role: producing such best practices rather 
than benefiting from existing. 
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We need access for pioneer entrepreneurial women to best practices, at least at 
European level. 
 
OBSTACLE 9 

 NO (WO)MAN’S LAND 

For considerable time and along several start-up phases pioneer entrepreneurial 
women engaging in innovative start-up entrepreneuring might feel alone and 
confused without a “place to be” and without clear organisational belonging. 
Unlike the classic romantic version: “before I was a teacher and belonged to the 
school; now I have a shoe shop and belong to my shoe shop”, the new forms of 
innovative entrepreneuring can be very confusing to the women, as they sort of 
do not belong anywhere, but will be pending between different situations and 
belongings. 
We need to develop collective and community based forms of innovative 
entrepreneuring to avoid social and professional isolation. Women are sometimes 
more depending on social belonging than men. 
 
OBSTACLE 10 

 CITIZENS’ READINESS 

Many innovative start-up entrepreneuring initiatives will involve the active 
participation of citizens and end-users, such as young people, seniors or families. 
Most of these citizens are used to link any kind of services or support to the 
public authorities (even in the case of outsourced public services), and they are 
not automatically open to new ways of creating for example social or education 
resources. 
Pioneer start-up women should be prepared to meet such obstacles and to 
overcome them by creating motivation and dedication among involved citizens 
and end-users. 
We need to promote citizen-driven innovation and entrepreneuring across sectors 
and population groups, and to demonstrate how citizens will benefit from such 
co-created innovation.  
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PART 4  
Conclusions: the many changes that 
need to be brought about… 

 
 

Companies are rethinking their innovation processes and focusing 
more on the role of the user. Innovation is no longer only taking 
place in traditional R&D departments, where the main focus is 
developing the latest technology. Innovation processes are starting 
with the user – understanding what problems users face and need 
solved – and understanding users’ behaviour which then gives clues 
about what products or services to develop. Users are being 
involved in earlier phases of the innovation process - already when 
companies are identifying opportunity areas. The innovation 
process is becoming user-driven. 
OECD, New Nature of Innovation 
 
 

 
 
Let’s summarise the most important changes needed at different levels to 
support new ways for women’s start-up entrepreneuring. 
These recommendations might also be used to design and create new European 
initiatives, for example in Erasmus+ and what might follow after 2020. 
 
Pioneer start-up women have many needs, as described above! 
 
 

How can resources be brought about to meet these needs? 
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Recommendations  
for policy, research and practical experimentation 

 
 
The primary aim of the recommendations is to serve as direct inspiration for new 
local and in particular European project initiatives. 
 
 
 

POLICY 
 
Local 

 joint ventures between chambers of commerce and public authorities might 
create platforms in the community for women interested in innovative start-
up entrepreneuring 

 joint ventures at local level might build communities of innovative start-up 
entrepreneuring focused on community needs and driven by entrepreneurial 
women 

 local joint ventures might ensure pioneer entrepreneurial women 
considerable time to establish innovative start-up entrepreneuring through 
simple funding measures 

 joint collaboration between chambers of commerce and public authorities 
might engage in open debates in the community aiming to create interest 
among organisations, citizens and entrepreneurial women in new forms of 
citizen-driven innovation in the community 

 local players in the entrepreneurial fields should collaborate to involve the 
community at different levels in innovative entrepreneurial national and 
European pioneer projects for the community to become a role-model 

 the local support platforms should focus on making visible how women 
engaging in innovative start-up entrepreneuring are especially able to 
address a wide range of specific community needs 

  
National 

 national entrepreneurial stakeholders and public authorities should 
collaborate to create funding programmes for innovative start-up 
entrepreneuring at local level 

 they should use the funded projects as best practices 

 national entrepreneurial stakeholders and public authorities should 
collaborate to make qualified guidance to innovative start-up 
entrepreneuring available for entrepreneurial oriented and start-up women 

 national knowledge production should focus on the special resources women 
can bring to innovative start-up entrepreneuring addressing community 
needs 

 intensive campaigning aiming to open up new mentality and understandings 
 
European 

 the Commission should re-power the European entrepreneurship agenda, 
including a strong focus on practical descriptions of gender-specific and 
gender-driven innovative start-up entrepreneuring 

 the Commission should advocate and campaign new and alternative ways for 
women to engage in such forms of entrepreneurship at the same time 
addressing important societal challenges 

 the Commission should link such innovative entrepreneuring to citizen-driven 
innovation, including social innovation 

 the Commission should put much pressure on national governments to follow-
up such European strategies, including through making available relevant 
resources for entrepreneurial oriented women to engage in innovative start-
up entrepreneuring 

 the Commission should update and upgrade support programmes that can be 
used by entrepreneurial women to launch or support innovative start-up 
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entrepreneuring, perhaps also through the establishment of a new 
community capacity building programme located between Horizon and 
Erasmus+ (see below) 

 
 

RESEARCH & INNOVATION 
 
Lessons learned from empowerWOMENt and similar European initiatives points 
towards the need for research and innovation initiatives focusing on the following 
topics and methodologies: 
 
Topics 
 

 detailed research of the metamorphosis of entrepreneurship and what 
entrepreneuring means in the 21st century, including a strong gender 
perspective 

 in-depth research of the fields of innovative start-up entrepreneuring, based 
on 21st century paradigms and on detailed analysis of the mechanisms 
involved in innovative start-up entrepreneuring 

 interactive research of specific female orientations and value systems that 
might create specific and important new forms of innovative start-up 
entrepreneuring 

 research of the relation between innovative start-up entrepreneuring and 
citizen-driven innovation 

 innovative and future-oriented innovative start-up entrepreneuring research 
projects collecting valuable cases, analysing of the cases and using the cases 
as best practice 

 studies of alternative and innovative income creation methods in innovative 
start-up entrepreneuring 

 
Methodologies 
 
The new research and innovation initiatives should (be requested to) implement 
the following key methodologies: 

 very strong linking to practical experimentation and communities of practice 

 strong and uncompromised interaction with end-users along the entire 
research and innovation circles 

 application and documentation of citizen-driven innovation 

 research and innovation processes at the same time creating capacity among 
participating end-users and citizens 

 
 

PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTATION 
 
The most important support to entrepreneurial women to engage in pioneer 
entrepreneuring is practical experimentation. 
 
Practical experimentation consists typically in 2-3 year projects allowing full 
experimentation with the innovate entrepreneuring and providing other women 
with practically useful guidance and examples. 
 
Such practical experimentation first of all produces valuable lessons learned that 
in accumulated form leads us stepwise towards the most valuable and efficient 
forms of innovative entrepreneuring driven by women. 
 
At European level this means: 
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Entrepreneurial programmes 
 
The Commission’s entrepreneurial programmes work well for traditional 
entrepreneuring, but not for what in this short-paper is called innovative start-
up entrepreneuring. 
The new forms of innovative entrepreneuring call for complex project funding, 
not for simple traditional entrepreneurship support. 
The present entrepreneurial programmes are not sufficient in this context. 
This is why such innovative start-up entrepreneuring is carried out within the 
Erasmus+ framework and why we propose a new community capacity building 
programme (see below). 
 
Erasmus+ 
 
Innovative and pioneering women entrepreneurship initiatives are therefore at 
the moment funded through the Erasmus+ sub-programme Adult Education. 
To this end we have 3 critical comments: 
- the general Erasmus+ problems 
- the underestimation of the Adult Education sub-programme 
- CCB: the need for a new programme from 2020 
 
Before we conclude the short-paper with a number of suggestions for further 
Erasmus+ initiatives from 2019, let us briefly comment on these 3 critical points: 
 
The general Erasmus+ problems are briefly discussed in the Annex in the form of 
an official and formal critique. 
 
 
The Adult Education sub-programme 
 
The Adult Education sub-programme and its underlying paradigms are totally 
outdated and have been so for a long time. 
In the very old days the programme was about the old Grundtvig ideas: adults 
should be allowed to learn at all ages. 
 
However, already from years ago the programme started to include new forms of 
citizens’ empowerment, social innovation capacity, initiatives from active 
seniors, entrepreneurial capacity building and best practices, etc., etc. 
 
The sub-programme is now 10 times more important than in the old romantic 
Grundtvig days. 
 
It represents the only realistic funding opportunity in Europe for some of the 
most important European experimentations! 
 
Therefore we can say without any hesitation: 
- the importance of the programme is inversely proportional to the funding of 
the programme. 
 
The catastrophic course of the Commission when creating Erasmus+ was 
illustrated by the initiative to delete the Adult Education sub-programme from 
2014 and integrate small pieces of adult education in the vocational training sub-
programme. 
The programme was saved in the last minute, but the story demonstrates the 
total lack of understanding of the importance of the programme in the new 21st 
century contexts. 
 
Furthermore, and alongside new approaches such as citizen-driven innovation 
and social innovation, the programme becomes more and more important every 
day. 
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We therefore propose the following double solution from 2020: 
 
- maintain the Adult Education sub-programme within the framework of the 
Erasmus+ successor from 2020, including upgrading the programme and adjusting 
the programme to 21st century needs and challenges 
- establishing a 21st century capacity building programme located between the 
research and educational programmes: the CCB – the Community Capacity 
Building programme 
 
CCB – new community capacity building programme 
 
This new programme aims to create medium level funding for experimentation 
projects addressing the new 21st century paradigms, meanings and scopes of 
learning, education and capacity building based on community and cross-sector 
methodologies. 
 
Examples of such community based learning and capacity building methodologies 
are: 
- community based entrepreneurial initiatives, including the new approaches to 
entrepreneurship 
- community based innovation capacity building of citizens and organisations 
- open schooling initiatives, including for example open science schooling 
- capacity building and re-engagement of young people in formal and non-formal 
settings and based on community collaboration 
- capacity building for citizen-driven innovation, including for example citizen-
driven social innovation 
 
The basic principle of the programme is to support innovative learning and 
capacity building experimentation based on cross-sector community collaboration 
and driven by various groups of citizens and local organisations. 
The programme responds to the fact that education, learning and capacity 
building is no longer linked to formal educational settings or sectors, but is 
increasingly taking place as community and real-life interaction. 
 
The empowerWOMENt project would have been funded under this programme. 
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Erasmus+ topics  
for  
project creation  

from 2019  
 

- in support of entrepreneurial women’s engagement in innovative start-
up entrepreneuring and pioneer entrepreneuring 
 

 
Pioneer women entrepreneuring 
Experimentation focusing on the new opportunities for women entrepreneuring 
 

 
Community platforms for innovative entrepreneuring addressing societal 
needs and challenges 
Experimentation focusing on how cross-sector and collaborative community 
platforms can be established in support of women’s innovative entrepreneuring 
 

 
Citizen-driven innovation led by entrepreneurial women 
Experimentation focusing on how entrepreneurial women can mobilise groups of 
citizens for innovative entrepreneuring addressing major societal and social 
challenges 
 

 
Capacity building of pioneer entrepreneurial women 
Experimentation focusing on how pioneer entrepreneurial women can build 
capacity to drive the new 21st century entrepreneurial initiatives in the 
community 
 

 
Support measures for 21st century women’s entrepreneuring 
Experimentation focusing on what kind of support measures, including financial 
support and income creation, pioneer entrepreneurial women need and how such 
support measures can be mobilised 
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ANNEX 

PROJECT BASED CRITIQUE OF ERASMUS+

 
 
 

 
 
The following critique of Erasmus+ is based on concrete project experience. 
 
The need for the projects to engage in critical evaluation of the Erasmus+ 
programme is evidenced across this paper: pioneer innovation and 
experimentation have very few local and national support opportunities and 
therefore the only programme for experimentation in Europe, Erasmus+ and 
what might follow from 2020, becomes extremely important for the European 
partners. 
 
As indicated in this paper it is increasingly difficult for partners to move and to 
engage in the needed experimentation. 
As also indicated the European programmes is one of the few opportunities for 
partners to engage in educational innovation, as national funding for such 
activities is becoming scares. 
 
Erasmus+ and its successors therefore become extremely important to 
practical educational innovation in Europe. 
It is the only Commission programme for educational innovation in practice. 
One single programme for changing traditional and obsolete education for the 
new generations of Europeans - this emphasizes the importance of the 
programme. 
 
Based on the wide project experience we ask: to what extent is the Erasmus+ 
programme able to create the needed support measures for the key players to 
innovate education? 
 
We wish to point to some serious weaknesses in the programme, making it 
difficult for those players to use the programme efficiently. 
 
In this perspective many players do not quite understand why Erasmus+, as the 
successor of the Lifelong Learning programme, seems to have been turned into a 
sort of discount programme. 
This does not match the importance of the educational innovation, as described 
across this paper. 
In fact we have described the immense obstacles partners face when making an 
effort to contribute to the Commission’s educational innovation agenda. 
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A general critique of Erasmus+ is that it has been handed over to the National 
Agencies. 
 
This has led to a long line of strange and less understandable practices in the 
different projects, as most National Agencies seem to follow own interests and 
administrative principles. 
Projects are increasingly oriented towards national interests, not towards 
European interests. 
The conclusion is that the management of Erasmus+ by the National Agencies has 
led to a devaluation of the programme. 
 
Several National Agencies are systematically cutting project budgets by 30-40%, 
making considerable co-financing necessary in the implementation. 
 
This and other NA practices seem to threaten a basic and sacred principle in 
European programmes: the independency of external expert evaluators. 
This is a serious violation of European principles and should be firmly addressed 
and corrected by the EACEA and the Commission. 
 
The financial structure of Erasmus+ has been simplified compared to the Lifelong 
Learning programme. 
This is in itself positive, but the simplifications have also resulted in considerable 
implementation difficulties for partners. 
 
The difficulties are in particular to be found in two major budget areas. 
 
Partners are now expected to implement the projects at 250 euro per month. 
In some countries this amount will buy one single work day per month. 
Taking into consideration the complications involved in this kind of educational 
innovation, such an amount can unfortunately only be regarded an insult and a 
lack of respect for partners. 
 
The extremely low funding of project implementation is a constant frustration 
and demotivation for most partners. 
 
The second major weakness is linked to mobility funding. 
 
Many innovative projects are extremely student-oriented and therefore the 5 
days mobility events are the climax of the projects – for many reasons, including 
the quality of the final outcomes. 
 
However, the mobility funding is so low and the rules so inflexible that it is 
almost impossible for partners to bring participants together. 
Once again this leads to considerable co-funding from the partners, from parents 
– or from other sources; and it threatens the European dimension of the projects. 
 
In general, the Erasmus budget structure is more focused on formal results than 
on the practice on which the results should be based. 
 
In total, for most partners the participation in serious Erasmus+ projects requires 
considerable co-financing. 
This is not a problem in itself. The problem is that the Erasmus+ programme is 
not presented and defined as a co-financing programme, unlike other European 
programmes. 
 
The Erasmus+ programme has therefore placed itself between two positions: 
- if the programme is supposed to be fully financed, the budget must be 
upgraded to meet the real challenges the projects are facing 
- if the programme is a co-financing programme, this should be made very clear, 
and the level of co-financing should be defined 
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The conclusion is that considering that the Erasmus+ programme for most 
partners is the only way to support the Commission’s educational innovation, the 
programme has far too many weaknesses, in the financing as well as in the 
management of the programme. 
 
This calls for considerable re-thinking when designing the Erasmus+ successor(s). 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

YOUNG STUDENTS TAKING OVER 
 

In one of our co-creation projects the objective was to find out how 
to create innovation interest and capacity among teams of young 

secondary school students, aged 13-14. 
The project was organised in phases in which the student teams 
would carry out various forms of innovation missions based on an 

open schooling approach. 
After the first phase with innovation missions, a student team 

revolted: we are not pleased with the way the teachers organised 
these innovation missions. 

They think like teachers and give us instructions and plan most of 
the activities for us. 

Now that we know better what innovation missions are about, we 
would like to create the missions ourselves: forming the teams, 

designing the missions, creating the work plans, finding the 
resources to work with and trying to carry through the missions 

without instructions. 
The 13-14 years old students, quite normal students actually, wished 

to take over. They were not pleased with the traditional teacher-
thinking. 

Obviously, other student teams in the project felt the same; 
however, this team was brave enough to put it on the table. 

The teachers involved were in fact known to be quite good, open 
and creative. 

We do not think they simply “failed”, the teachers. 
What happened was that they struggled to deconstruct their 

traditional teacher roles, educational thinking and relation to the 
young students – with hands tied by an increasingly rigid and 

restrictive educational system. 
This deconstruction takes considerable time and practice – but in 

this case the young students did not wish to wait for this.  
They wanted to take over. 

 
 
 


